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ABSTRACT

Economists and policymakers have long been concerned

with the impact of changes in tariff and quota policies on

an economy and its resources. The purpose of this work was

to measure the economic efficiency, that is, to compare the

benefits and costs, and the distributional impacts to the

nation and Hawaii, a major producing region, of a unilateral

removal of trade protection policies for the United States'

sugar industry.

The Baldwin and Mutti approach to measuring the

efficiency of such policies in which the benefits were the

reduction of the deadweight loss and the (transitional)

costs were the values of production (opportunity costs) lost

during the movement of resources from the import competing

industries to alternate uses. These co~ts occur because of

factor price rigidities and factor immobilities.

Because of the large amount of land used in producing

sugar, the transi~ional cost of land was included in

addition to the social human resource costs used by Baldwin

and autti. As in the case of Baldwin and Mutti, the

transitional cost of capital vas not included.
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The transitional cost of labor vas the amount that

could have been earned in the first post-displacement job

while initially unemployed. An econometric analysis of a

sample of 212 former sugar plantation workers was used to

estimate these costs. The transitional cost of land was

based on sugar acreage impacted and the actual rental value

of former sugar lands in Hawaii. Three different discount

rates were used for a sensitivity analysis.

The nationa1 and Hawaii interindustry tables were used

to estimate the direct and indirect employment effects as

well as the interindustry distribution of impact. The

measure of the deadweight loss and resources impacted

depended on the ~espective elasticities of demand and supply

and the terms-of-trade impacts. Published figures and

existing models were used for these. The stUdy did not

include the impact of employment in the beet sugar industry

and assumed that refining could be done at less cost by

other countries in the absence of protection.

The results of the analysis indicate that the benefits

exceed the transitional costs. The results also met the

scitowsky criteria for an improvement in welfare .because

gainers could compensate the losers and the losers could not

bribe the gainers not to make the change in policy. Thus a

return to free trade in sugar is very likely to raise the

level of general welfare.
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The interindustry distribution of impacts and the

distrib~tion of welfare effects between consumers and

producers for both the nation and Hawaii were also

discussed. Employment effects and total social costs for

Hawaii were also presented. The reemployment of sugar lands

and land-complementary capital as short-run factor

immobilities become mobilities did little to mitigate the

impacts of the removal of sugar trade protection for Hawaii.

possible uses of compensation funds to assist the

"losers" in a major domestic producing region such as Hawaii

were discussed in case a political decision vas made to

convert potential compensation into actual compensation.

The distribution of private costs in terms of personal

income distribution characteristics and the

interrelationships between these characteristics were

examined in the appendices.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Economist and policymakers have long been concerned

with impact of changes in tariff and quota policies on an

economy and on resource use within that economy (Corden,

Stern, Maqee to name a few of many). Baldwin and ~utti, in

a "pioneering effort" (Balassal, measured the benefits and

costs of the removal of trade protection in the fora of

unilateral tariff reduction in each of five manufacturing

industries. The benefits were the reduction of the

deadweight loss that was incurred when the tariffs were

initially imposed and the costs were the values of

production lost during the movement of resources from the

import competing industries to alternate uses.

This approach was used because changes in international

prices, such as those brouqht about by the removal of trade

protection measures (tariffs and quotas) in the face of

factor price rigidities and factor immobilities result in

unemployment and the loss of output to the nation as factors

of production move from import competing industries to other

domestic industries. Economists have emphasized the

lonq-run benefits of free trade in terms of reduced prices

- 1 -
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to consumers while ignorinq the cost of the loss durinq the

transitional period by assuminq that factors adjust

instantaneously. These benefits and costs were placed in a

dynamic framework so that they could be compared to

determine the economic efficiency of tariff (protection)

removal (Baldwin and Mutti, Mutti).

Balassa, in his discussion of their work, stated that

more in-depth studies of particu~ar industries were needed

(Ba~assa). In coniunction ~ith this, there are no known

attempts to analyze the benefits and costs in the Baldwin

and M~ti fcamework of a chanqe in protection policy for an

aqricultural qood. Production in the aqricultural sector

occurs in sparsely settled rural areas and involves larqe

land areas compared to production in the industria~ sector.

Mutti and Baldwin did not include the iDpact of idled land

as part of the resource cost. In addition to beinq part of

the initial cost, the reemploy~ent of this land can also

mitiqate some of the initial impacts of a chanqe in trade

polic~

One aqcicultural industry that warraDts study is suqar.

Recent developments in the United states and world suqar

markets, chanqes in conqressional policy makinq, call for

chanqes in international economic relationships, 1 and

concern with inflation have raised interest about the impact

1 These are discussed in more detail in Chapter II.
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of such a chanqe in suqar protection. There have been

several efforts to examine the impact of changes in prices

and/or changes in tariffs and quotas on the sugar industry

(Bates, Snape, Mintz, Johnson, Choudhury, P'lores, Geiiaill,

1976: Gemmil, 1977: Jesse, Zepp, Jesse and Zepp, Hironwong)

but none of these examined the impacts using the Baldwin and

!utti framework. Related studies have estiaated the welfare

i.pacts of Japanese agricultural tariffs and quotas on

Japanese society (Bale and Greeshields, Bale), the i.pact of

trade protectionism on developed and less developed

economies (Bale and Lutz), and the impact of aqricultural

export taxes (iong). However again, none of them used the

Baldwin and !utti approach. 2

There is also a need to study the distributional

impacts of such benefits and costs, such as reqional and

industrial impacts (Balassa) as vell as the distribution

between consumers and producers.

Although foreign trade policy is made at the national

level and not at the reqional (suh-national) levels, members

of Conqress, who represent state and local constituencies,

are interested in the impact of national policy chanqes on

their constituents as well as the nation at-larqe. Decision

. makers at othe~ lavels of qovernment are also interested in

2 See Appendix A for an extended discussion of these works
and of the related literature on Hawaii.
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the impacts of a chanqe in trade policy on the regions in

which they are responsible. This includes the costs and

benefits incurred at a regional level from such changes in

national policy. Major exporting regions though do not

receive benefits in the Baldwin-~utti framework, only costs.

However, the knowledge of total costs is needed to assess

the impact o£ such change in trade policy. Paralleling the

national scene, the distributional impacts - both

interindustry and that between consumers and producers, are

important.

The reqion should be a major producing area for the

commodity under study. Non-producing reg.ions would receive

benefits but would not incur direct costs, that is, they

would not suffer resource use changes resulting fro.

economic decline of an enterprise. (Non-producing regions

may feel the impacts indirectly as either unemploy~d

resources move into these non-producing areas seeking higher

returns or as the non-producing regions' exports decline as

resource owners in the impacted prod ucing region (s) suffer

losses in income and import less from other regions in

accordance with their marginal propensities to import fro.

other regions.

Because of the importance of sugar production in its

economy, especially in its rural areas, Hawaii is a maior

producing area that is interested in the effect of potential
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changes in quota and tariff policies on its economy. Two

studies have analyzed the impact of a cOllplete demise of the

suqar industry (Vieth and Spielmann) 3 but there is no known

work that analyzes the impact of a removal of tariffs and

quotas on Hawaii - this includes the costs in the

Baldwin-Mutti framework, the interindustry distribution and

the distribution between producers and consumers. In

addition, there is interest in the impact of the alternate

use nf suqar lands on mitigatinq the consequences of the

initial decline resultinq from the exodus of resources from

sugar production~ This includes the interindustry as well

as the total economic impact.

1.1 PROBLEK STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES

1.1.1 Problem Statement

There is a need to analyze the benefits and costs of

changes in tariff and quota pr~tection policies usinq the

Baldwin and Mutti framework on various industries in order

to assess the consequences of a change in such a policy. In

addition; nat all regions of the country nor all industries

are affected equally and the analysis should include the

impact on these.

3 See Appendix A for a more detailed explanation.
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Present interest in the sugar industry necessitates an

examination of the various benefits and costs of a change in

protection po~icies for the sugar industry. This interest

arises, out of the concern with recent past high inf~ation

rates that have focused public attention on po~cies that

increase prices, with the fact that agriculture bi~ls that

have not been previous~y questioned on the floor of Congress

after coming out of committees are now undergoing scrutiny

on the f~oor, and the call for a "New Economic Order" by

less developed countries that asks for removal of ~aws and

policies that limit the quantity or the price of products

they export to the developed countries.

Analvsis of the sugar industry entai~s a cost not

included in Baldwin and Mutti's and Mutti's works: the

transitional cost of unemployed sugar lands. Their studies

concentrated on the industrial sector where production does

not involve the large quantities of land used in the

agricu~tural sector. This cost must be inc~uded in

ana~yzinq the sugar industry.

Not all reqions of the country are affected equally.

Because sugar is an important industry in the rural areas o£

Hawaii, a major domestic sugar producing region, the state

and its officials are also concerned with the impact of the

removal of protection on the state and its industries. In

addition, the role of the reemployment of idled sugar lands



in mitigating the initial impact of a decline in sugar

production on the state and its various industries is an

important consideration.

7

1.1.2 Q~j~~~~yg§ Q~ ~hg ~~ygI

The overall objective is to examine the benefits and

costs of a removal of sugar tariff and quotas. This

includes the achievement of the following specific

objectives:

At the national level:

1. r!easure the economic efficiency in teras of benefits

and costs.

2. Examine the distribution between consumers and

producers.

3. Assess the distributional impacts aaong industries.

At the regional level (Hawaii):

4. Measure the costs.

5. Examine the distribution between producers and

consumers.

6. Examine the possible mitigating role of the

reemployment of sugar lands on the state and its

industries.
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1.2 SCOPB AND LI~ITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the study is to estiaate the benefits

and costs of the reduction in protection for the United

states zugar industry using the Baldwin and Mutti framework,

the distribution of the impact between consumers and

producers, and the interindustry distribution of the

impacts. All of these are to be done for the national aDd

the state of Hawaii economies. Xn addition, the extent to

which the reemployment of suqar lands mitigates the initial

impact of a decrease in sugar production is examined.

Primary data, secondary data and existing economic

models are to be used to accomplish the above. Primary data

collection is limited by time and finances for performing

the study ana by the reliability of the answers given by the

respondents (even in the face of a veIl designed

questionnaire). The usefulness of secondary data depends on

whether or not relevant data exists, the accuracy of the

data, the definition of the variables for which the data was

collected, and the appropriateness of the data for the

study. The development and construction of any econoaic

model involves a tradeoff between realis2 and mathematical

and statistical tractibility and the resulting assumptions.

This creates a divergence between the estimated outcome and

reality. The reliability of the model is also affected by

the accuracy of the data used to construct it.
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All of these li.it the accuracy of any results, but

these are out of control of the resea.rcher.

1.3 ORGABIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION

The review of literature, whose con~ents include both

the theoretical and empirical considerations in examining a

chanqe in trade policy in the sugar industry, is presented

in Chapter II. Chapter III contains the research methods

and the analysis of the benefits and costs and their

distribu~ion at the national level and in Hawaii are found

in Chapter IV. The summary and conclusions are in Chapter

v.
The distribution of private costs on impacted sugar

workers in terms of their personal income distribution

characteristics is examined in Appendices J and K. Appendix

J contains the review of literature and the research methods

for this analysis and Appendix K includes the results.



Chapter II

SUGAR SITUATION: UNITED STATES AND HAWAII

2.1 UNITED STATES' SUGAR SITUATION

At the end of 1974, the Suqar Act, which had insulated

the suqar industry from foreign competition, was allowed to

lapse withollt beinq replaced or renewed. The Sugar Act,

which had its beginninqs with the Jones-Castiqan Act of

1934, was fLrst enacted as the Suqar Act of 1937 and later

revised as the Suqar Act of 1948, allowed for a system of

allocati~q domestic production based on the Secretary of

Aqriculture's estimate of domestic consumption needs. That

portion of consumption that could not be met by production

of the United states sugar industry was apportioned to

foreiqn producers on a quota basis. The supply of suqar was

to be provided " •••as will be consumed at prices which will

not be excessive to consumers and which will fair1y and

equitably maintain and protect the welfare of the domestic

suqar industry ••• {Sugar Act)." The non-extension of the

Suqar Act meant that forty years of formal protection for

the United states suqar industry ha~ come to an end.

- 10 -
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The Act was allowed to expire during a period of

unusually high sugar prices. During 191~, raw sugar prices

reached as hiqh as 65 cents per pound and maintained an

averaqe yearly price of 29 cents per pound. After 1974

thouqh, the price of sugar began to decline. In 1976, it

dropped to 13.31 cents per pound, about 11 cents per pound

in 1917 and hovered around eight to ten cents a pound

throuqhout most of 1978 and 1919 (HSPA, p.33). These low

prices, which were below the domestic average cost of

producinq raw sugar, caused concern in the industry and in

areas dependent on sugar production, and lead to requests

for federal action to alleviate the situation.

However, the expiration of the Sugar Act did not mean

the end of suqar protection. President Ford imposed quotas

on suqar of seven million tons to become effective as of

January 1, 1975 as well as a duty of .625 cents per pound.

These were announced under the authority given the President

in Headnote 2 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

states:,50nder the same authority, the duty was increased to

4 Headnote 2, subpart lOCAl, Schedule 1 of the Tariff
Schedules set the floor for the duty of January 1, 1968 at
.625 cents per pound of 960 raw suqar. If the quotas are
not in force, tIle duty "snaps back" to the 1.875 cents per
pound statutory amount established on July 1, 1934 (Barry,
et. al.).

5 The imposition of quotas under provisions of Headnote 2
are not considered a violation of GATT article XI which
limits the imposition of quotas by GATT siqnatorees.
(Barry, et. al.). Therefore the imposition or removal of
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1.875 cents per poand effective September 21, 1976 but the

quota was unchanged. In November of the next year,

President Carter imposed an increase on the duty to 2.8125

cents per pound under provisions of the Tariff Schedule and

a variable fee of up to 3.3 cents per pound on imported

sugar. This later fee was variable in that as the world

price for sugar increased, the fee decreased, and went to

zero once the world price reached 10 cents per pound.

These actions were undertaken for two reasons: first

the United states International Trade Co.mission (I.T.C.)

reported that sugar imports were harming domestic

production6 and secondly, the House Senate Conference

Committee report on the de la Garza Amendment to the 1977

Food and Aqricultural Act noted that it was the intent of

Congress that sugar prices were to be supported by means

other than those provided in the Act. 7 The import fee was

retaliatory measures do not enter the analysis of changes
in protection for sugar.

6 Under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1933 if the I.T.C. finds that impor~s tend to render
ineffective or materially interfere with commodity price
supports or stabilization program, the President can
requlate commodity imports. This section permits
importation of fees not in excess of 50 cents ad valorem
or quotas not in excess of the quantity imported during a
representative period determined by the President (Barry,
et. al.r.

7 The de la Garza Amendment to the 1977 Food and
Agricultural Act ~ade sugar producers eligible for price
supports throuqh Commodity Credit Corporation loans for
the 1977 and 1976 crops. Loans could be made for at least
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set at 2.70 cents per pound, the duty remained at 2.8125

cents per pound, and the duty on refined at 3.22 cents per

poundS (Barry, et. a1.).

The quota vas lowered to 6.9 million tons of raw sugar

on November, 1978 and specific country quotas imposed.

Effective January 1, 1979 a variable fee was i~posed that

vou1d decrease (increase) as the sugar price increased

(decreased) in order to achieve a price objective of 15

cents per pound not to exceed 50 percent ad va1orem. Fees

of up to 3.3 cents were imposed, but with the increase in

vorld prices, fees fell to zero on October 25, 1979. 8 The

tariff was lowered to .625 cents on February 1, 1980.

2.2 SUGAR AND HAWAII'S ECONOMY

Sugar is an important element in the economy of Hawaii.

Its importance thouqh is maqnified when examining its role

in the economy of the islands other than Oahu, which make up

most of the rural regions of the state. Of the 220,700

acres in suqar in the state in 1978, the island of Hawaii

has 92,600 acres, Kauai 46,100 acres, Maui 48,000 acres, and

Oahu 34,000 acres (Hawaii Aqricultural Reporting Service).

52.5 percent of parity with the aim of supporting prices
for the 1977 crop at 13.5 cents per pound. (Hawaii's
suqar industry received 56 million dollars for its 1977
crop under these provisions).

8 See footnote 50
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These fiqures demonstrate that even though Oahu ~as 82

percent of the state population, the other islands have 85

percent of the sugar acreaqe.

The importance of sugar to the county level regional

economies of Hawaii is further reflected in Table 2.1, which

was coapiled by the First Hawaiian Bank usinq 1975 and 1976

data. Although sugar provided only 3.2 percent of the

private jobs in the state. it provided 11.8 percent of the

private jobs in Hawaii, 11.5 percent on !aui, and 21.5

percent on Kauai.

The low prices for sugar, as discussed earlier, and the

prevailinq conditions in the local industry at that ti~e

raised the real possibility that some of the firas .ay have

been faced with closing, raisinq the spect~c of rural

unemployment as indicated by the employment figures cited

above.

According to industry figures, in 1975 the estimated

cost of production for the five corporate sugar growers in

Hawaii was $270 per ton. In 1976 the per ton cost of

production had declined to $263, but the averaqe revenue was

$245 per ton, a loss of $18 per ton. The total industry

loss was 18.9 million dollars.

Examination of the 1977 cost and returns reveals the

importance of a federal program for suqar in Hawaii. In

that year, again according to industry information, the
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TABLE 2.1

Suqar Employment, Income and Acreage by Islands For the
Years 1975 and 1976

state Hawaii l!Iaui Oahu Kauai

Suqar Jobs 9,430 3,150 2,190 1,640 2,450

% of Private
Jobs 3.2 11.8 11.5 0.7 21.5

Suqar Pavro~l

(mil. $) s 114.6 40.5 27.5 21.3 25.3

% of Private
Payroll 4.7 22.1 17.5 1.1 31.3

Acres in
suqac
(thous.) 221.4 94.8 46.6* 34.3 45.7

Acres in
other crops
(tholls.) 15.6 18.4 36.8* 1B. 7 1.7

% in Suqar 74.6 83.8 55.9* 64.7 96.4

* Acreaqe data for Maui are for the county as a whole and so
include the islands of !!olokai and lanai.

Hote: Job data cover calendar year 1976. Both payroll and
acreaqe data are for 1915.

Source: Economic Indicators, Firsi: Hawaiian Bank, Honolulu,
Hawaii, 1975-1976.
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sugar grovers in Hawaii received about $213.50 per ton for

their raw sugar La drop of approximately $40 per ton from

1976) compared to an average cost per ton of $257 (down $7

from 1976). The subsidies of $56 million from the subsidy

promulgated by President Carter amounted to $54 per ton,

which brought the total 1977 return to $267.50 per ton

(Sug~ I ~y~g£. February 78). Only the subsidies prevented

a loss in that year by raising the average returns to a

level that exceeded average cost.

The president of the Hawaii Sugar Planter's Association

reported that Hawaii's sugar industry suffered a pre-tax

loss of 11.5 million dollars during 1978. Therefore, for

the 1976 through 1978 growinq seasons the only profitable

year vas 1977, the year in which subsidies to the industry

turned a potential loss into a profit (Honolulu Advertiser).

If the lov market prices had persisted, the sugar

industry in Hawaii would have been faced with losses which

could in turn have lead to a decline in this rural industry.

As indicated by Table 2.1, this could have had serious

impacts on the economy of the various rural counties.
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2.3 FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The sugar industry is facing competition from high fructose.
corn syrup (HFCS). First generation HPeS, which consisted

of 42 percent sucrose# 50 percent dextrose, and 8 percent

saccharides, is used in some soft drinks, ice cream, jelly,

sweet pickles, confections, canned fruit, and baked goods.

The higher the fructose content, the greater is the

SUbstitutability of HPCS for sucrose, the sugar prodaced

from cane and beets. The introduction of a second

generation HPCS with 55 to 60 percent fructose has increased

the competitiveness of this corn derivative. Also, aFCS

prices are below those of sugar with the 1975 to 1977 price

averaging 71 percent of that of sugar and the 1978 price

percentage dipping to 57 percent (Carman.and Thor).

Increases in sugar prices induce further substitution of

HPCS for sugar.

In Januar! of 1980, Coca Cola notified its bottlers

that one-half of the sugar content of its soft drink coald

be replaced bV HFCS. Coca Cola is the largest domestic

consumer of sugar and accounts for 10 percent of the total

United states consumption. This translates into five

percent decline in national sugar demand. This move by Coca

Cola is part of a qrowing trend to HFes by food and beverage

producers and vas caused by the rising price of sugar

(Business Heek, "Syrupv·...", Feb. 11, 1980). Seven-Up,
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Dr. Pepper, and Royal Crown Cola already had partially

substituted HFCSbefore Coke made its announcement (Business.
Week, "Sweet ~imes . . .", Feb. 11, 1980).

2.4 FURTHER FACTORS

Hathaway, in discussing the changes in agriculture,

includinq changes in the relationship between agriculture

and national agricultural policy, observes that changes are

occuring in Congress in the agricultural policy making

process. Agriculture bills that usually come out of House

and Senate Agricultural Committees were usually not amended

on the floors of the respective chambers. However, this is

not true anymore.

• (S)ugar legislation pushed by the sugar and
sweetner producing lobbies met its demise on the
House £loor in 1974 and again in 1979, and it was
the threat: of a similar fate that caused the dairy
lobby to compromise in 1981 (Hathaway).

Therefore agriculture in general and sugar specifically

probably should not expect the same degree of protection and

support as in the past.

Less Developed Countries (t.D.C.s) have been requesting

a reduction in trade barriers imposed by Developed Countries

(D.C.s) as part of the cry of L.D.C.s for a New Econo.ic

Order. The increase in trade which would arise from the

lowering of trade barriers in the D.C.'s would spur their

economic development and help to reduce their balance of
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payments ~e~icits. The latter is especially important to

them because of the larqe increase in petroleua i.port

expenditures caused by the quadrupling of petroleum prices

in the 1970's. Because a large amount of raw sugar i.ported

by the United States is cane supplied by the L.D.C.s, sugar

is one of the industries that could be impacted by any

change in United States trade policy resulting from a

response to such requests from lowering trade barriers.



Chapter III

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODS

In this chapter the theoretical and e~pirical approachs

to measurinq benefits and costs are discussed, both at the

national and at the reqional - Hawaii. level. Included are

the interindustry distributions for both the national and

the Hawaiian economy. and for the latter. the extent to

which the reemployment of former suqar lands moves Hawaii's

economy which back to the lonq-run production possibility

curve. Also. in the process of the latter, to what extent

this mitiqates the initial consequences of the removal of

suqar land from production .in res~onse to the removal of

tariffs and quotas.

BENEFITS3.1

3.1.1 General Equilibrium

The literature is divided between the "small country"

case and the "large countl:1" case. In the former. the

country is such a small part of the world market for the

commodity or commodities under discussion that its import

purchases have no effect on the world price or prices for

those commodity(ies). In the latter, the country is not

- 20 -
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small and its foreiqn trade policies impact the world

market, that is when importinq qoods, it faces a supply

curve of foreiqn exports that is not perfectly elastic. The

small country case is discussed first.

The impact of a tariff 9 on an economy can be

demonstrated on a two commodity general equilihrium qraph.

The tariff would increase the domestic price of the import

competinq qoods which leads to an increase in domestically

.produced competing qoods. decreases imports, and decreases

domestic consumption of the imported good and import

competinq qoods (Lavard and Walters, Chacholiades). This

violation of the law of comparative advantage then causes

distortions from the free trade position that violate the

fourth criteria of Pareto optimality that is applicable for

an open economy. This criteria is

MRS = Px
Py

where, Px and Py are the domestic prices of qoods x and V

(where x is the importinq-competinq qood), 'ITX and 'TTy are

the international prices, MRT is the domestic marqinal rate

of transformation between x and y (MRS is the marqinal rate

9 The discussion of tari£f is posited in terms of ad valorea
tariffs. However, once market equilibrium has been
attained, an equivalency between ad valorem and specific
tariff rates can be calculated (Chacholiades).
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of suhst~tution ~n consumption), and MaT f is the margi~al

rate of transformation throuqh foreign trade. The tariff

result is:

MRT = Px
Py

7T'X (1 + t ) MRTf

1TY

where. t is the ad valorem tariff rate. Production

inefficiency arises as more x is produced do.estical1y at a

higher cost in foreqone production of y than the free trade

position where more x would have been i~ported. A

consumption inefficiency arises also because consumers

equate !RS with domestic prices, not worid prices. This

means that consumers value additional x more than it costs

to provide it by foreign trade (Layard and Walters).

Removal of the tariff would reverse this. However, a

removal of a tariff or a quota in the presence of other

violations of pareto optimality does not necessarily move

society back to its pareto optimum point. The analysis of

the welfare of a tariff removal under these pareto optiDum

violations is known as the Problem of Second Best (Mishan,

1981).
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3.1.2 ?artial Equilibrium

The chanqes in production, consumption, and imports of

suqar for the sma~ country case are also represented in a

partial equi~ibrium framework in Fiqure 3.1. In this

framework it is assumed that the consumers have a constant

marqinal utility of income. If the United states government

imposes an ad valorem tariff on suqar imports, then the

domestic price of suqar is nov raised from Pe to PC1 + t)

where, t is the amount of the ad valorem tariff. This

reduces the total demand for suqar from Qd to Qd",

increases the total domestic production from Qs to Qs', and

decreases the quantity imported from ~ to 8'.

The welfare effects at the national level of an

increase in tariffs, referrinq to Piqure 3.1, are to

decrease consumer's surplus (a+b+c+d), increase in rents to

factors of production (producer's surplus), a (also known as

the protective effect), introduce a production inefficiency,

b (efficiency effect), increase in government revenue, c

(revenue effect), and introduce a consumption inefficiency.

The production inefficiency arises because more suqar is

produced domestically at a hiqher cost than if more suqar

had been imported and less of it produced domestically.

Consumers value additional suqar more than it costs to

provide it by foreign trade and as a result society suffers

a consumption inefficiency in the suqar market. The welfare
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Figure 3.1: Effect of Tariff Protection and the
U.S. Sugar Market and the Distribution
of Welfare Impacts
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changes are summarized in T~ble 3.1. The net changes result

in 11 and d. The SUlI of these two is the "deadweight loss"

of a tariff {Layard and Walters).

TABLE 3.1

Welfare Impacts: United states

Consumers
Producers
Taxpayers

Total

-a
a

-b

-b

-c

c

-d

-d

Hote: - indicates a loss, no sign indicates a gain

The disbursement of the increased government revenue

would modify the above analysis because the resulting

increase in income would shift the demand for x and y. The

ceteris paribus conditions are maintained by assuming that

any increase in revenue is offset by an increase in

government taxation with the net result that there is no

income effect on the demand for x and y.

The maqnitude of the various welfare changes that

follow from the imposition of a tariff are determined not

only by the amount of the tariff, but also by t~e

elasticities of demand and supply (Ulbricb).

A decrease in a tariff vould reverse the above effects.

That is, domestic production of the imported good decreases,
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domestic consuaption increases, imports increase, and all

the initial wel£are effects are reduced. Any such analysis

though with the presence of other distortio.ns in the econosy

involves a second best welfare analysis.

The above has been presented in the form of tariff

increases and decreases. However, the results are the same

when using increases and decreases in quotas. There is one

exception though: the reYenue effects become revenue to

importers instead ·of to the government. (However, the

qovernment can become the recipient of that revenue.) The

quota can also be converted to a tariff equivalent for

analytical purposes. For convenience the discussion vill

continue to focus on tariffs.

The equivalency between quotas and tariffs is seen in

Fiqure 3.2. The domestic supply is Sd, Sd + f is the supply

with exports, and Sd + q is the domestic supply with a

quota. The with-quota price is P(1 + t) where t is the

tariff equivalent of the quota. The welfare effects are the

same except that c now represents the return to domestic

importers.

So far the discussion has been limited to the small

country case. The large country case is demonstrated in

Fiqure 3.3 ~he~e panel (2) represents the United States and

(1) the world excess demand and supply. Fe is the initial

equilibrium price where the world and the United States
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prices are the same (transportation costs are ignored). The

price in the saall country case after the imposition of the

tariff is P(l + t). However, the United states imports a

large amount of the world's sugar sold in the free market.

The exporting countries now face a supply curve that has

shifted higher. The de.and for sugar on the world market

has been decreased and the world price decreased to PW. The

border price for imported sugar decreases and with addition

of the tariff, the domestic price is now P' (1 + t). The

result is that the after tariff domestic price is less than

in the small country case and the effects of a tariff

reduction are less also. The observed and actual U. s. A.

price and world price are P' (1 + t) and Pw, respectively

(Figure 3.3, panel(2)).

In either the small or large country case, the

imposition of a tariff could increase the international

value of the dollar and decrease exports (Basevi, ialker).

This would be reversed with a reduction in the tariff. The

resulting increase in exports with a tariff reduction could

partially offset the impac~s of a decline in the import

competing industries as impacted resources move to export

industries. The depreciation in the value of the dollar

would to some extent decrease the amount of the increase in

the sugar iaports. 1 0

10 The preceeding citations, except for Basevi and ~alker,
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3.1.3 Dynamic Benefits and the Distribution of Welfare
Impacts

30

The formula for calculatinq the benefits of a tariff

reduction is:

B Joo -(r-g)t
Boe cit

o

where,

B = benefits

Bo = static benefit for one year

r = rate of discount

q = rate of growth of imports

t = time

Mutti expressed the static benefits in terms of the

(trianqular) area under the demand for imports. 1 1 This area

under the demand for imports is equal to the sum of the

consumption and production effects, which are the

(trianqular) areas under the doaestic demand and supply

curves, respectively.

are from the international trade or microeconomic
textbooks. The same material can be found in many
textbooKS, however, the ones cited were instrumental in
influencing this author's undertakinq.

11 = ~(t/(l + t))oemopmoM

where,
t =

ea =
2mM =

ad valorem tariff (protection) equivalent
import own-price elasticity of demand
initial spending on imports
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Referrinq back to Fiqure 3.1, panel (2), Table 3.1, the

distribution o£ welfare effects that result from a decrease

in protection can also be estimated as well as the welfare

costs. These effects are first expressed in qeometrical

terms and then converted into terms that are directly

calculatahle. Note that a is expressed as the sum of a l and

bl, the latter beinq equal to b.

a' = Qs.dP

b = 1/2.dQs.dP

c = (Qls - Qls)dP

d = 1/2.dQd.dP

(3-2)

where,

dP = change in price

dQd = chanqe in quantity demanded

dQs = ch.ange in quantity supplied

Both band d can be expressed as a function Cif their

respective elasticities. Usinq d as an example and the

price elasticity of demand.

d = 1/2(dp/p)z.ed.P.Qd

(Needham) .12

12

ed = (dQ/dE) (P/Q)
dQ/dP = ed (Q/P)

mu~tiply both sides by dP
dQ = ed(dP/P)Q
so 1/2.dQ.dP=1/2.ed.(dP/P) .Q.dP

multiply by PIP
= 1/2(dp/p)2.ed.P.Qd (Needh.am).
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For the production effect6 es and Qs substitute for ed and

Od. The followinq substitution can be made into the above

equations

dP/P = t/l1 +t) (Mutti).

The above thouqh are stated in terms of ad valorem

tariffs. However, sugar tariffs are specific and must be

converted into ad valorem equivalents

ta = ts/P

where,

ta = ad valorem tariff, and

ts = specific tariff.

The static benefit is then

Bo = 1/2 (t/ (1+t» 2.ed .P.Qd+ (tl (1+t» .es.P.Qs

ECONOMIC SURPLUS3.2

3.2.1 Consumer's Surplus

The concept of consumer's surplus was first derived by

Dupuit who for.ulated it in terms of expenditures and the

trianqle below the demand curve and above the price.

!arshall refor.ulated the concept in terms of utility and

stated that Dupuit's triangle was consumer's surplus if the

marginal utility of money were constant (Currie, et. al.).

Hicks reformulated consumer's surplus in terms of

compensatinq and equivalent variation. 13

13 See Appendix B for an extended discussion of consumer's
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Producer's Surplus

The tera producer's surplus vas used to define the area

below the price line and above the supply curve. Becaose of

the difficulties with this term, it has been reformulated as

economic rent. This ren~ is the excess of a factor's

current earninqs over its earnings in its next best

alternate use. Mishan reformulated economic rent as

compensating and equivalent variations, paralleling Hick's

measures of consumer's surplus.

3.2.3 Applicability of Economic Surplus

The final question involves the applicability of the

concept. Pfont wrote that "Probably no single concept in

the annals of economic theory has aroused so many emphatic

expressions of opinion as has consumer's surplus l •. "...
Hicks in earlier years wrote " if economist are to play

their part in shaping the canons of economic policy fit for

a new age, they will have to build on the foundation of

consumer's surplus." Samuelson and tittle both disagreed

with Samuelson writing that the concept of surplus is of

"historical and doctrinal interest with a limited amount of

appeal as a purely mathematical puzzle 14 and little stating

that it is a "totally useless theoretical toy."14

and producer's surplus.

1. As cited in Currie, et. ale
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Kishan responds to Samuelson (and does Little):

• • • (T)his latter remark could be said with some
truth of a large number o£ topics in contemporary
economics, but it cannot be accepted as a
judgement about consumer's surplus. Without this
concept how does the economist justify the free
ase of roads, bridges, parks, etc., or the
operation of industries at outputs for which
prices are below marginal costs, or two-part
tariffs? Without attempts to measure increments
of consumer's surplus, and rents, cost-benefit
analysis would be primitive indeed (Mishan,
p. 416, 1976).

wi11ig validated consumer's surplus as a tool of

welfare analysis by deriving upper and lower bounds for the

percentage error involved in using the consumer's surplus

triangle (releva~t area) under the actual demand curve to

approxiaate the compensating and equivalent variations. In

most cases the error will be very small. This allows the

rigorous use of the relevant area under the actual demand

curve to estimate the unobservable compensating and

equivalent variations. This confirms the conventional view

that the difference between the measure of consumer's

surplus using the indifference curves and the measure of

consumer's surplus under the actual demand curve are not

likely to be significant (~ishaD, 1981). In fact# the

errors in statistically estimating the demand curve usually

outweiqh the above. ". . . at the level of the individual

consumer, cost-benefit welfare analysis can be performed

rigorously and unapologetically by means of the consumer's

surplus (Willig)."
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The producer's and consumer's surplus are to be

estimated using the raw suqar market (discussed later in the

section entitled "Empirical Evaluation of Benefits and

Costs"). However, raw suqar is not consumed but is an

intermediate qood in producing refined sugar. Because

consumer's surplus (and the consumption effect) is measured

using the final, or consumer good, a question arises as to

whether or not the area under the raw sugar demand carve,

provides an accurate estimate of consumer's surplus.

Schmalensee shows that in the case of constant costs,

intermediate qoods being sold to firms that operate in

competitive markets, and no substitution among inputs, the

consumer's surplus estimation is correct. When substitution

is possible the intermediate qood (raw sugar) estimate will

slightly overestimate the gain in consumer's surplus. The

existence of monopoly power in the £inal goods market leads

to an underestimation of the consumer's surplus, however

this underestimation decreases as the deqree of monopoly

power decreases. In this study, the constant cost case in

the raw sugar market, in the form of a perfectly elastic

foreiqn supply curve, has been assumed. Therefore, the raw

sugar market is used to estimate the qain in consumer's

surplus.
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COSTS

Impact of Eactor Immobilities

The previous discussion of the impacts and distortions

of a tariff have traditionally assumed instantaneous

adjustments of factors to changes in relative factor prices.

Mayer and ~ussa ana~yzed the impact of a tariff in the face

of industry-specific capital which is immobile in the

short-run, becomes mobile in the intermediate run, and has

completely adjusted in the long-run in response to a change

in relative factor prices. This capital immobility leads to

costs in the form of iosses in the value of production due

to this capital underemployment during the adjustment phase.

This analysis has been modified to account for factor

price rigidities in the human resources market as well as

for capital imaobilities (Mussa). Labor left unemployed by

the chanqe in tariff policy at first refuses to reduce its

asking wage. As time passes these human resources are

willing to accept lower wages and accept alternate

employment. The additional realism in the analysis

increases the costs incurred by society during the

adjustment period as the production is lost while resource

are unemployed.

Transition costs then arise because of the specificity

of capital and the riqidity of factor prices that occur

after a decline in sugar production that results in a loss
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in the va~ue of production. This is demons~rated in Figures

3.4 and 3.5.

First, the customary general equilibriuD analysis is

mOdified to demonstrate what occurs to an economy when the

sugar tariff is reduced (~ayer). In Figure 3.4, LL

represents the long run production possibility curve of the

economy, PS/Pz the price ra~io between two goods where

S=sugar and Z=all other commodities# and 5 and Z are

produced by perfectly compe~itive industries.

With the tariff on sugar already in place, the initial

production occurs at point A where 050 units of sugar are

being produced and Ozo units of all other goods are being

produced. !odifying the analysis found in !ayer P1s!P
1z

represents the price line where a decline in the price of 5

has occured.

In the traditional approach production then takes ~lace

at point B as resources move from sugar to other industries

with a resulting decline in the production of sugar and an

increase in the production of other goods. Rowever, this

approach assumes tha~ resources adjust instantaneously,

therefore suffering no periods of unemployment and no lost

production. However, not all resources are mobile in the

short run and, as a consequence, adjustment costs are

incurred.
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In Mayer's approach (expressed in terms of an increase

in Ps which has been modified here for a decrease in Ps)

wherein labor is a resource which adjusts instantaneously

but capital is industry-specific in the short-run, (immobile

in the short-ran) society moves inside its long-run PPC, LL

(wherein all factors have become mobile), to its short-run

PPC, aa. The PPC, aa is tanqent to the long-run FPC at A,

the point where the initial price ratio line is tangent to

both production possibility curves. The regional economy

now produces at aB , where the new price line is tangent to

aa. At this point the output of suqar and other commodities

are respectively greater than and less than they would be at

point B. The vertical distance represents the loss of

commodity Z, or income, as a result of the short-run

riqidity of capital.

As the time horizon expands~ the mobility of capital

increases and society moves alonq a series of short-run

PPC-cc, tben bb, until all resources adjustments have

occurred. ~hat is, as some of the industry-specific capital

moves into alternate employment, the economy can increase

its production of other qoods and can reduce its production

of sugar, point cB on cc for example. However, society is

still not on LL because not all capital has been reemployed.

On each short-run FPC society produces where the new price

line is tanqent to the respective short-run FPC's. The
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ad;ustment path of a regional economy to the decline in one

of its industries is the locus of points connectinq the

various new price line-short-run PPC's tanqencies (~ayer).

Again, the diagram assumes no factor price rigidity

and, as a result, no unemployment of labor results. The

effects of resource decline are deaonstrated in Mutti's

adaptation of Mussa's diagrammatic analysis of a two

commodity, three factor model. IS In Figure 3.5, where 5 is

the sugar industry, the initial wage Wo is established where

the marginal value products in both industries are egual~

with a decline in the price of sugar, its VMP shifts inward
,

to VMPL (P ). In Mussa' s article, wages are flexible in
s s

that a new lower saqe occurs at H
2o

where the new VMPLs(P~)

and the ~7MPLz intersect. At this point, t Ot 2 amount of

labor has shifted from the sugar industry to the rest of the

economy. In Mutti's adaptation, labor vill not at first

accept a lower wage and as a result LOll unemployment

occurs. Unemployment will decrease once workers displaced

bV a decline in the sugar industry accept employment at

15 The general equilibrium model traditionally used by
economist is a tvo commodity, two factor one in that both
factors are considered to be completely mobile in the
short-run. The three factor model refers to the
previously discussed case of one mobile factor and two
immobile factors - capital specific to the respective
industries in vhich they are employed. The distinction
between the two and the three factor models leads to the
distinction between the long-run PPC and the short-run

~ PEes, respectively.
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~ower waqes. However, W2(L
1Lo)is lost to society durinq the

readjustment period. The effect of the downward

inf~exibility of waqes is demonstrated by point D in Fiqure

3.4. At this point, no resource adjustments have occurred

and as a resu~t a decline occurs in the sugar industry with

no increase in the production of Z. As impacted labor

accepts a lower waqe, society moves to the short-run PPC,

aa, as depicted by Mayer.

Returning to Fiqure 3.4, point D is the initial

production point as capital is fixed and unemployed labor

refuses to accept a decline in wages. The loss of commodity

Z at this point is EF. As capital becomes mobile and

workers accept lower waqes, the economy Boves to aB on the

short-run PPC, aa. As capital continues to flow from sugar

to the remainder of the economy, society moves alonq its

locus of short-run PPC's until point B is attained.

The social cost at any point in time is measured by the

area under the horizontal line representing wage at that

point in time w2 and between llLO~ which represents the

amount of unemp~oyment or

sc = W (L1LO)t
2

~here SC is social cost and the subscript t refers to a

point in time. 7he social cost then, as society moves from

points A to B in Fiqure 3.4 along its locus of tanqencies



between the various short-run PPC's and the final relative

price lines is the value of lost production while resources

are unemployed.

Maver and Mussa1s works were written in regards to the

stopler-Samuelson Theory. This theory states that trade

protection will increase the returns to the factor that is

used most intensely in the production of the protected good

while the return to the factor used less intensely will

decline. Therefore the removal o£ trade protection will

reduce the returns to the former factor and increase the

returns to the latter. However, this is the situation in

the long-run. In the case of tariff or guota reduction or

elimination, both factors will be worse off iD the short

run. aowever, in the intermediate run, once factors become

mobile, the returns to the factors used intensely viII begin

to improve, and in the long-run the Stopler-Samuelson

results prevail (Hussa, Mayer).

3.3.2 Dynamic Costs and Labor Displacement

The formula for calculating the opportunity cost to

society of resource displacement is
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where d is the resource displacement, w is the transitional

(opportunity) cost of time spent unemployed, and u is the

duration of unemployment (!utti). This is the dynamic form

of the static cost of unemployed labor froB the discussion

in the previous chapter of the Mussa-Mutti general

equilibrium mode~.

ftutti focused on the cost of labor displacement. Using

a fixed labor coefficient expressed in value teras

dL = PdQ(L/PQ) (3-7)

where the last term on the right side is the direct labor

coefficient used in interindustry studies. Using the

elasticity of supply:

PdQ = es{dP/P)eQ-P

dt = es{d?/p)eQoPe(L/PQ)

where PO is the va~ue of domestic production (Mutti).

The formulas for dP/P also apply here. For a complete

reduction of protection then

dL = es (t/ (·1 + t» PQ(L/PQ) (3-8)

Labor affected indirectly through the multiplier

impacts of the decrease in production is also included by

using the direct and indirect primary resource coefficients

from input-output analysis.

However, ~utti ignored the lost opportunity cost of the

other value added in the industries directly af£ected by the

tariff reduction which understates the displacement costs
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(Balassa). In the case of the nation's and Hawaii's sugar

industry, this means that the oppor~unity cost of unemployed

land and capital must be included.

3.4 EMPIRICAL CONSIDERATION~

3.4.1 Benefits and Costs

The market demand and supply elasticities were

estimated for the import and domestic good by ~utti.16 The

duration of unemployment and transitional costs for labor

were based on a study bV Bale. The loss of value added

other than that for labor was not included (Balassa).

The cost estimates were biased downward because no

evaluation cou~d be made of how the duration of unemployment

for those anemployed at the time of the tariff decrease ~as

lenqthened by the tariff reduction displacements.

Methods for estimatinq the transitional and private

costs were developed by Bale, and Jenkins and Mortmarquette.

The private costs of labor are those that are incurred by

the human resources themselves as opposed to the

transitional costs which represent the value of lost

production from society's standpoint. The private costs

accordinq to Bale were the product of (1) the costs of

unemployment which were the difference between anemploy:ent

16 Baldwin and I1utti's article is a preliminary paper to
Mutti's work. The above discussion focuses on 3utti's
article.
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com~ensation and former pre-displacement earninqs during any

post-disp~acement periods of unemployment (unemployment

compensation is equa~ to zero if none were collected or

benefits had expired), and (2) the difference between the

pre- and post-disp~acement earnings durinq periods of

post-displacement employment. The private costs were then

extended until the person reached 65 and then discounted

(Bale).

Jenkins aDd Kontmarquette essentially calculate the

private cost of labor as Bale does above except the value of

leisure 1 ? during periods of unemployment are subtracted from

the pre-displacement wages (refer to (2) in the preyious

paragraph). This is done because leisure provides utility

and thus reduces the private cost of unemployment. 1 8

There are three ways in which social and private costs

differ:

1. The transitional value of an employeels time is

grass-of-tax wage while the private value is

net-of-tax.

2. Unemployment compensation is an income transfer and

shou~d not be included in the transitional cost.

Therefore it must be subtracted from private cost.

17 Leisure can refer either to actual leisure or to onels
role in the household production function (Becker. 1964).

18 See Appendix C for a method of estimating the value of
leisure.



3. The marginal social value of labor's output is less

than the private evaluation if the firm or industry

is being supported by either output sUbsidies or

tariff protection (Jenkins and {!ontmarguette).

Unions, minimum wages, lahor market monopsonies, and

bilateral monopolies can also distort the relationship

between the marginal social value of output and the private

valuation. These were discussed in both works: Jenkins and

!ontmaruette adjusted the value of output for tariffs and

subsidies while Bale did not. As in the case of private

cost, Jenkins and Montmarquette subtracted the value of

leisure from the cost during periods of unemployment while

Bale did not. Because of the pecuniary and psychic costs of

migration (Sjaastad) and other psychological and social

costs of unemployment, Bale assumed that the value of

leisure was zero. 1 9

There is a major difference though between the two

works in the approach to transitional cost. Bale uses the

earninqs in alternate (post-displacement) employment as the

transitional cost and this cost occurs only in the initial

and subsequent periods of unemployment. He does so because

the VMP shifts as soon as protection is removed. Jenkins

and Kontmarquette use the social value of the labor in the

19 Por a summary of recent literature on social and
psycholoqical costs see Howell and Bently.
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pre-disp'~acemeDt industry (sugar in this study) during any

periods oz une.play.ent. Not only are transitional costs

incurred during periods of post-layoff unemployment in their

approach, but also during periods of employment. During

these periods the cost is the difference between the pre-

and post-displacement wages, which are adjusted to reflect

the social value of product. z o

To summarize up to this point, Bale estimates

unemployment transitional costs at the post-displacement

wage while Jenkins and Montmarquette estimate the. at the

social value of the displacement wage. The latter also

include wage differences during periods of unemployment

while the former does not. Bale justifies his approach

(earnings in alternate employment) because the VMP shifts as

soon as protection is removed while Jenkins and

!ontmarquette do not present any theoretical justification

for their approach. Because of this and because Bale's

20 Using tae probabi~ity approach. Jenkins and 30ntmarquette
used the fol~owing to represent the social value of
income

Is = APi + (1 + ?)V
where, Is is the social value of income in alternate
employment~ A is the adjustment figure used to convert
private value to social walue when the two vary, P is the
probability of being employed, ~ is the wage# and V is
~he value OL leisure while unemployed.

They use social income while working for the
protected (sugar) industry as Is'. The variables are the
same except that the values are those for the protected
(pre-displacement) industry. For those in the labor
force the transitional cost is the difference between the
two, Is'-Is.
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approach is in line with the concept that opportunity cost

is the value of output in alternate employment, Bale's

approach is adopted in this study.

In summary then, Bale's approach of measuring

transitional cost as the value of outpu~ in alternate

employment during the initial and subsequent periods is used

here. It is also assumed that the value of leisure is equal

to zero and that no distortions exist in the alternate labor

markets. 21

There is one last aspect of the transitional cost to

consider: the impact of the layoff on the duration of

uemployment of others in the economy_

• • • (I)f the individuals w.ho are not being laid off
from our declining firm are very good substitutes
for the peop~e who are currently unemployed in the
labor market, then some of the additional laid off
workers will obtain jobs that would have been
obtained by other people currently une.ployed ...
(Jenkins and Montmarquette).

Therefore the total amount of unemployment created 'by the

layoff is underestimated and so is the transition cost vhen

this effect is not accounted for. However there is no known

21 The explanation of the derivation of the value of leisure
is in Appendix C. In addition aD attempt vas made to
estimate the value of leisure and include it in the
benefit-cost analysis. The esti~ation thouqh resulted in
a value of leisure that declined as age increased, which
is the opposite of that anticipated. Also, the inclusion
of the value of leisure in the analysis had very little
impact on the benefit-cost ratio. For these reasons the
value of leisure was not included in the main text. The
discussion and results though are included in the
appendix.
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wav available to account for this aDd thus it is not

accounted for in this study.

3.4.2 Estimation of Post-Displacement Earnings

The post-displacement monthly earnings are used as the

basis for the transitional cost of labor. The procedure for

driving the post-displacement earnings is the sa~e used by

Jenkins and ~ontmarquette. The first step is to estimate an

equation for deriving the monthly pay on the first

post-sugar displacement job using the personal income

distribution characteristics of the displaced sugar workers

as the explanatory variables. 2 2 The equation is

BPAYFJ = f(AGELO, SEN, SCHOOL, GRADE, ETHNIC, U)
,.

22 The use of the personal inco~e distribution variables are
based on plant closinq literature that deals with pay on
post-displacement employment (Bureau of Labor Statistics
(B.L.S.), Stern). These variables are also used in that
plant closing literature that focuses on lenqth of time
to the first post-layoff job (Hyers, Creamer and
Swackhamer, Wilcock, Sheppard and Stern; Sheppard, Perman
and Haber; a.L.S., Dorsey), on those employed versus
those unemployed at the time of the survey (Creamer and
coulter, Wilcock and Franke, Palen and Fahey), and
primarily on those who were laid-off versus those who
quit before beinq laid-off (Adams and Aranson).

Jenkins and Hontmarquette use the determinants of
the duration o£ search for first alternate job, for vaqe
before the plant closinq~ and the wage in the first
alternate job to derive their estimates of the private
and social costs of the lavoff.

A vast amount of literature also exists which
examines the determinants of personal inc02e distrib~ticn

and uses the above variables. See Sohata for an
extensive review of this literature and Lucas for the use
of these variables.
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where,

RPAYFJ = rea~ pay on the first job

AGELO = age at the time of the layoff

SEN =seniority, in years, with plantations

SCHOOL = years of schooling

GRADE = last position (grade) with the sugar company

SEX = 1 if male, 0 otherwise

ETHNIC = ethnic background, a~d

U = rate of unemployment at the time of

displacemen t.

The sample itself wil~ then be grouped according to personal

characteristics and the mean value of the variables for each

group will be used as values of the explanatory variables in

the RPAYFJ equation to determine the expected wage for each

group.

The expected signs for the RPAYFJ equation are
negative for AGELO and U: positive for SE~, SCHOOL,
GRADE, and SEX: and significant from zero for the ETHNIC
variables. The ETHNIC groupings are determined after
sampling.

For those who are interested in pursuinq the
rationale for those personal distribution variables, the
following labor market schools are: (1) the human
capitalists {Becker), (2) the internal/dual labor
marketists (Kerr, Doerinqer and Piore, Hoffman, Duncan
and Hoffman, (3) the "screening" or "signalling" school
of education (Spence), (4) and the bilateral seqmentists
(Wachtel and Betsey). Stiqler and Hanoch discuss the
patterm of income over an individual's lifetime.
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Direct and Indirect Transitional labor Costs

A perusal of agricultural extension bulletins and

agricultural economics reports for the mainland cane growing

states (Texas, Louisiana, and Florida) and relevant journals

(Southern Journal of Agricultural Economics. Southern

Journal of Economics) did not reveal any articles on the

private or transitional costs of industrial layoffs for

sugar emp~oyees. Thus the experience of Havai's sugar

workers is used to approximate these costs. The

applicability of this approach depends on the

representativeness of the Hawaii experience for that of the

remainder of the country's sugar industry. However, in the

absence o.f appropriate previous studies no better

alternative exists. If this approach is not truely

representative, it is suggestive of the impact in terms of

the transitional costs of impacted human resources.

Representativeness depends on a comparison of Hawaii

with other sugar growing areas. Z 3 Louisiana, Florida, Texas,

and Hawaii are the cane growinq areas of the United States.

(Sugar beets are grown in a variety of areas in the West,

Kid-west, and the Rockies reqion.) The structure of the

industry in other than Hawaii is similar to agriculture in

general throughout the country in that there are large

23 For reasons discussed later. only cane sugar areas are
considered.
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numbers of sma~l to intermediate size fir.s. Hawaii's sagar

industry is unique in United States agriculture: it is a

plantation system with a few, very large firms. The

industry is vertically integrated in that each plantation

grows and mills its sugar and the sugar is refined through a

cooperatively owned refinery - California and Hawaii (C and

H) Sugar. Sugar production in Hawaii is land extensive and

capital intensive and the beginning wage fer workers is more

than eight dollars per hour.

The plantation is essentially an industrial
organization. Its character is becoming more
closely aligned with the large city factory as
technology reduces the amount of manual labor in
agriculture. It features stereotyped operations,
reqular hours, work specialization, and other
factory characteristics. An .important part of its
technical equipment cannot be operated by a single
worker. A formal industrial orqanization
administers the plantation (Mollet).

Production practices also vary between Mainland and

Hawaii cane growing areas. In Louisiana planting takes

place between August and October and harvesting between

October and December of the following year. The cropping

pattern consists of two ratoon crops, followed by 9 months

of fallow ~hich means three crops for every four years on

any piece of land. In Florida planting takes place in

September and October and harvesting is done in November

through May of the following year. The cropping pattern is

similar to that of Louisiana. The same for Texas (Gemmil,

1976) •
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In Hawaii the planting and harvesting are done year

round with a time span of two years from plantinq to

harvest. Several ratoon crops are harvested before

replanting with each ratoon crop spanning one and one-half

to tva years. Hawaii's yields are the highes in the world

with an excess of ten tons of raw suqar per acre. The

acreage qrown is twice that harvested (Gemmill,1976).

The 1981 comparative sugar cane production costs are

presented in 7ahle 3.2~ The first column is the per acre

cost for domestic cane which includes both 8ainland and

Hawaii, and the second column is the cost for Hawaii.

Another aspect important in determining

representativeness is the composition of sugar employees

affected in terms of personal income distribution

characteristics such as aqe. education, skill level, and sex
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which are determinants of waqes in alternate employment and

the ~ength of periods of unemployment. a• The

representativeness of the study depends aD the extent to

which the composition of characteristics of Hawaii sugar

workers vary from that of potentia~ly impacted Mainland

suqar workers. If there is a significant difference, then

the (transitional) costs will be affected accordingly.

However, lacking the requisite data for laid-off Mainland

cane workers does not make it possible to measare the

possible differences in transitional costs between the two

areas.

The direct costs thouqh are not only labor costs.

Those who work for suppliers to and distributors of sugar

are also impacted. The number of people so affected is

estimated by usinq the national interindustry table and

employ~ent coefficients for for appropriate industries, the

latter are derived from published data. Aqain, an

investiqation of recent journals did not reveal any material

on layoffs in the non-agricultural sector. Thus the

experience of Hawaii's suqar workers are used as a proxy for

the transitional costs of the remainder of the national

economy. Aqain, the representativeness of these results are

in question, but the results for the benefit-cost analysis

can be sugqestive of the impact of protection re.ovals.

2. The relationships were explained in section 3.q.2.
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The use of the national interind ustry model for

esti.atinq ~abor impacts is discussed in the section titled

"Impact on the National Economy". The assumptions and

difficulties in using an interindustry model are discussed

in Appendix D.

Tvo assumptions are used. The first is that under free

trade it is cheaper for foreiqn suppliers to invest in

refineries than to have the sugar refined in the United

states. ~hus the importation of refined sugar vould be

increased. This is the assumption used by Snapes.

Secondly, because there are and have been substitute crops

for beet sagar and beet grovers have in the past switched to

crops other than beets when its relative price was low, it

is assumed that no transitional costs are imposed on

society, or at ~east it is negligible. This is because the

removal of protection for sugar probably does not cause any

opportunity cost, other than these ordinarily suffered ~ben

substitute crops are grown. The only part of the beet suqar

industry that is affected are beet refiners, who would go

out of business premanently as a result of the .ove~ent to a

free domestic sugar market.
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This is based on the actual alternative use of former

sugar lands.

3.4.5 Externalities

The approach assumes no externalities, either negative

or positive, of a decline in sugar production nor in the

alternate use of former sugar lands. It also ignores the

pecuniary and psychic costs of migration and other

psychological and social impacts. 2 5 The estimation of

benefits and costs will be either biased upwardly or on the

down side to the extent that these occur and are not

accounted for.

3~5 ~ACT ON THE NATIONAL ECONO~Y

The interindustry distribution of i.pacts and the

transitional costs to the national economy are derived by

using the United States 1972 interindustry tables, the

latest available.

Tvo versions of the national tables exist: the co.plete

model with 496 sectors or the 33 sector aggregated model.

Because the 83 sector table combines the 496 sectors' sugar

25 See Deaton, et. al., for a method for measuring the
psychic costs of migration. Por a summary of recent
literature on social and psychological costs see Howell
and Bently.
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(production) sector (2.0502) along with 12 other sectors (2

Other Agricalture Products) (sectors 2.0100 to 2.0702)

sector (14.0100 to 14.3200), the disaqqregated model is

used. Because of the large quantity of sectors and the

necessity of deriving employment coefficients, the

estimation of transitional costs of labor is limited to

those firms whose total requirements in the Sugar Processing

sector are at least .01. Only direct plus indirect

requirements were available becaose the matrix is not closed

with respect to households. This will understate the impact

but should include most of it.

3.6 DISCOUNT RATE

The next step is to decide on the proper discount rate.

Those who advocate a "high" rate of interest focus on the

market rate of interest because it represents the true

opportunity cost of a government project in that it reflects

what members of society give up now for the future in order

to accomplish the project. Proponents of a low discount

rate point oat that individuals place too much importance on

themselves and too litt~e on future qenerations. The

qovernaent then should rectify this by using a 'low'

discount rate (Sassone and Schaeffer).26 The present social

discount rate required fer evaluating water projects is 10

26 For an~ extended discussion see Appendix E.
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percent. As for choosing a discount rate for a particular

pro;ect, it is not worth s~endinq scarce research funds on

attempting to ascertain the correct rate for that project

(Sassone and Schaeffer). ~utti used discount rates of 5

percent, 10 percent, and 20 percent to avoid entering into a

debate about which discount rate to use and to provide a

sensitivity analysis. For the same reasons this study uses

the three socia~ discount rates used by Mutti.

3.7 ELASTICITIES, TERMS OF TRADE, AND THE REMOVAL OF
PROTECTION

To measure the impact of a reduction in suqar tariff

and quotas, it is necessary to determine the foreign

elasticity of supply to the United States and the

terms-of-trade effect. This determination can either be

accomplished by directly estimating the elasticities of

foreign supply to the United States, of (excess) demand and

excess (supply) of the rest of the world or by using a

proqramminq model of the world's sugar-market, such as

non-linear proqramminq, that includes all the market

interactions of the various supply and consuminq countries.

As discussed earlier, it is unlikely that any estimate of

foreign elasticity of supply to the United States exists

because the United States sugar import market was not free:

the imports of suqar before the expiration of the suqar act
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were set on a country by country quota basis. There was no

market fluctuations from which to measure this elasticity.

Therefore, it is assumed to be perfectly elastic, which

seems unlikely in the case of a major world importer in the

world's sugar aarket. However lacking the requisites for

estimation. this assumption must be used. The next step is

to turn to the cane sugar literature to uncover the terms of

trade effect. Bates used an iterative qeneral equilibrium

model to assess the impact of the long-run effects of the

Cuban Suqar on the world and D. S. suqar markets as well as

to esti>llate the efficiency of D. S. suqar supply polici.es

that were in place in the late 1950's and early 1960's.

Elasticities were not reported, only the results of the

iteration. However this analysis vas made during the period

of the Suqar Act (Bates).

The cane supply res~onse of the D. S. was estimated by

Zepp. Probably because of difficulty with time series

estimation, two alternative approaches to measuring the cane

sugar supply response were used. Linear proqrasming vas

used to derive a step-type function for Florida, Louisiana,

and Texas cane regions. For Hawaii, the sugarcane

plantation was the marginal unit for adjustment rather than

the marginal acre. 2 7 Hawaii's suqar supply response was

27 In actuality marginal acres do go out of production.
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derived bV analyzing the costs of individual plantations. 2 8

Beca.use the model was used solely for determining supplT

response, no eiasticities were estimated (or at least none

reported) _

Jesse and Zepp used an econometric simulation and

step-type functions to estimate the iorld and U. S. cane and

beet sugar market responses and some elasticities. They did

not estimate excess demand and excess supply elasticities

needed for the terms-of-trade effect; only the United

States' elasticity of demand. This was .055.

Gemmillcompleted probably the most extensive study and

simulation of the iorld and U. S. sugar markets.

Because the time series attempts vere not fruitful, he

estimated the supply response for sugar in Hawaii by using

the USDA cost of sugar production data for Hawaii, an

approach similar to that of Zepp above. Because

cross-sectional data was used, the elasticity is a long-run

one. The esti_ated elasticities were

Beet

Cane

Puerto nico .00

Louisiana .75

North-west and East .90

West/ North West 2.71

Florida 4.23

Hawaii .99

28 See Appendix P for an explanation.
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The weighted mean elasticities were 1.74 for beet and

1.57 for cane. Gemmill's supply elasticities and Jesse and

Zepp's domestic price elasticity of demand - .055, were used

for impact analysis.

As mentioned earlier, to measure the impact of

protection on its removal, it is necessary to estimate the

elasticity of foreign supply or simulate the world sugar

market. Because of previously discussed difficulties in

estimating the former, the results of Gemmill's simulation

are used to measure the impact on the united States and the

world's suqar price. Gemmill's scenarios included (1) the

actual 1974 situation, (2) a simulated 1974 situation with

1974 policies in place (this was done because the suqar

market in 1974 was hiqhly unusual) (3) free trade in sugar

for the whole world, (4) United States free trade in sugar,

and (5) United States free trade excluding Cuba. Par this

study, the 4th alternative - free suqar trade by the united

States was chosen.
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REGIONAL IMPACT: HARAII

Ba~dwin-Mutti Framework

The first part of the study uses the interregional

trade model presented in Figure 3.6, to depict the

relationship between Hawaii and the remainder of the United

States. referred to from now on as the "Mainland". The

Mainland sugar situation is represented - panel (1). In the

abscence of interregional (and foreign) trade its price

would be greater than that of Hawaii. At prices below that

of its equilibrium price the !ainland has an excess demand

for suqar and imports suqar from Hawaii. Likewise, Hawaii

has an excess supply of sugar and becomes an exporter of

suqar to the Mainland when the price of sugar exceeds its

equilibrium price panel (2). In a closed economy, the price

is determined by the intersection of excess demand and

excess supp~y - panel (3). Alternately, the equilibrium

price is also determined by equating total demand and supply

for suqar in the United states. Extending the line from the

equilibrium price in (2) into both the Mainland and Hawaii

markets shows the amount of imports and exports provided

respectively by each reqion.

The imposition of a tariff also has welfare effects on

the state of Hawaii and these are demonstrated in Figure

3.6, panel (3). The imposition of the tariff decreases

consumers' surplus, e + f, increases producers' surplus, e +
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f + q + h + i and introduces a production inefficiency j.

Prom Table 3.3 it can be seen that there is a net welfare

qain to Hawaii of 9 + f from the imposition of a tariff or

quota by the United states while there is a net loss at the

national level.

TABLE 3.3

Welfare Impacts: Hawaii

Consumers • Surplus -e -f
Producers' Surplus e f 9 h i
Production Inefficiency (i = -j)

Total 9 + h

Hate: - indicates a loss, no sign indicates a gain

The removal of tariffs and quotas while providing a net

bene.fit in the previous diagram, results in a net loss for

Hawaii. In the framework of this analysi~ then Hawaii gains

no benefits, only losses: those arising from the preceedinq

partial equi1ibrium analysis and the transitional costs.

Beferrinq to panel (3) of Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3, the

distribution of welfare effects for Hawaii are

e = 1/2 (dOd) .dP

f = 1/2 (t/(l+t)) 2.ed.PeQd

9 = f

h = (Os - Qd) dp

i = 1/2 (t/(1+t)2.es.P.Qs

j i
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where all of the above are Hawaii figures.

3.8.2 General Equilibrium Analysis and Be-employment of
former Suqar Lands

Remember again from figure 3.4 that the initial decline

in the price of sugar (the protected product) under

conditions of factor immobilities and factor price

inflexibilities places the economy at point D. As resources

become mobile in response to price changes, society moves

along a locus of points of the tanqencies between the

short-run production possibility curves and product price

ratios unti.l point B on society's long-run possibility curve

is attained (Hayer). This process can be simulated with the

interindustry lIodel for Hawaii. Point D can be simulated by

the direct, indirect, and induced impacts that result from a

decline in the suqar industry without any resource

adjustments. When land becomes re-egployed this represents

a move to a new short-run production-possibility curve which

also mitigates salle of the initial impact of the reduction

in suqar production (at point D). The economy at a point on

the locus then can be represented by the interindustry Dodel

with land and land-complementary capital re-esployed.

This situation can also be demonstrated on the

Mussa-Mutti qraph (Figure 3.5) by modifying for the
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situation in the suqar industry by including returns to land

as well as to capita~ and to labor.

The use of the interindustry model has another

advantage - it allows for an examination of the

interindustry distribution of impacts in the initial case of

suqar decline and in the case of resource ree.ployment.

This provides another aspect of the distribution impact of

the removal of sugar protection. It also allows for the

examination of the mitigatinq role played by the reemployed

resources.

There is one major wav in which the general equilibrium

diaqrams ~igure 3.4 and 3.5) and the interindustry

simulation differ: the former are concerned ~ith the impact

of the changes in relative factor prices arisinq out of

relative product price changes while the latter model is

built on the premise of fixed factor prices and fixed ratios

(except in the unlikely case that the elasticities of

substitution among all inputs are equal to one). However

the impact of resource adjustments on the economy and its

industries can be approximated by making appropriate

adjustments in the final demand section of the interindustry

model.

In keeping with the regional distribution of impact

objective, this is done for Hawaii. This is done by making

appropriate adjustments in the state's interindustry model
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for a decrease in suqar and then the increase in economic

activity arising from the alternate use of land and

land-complementary capital. Mathematically, the decline in

suqar is:

Is = (I - A) l11's

where,

Is = chanqe in output due to decline in sugar industry

Fs = chanqe in final demand for suqar

where,

Is < 0

Fs < 0

and impact of alternate activity

Iz = (I - A) lFz

where,

Xz = chanqe in output due to alternate activity

Fz = chanqe in final demand for alternate activity

where,

Iz > 0

Fz > 0

The net effect is

Is + Iz = (I + 1\) 1 (Fs + Fz)

because Is and Fs are both < 0

Iz - Is = (I + A) 1 (E'Z - Fz)

!he net increase results if XZ > Is and

a net decrease results if XZ < zs
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Difficulties and assumption that arise with

interindustry allalysis are discussed in the Appendix c.

~e 26 sector interindustry model of the state's

economy is used for estimating these impacts. This model is

an aggregated version of the 1970 54 sector model of the

state which is based on the 1963 national interindustry

model. The state's model used the national coefficients,

modified by survey data, and estimates of gross output made

bV the state's Department of Planninq ana Economic

Development (DPED).

3.8.3 ~~ei~~~al ~Q~§igg~gtiQ~§

Estimation of the distribution of welfare i.pacts

requires the price elasticities of both demand and s1~pply

for Hawaii. The following equation syste!l can be used to

estimate the elasticities:

Sh = Sh(X1,Z1)

Dh = Dh (X2, Z2)

ES = Sh - Dh

where Xl and X2 are vectors of endogenous variables that

effect supply and demand for sugar in Hawaii respectively,

and Z1 and Z2 are vectors of exogenous variables. The last

equation represents the market identity for Hawaii.

Gemmill, in his attempt to estimate a time series

supply response function for Hawaii sugar, found that it was
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not possible to do so. Therefore the price elasticity of

suqar supply ~n Hawaii will be based on previous studies

(Gemmill, 1976). The elasticity of demand for sugar in the

United States will be used to represent the elasticity of

demand in Hawaii.

3.8.4 Skte Selection

Three poss~ble sites were considered: Kahuku on

windward Oahu, Kilauea on Kauai, and North Kohala. Kahuku

presented problems because many of the workers employed

there lived outside of the community in surrounding areas.

This would have made it difficult to find those who had

formerly been employed in Kahuku. In ~~lauea, which closed

~n 1971, much of the town was torn down after the closing

and new homes constructed. ~anv of the new ho~e buyers were

not former local residents. This transition of population

would have made it difficult to find former suqar employees.

The North Kohala area is composed of several small isolated

areas - the two nearest communities located on or near ~ain

transportation links with the re~ainder of the island,

Kawaihae and Kamuela-Waimea. are each 21 ailes away. The

population in 1970 was 3,326. In ~arch 1971, Castle and

Cooke, Kohala SugarQs parent company, announced that it

would phase out operations of the Borth Kohala firm and

close it by the end of 1973. At the time of the
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announcement, some 500 Horth Koha~a residents were emp10yed

by the company. At the request of the state government,

Kohala Suqar's operation was extended until the end of 1975.

The state, concerned with the consequences of the sudden

unemployment of such a larqe number of people, had

established the Kohala Task Force to investigate, and where

economical~y feasible. assist the funding of alternate means

of employinq those soon to be displaced. It requested the

extension to a].lov the task force sufficient time to carry

out its assignment. The layoff of workers commenced in 1971

with the dismissa~ of the planting crews.
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Chapter IV

COST AND BENEFITS OF A REDUCTION IN SUGAR
PROTECTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

The analysis of the costs and benefits of a reduction

in the protection of the sugar industry at the national

level commences with the investigation of the cost to

society of the adjustments of impacted resources~ The

benefits are then estimated and compared with the costs.

The distribution of welfare effects and the interindustry

impacts are then assessed. The regional, i.e. Hawaii

impacts are discussea-in Chapter v.

Again, the transitional costs of human resources are

based on a sample of impacted workers from the former Kohala

Sugar Company. The indirect effects are estimated using the

1972 national interindustry table. Appendix K contains the

demographic description of the sample and the ana.lysis of

private cost distritution in present value terms. Private

cost distribution analysis has two component parts namely,

duration of initial job search and pay differences.



ij.1 tRANSITIONAL COSTS

4.1.1 Human Resources

The first step in the determination of the adjustments

costs of human resources from the standpoint of society is

the estimation of the equation for pay in the first

post-layoff job. The results of the expected pay are shown

in the BPAYFJ ~able, Table ij.1. Remember the rate of pay

was the monthly rate; and because of the four-year span of

the layoff, the expected pay had been converted to 1979

dollars. SEX was dropped because the number of women in the

sample was insufficient for estimation. AGELO had a

negative siqn as anticipated; however, it was not

significant. SCHOOL and GRADE had the hypothesized signs,

but only GRADE was significant, and that at the .05 level.

SEN had a negative sign, opposite of what was expected; but

it vas insignificant. The R2s and adjusted RZs were .2ijO

and .185, respectively and the F statistics significant at

.01. The signs for all three ethnic groups were positive,

but EHAW was the only one that was siqnificant. The

unemploy~ent rate had an inverse and significant influence

on RPAYFJ, as was anticipated.

Because of the high correlation between AGELO and SEN,

especially in comparison to the relatively low correlation

between each of these two and the dependent variable, in

conjunction with the insigni.ficant coefficients for AGELO
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Pay in First Post-Layoff Job
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Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

AGELO -7.153 -13.648 -8.959
(-1.134) (-3.174)*** (-1.358)*

SEN -9.319 -14.851 -5.260
(-1.403)* (-3.289)*** (-.363)

SCHOOL 3.809 14.769 2.912 79.792
( .218) (.942) (.167) (1.025)

GRADE 28.284 23.129 29.297 15.230
(2.160)** (1.832)** (2.240)** (.359)

EFIL 131.781 149.486 126.593 133.361
(1.259) (1.432)* (1. 209) (1.221)

EHAW 234.656 239.553 225.878 236.544
(2.249)** (2.289)** (2.168) ** (2.249)**

EJPN 110.045 106.369 94.808 123.833
(1.035) (.996) (.897 ) (1.133)

U -34.271 -36.926 -35.367 -35.375
(-1.636)* (-1. 762)** (-1.688)** (-1.669)**

ANGEL0 2 .364
(-1.009)

SEN2 -.100
(-.359)

SCHOOL 2 -4.681
(-1. 015)

GRADE 2 .907
(.337)

a 1257.707
R2 .240 .226 .231 .249

adj R2 .185 .178 .183 .173
F 4.413*** 4.722*** 4.847*** 3.287***

n=121

Note: a = intercept

*** Significant at 0.=.01.

** Significant at 0.=.05.

* Significant at 0.=.10.
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and SEN, the equation was reestimated: the first by

retaininq AGELO and excludinq SEN (column 2) and the second

by switching the included and excluded variahles (column 3).

In both cases the sign of the coefficients were neqative and

significant at the .01 level. The latter is opposite of

that anticipated.

Remembering that the elimination of a variable yields

biased estiAates and larger standard errors, it is possible

that when the potential employer interviewed individuals

with much seniority, what he or she saw was an older

individual, which would explain the results presented in

columns (2) and (3).

A final estimation was made with all continuous

variables specified as polynomials. None of the polyno.ial

terms were significant and, not surprising, considering

these nonsignificant terms, the two R2s were similar to the

previously linearly specified equations. The changes were a

significant AGELO variable at .10 and the GRADE was not

significant at any of the established le~els.

Because the above indicated that AGELO may have been a

factor in the form~ation of expectations the sample was

segreqated on the basis of aqe. This same procedure was

used by Jenkins and Montmarquette who segregated into three

cateqories: Those who were less than 45 years of age at the

time of layoff; those who were between the ages of 45 and
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54, and those in the 55 to 64 age group. The mean values

for the various income distribution determinants is each

group are presented in Table 4.2

The va~ues for the various age groups for RPAYFJ are

presented in Table 4.3. For Group 1 the RPAYFJ is $893.21,

$707.65 for Group 2, and RPAYFJ is $490.00 for Group).

Because of a very small number of reported periods of

unemployment after the initial post-displacement job,

subsequent periods of employment could Dot be included in

transitional cost estimation.

Turning to Table 4.4, the calculation of this present

value of the transition cost of labor per worker began with

the p~esent va~ue of transition costs at the various

discount rates. The mean values at 5, 10, and 20 percent

discount rates were $904.36, $577.61, and $345.26,

respectively for the 129 respondents who were labor force

participants in the post-displacement period. The figures

were converted to a per worker basis in Table 4.5. However,

before the conversion was done, it was necessary to adjust

the respective sums for the sample size of those

interviewed. The sample size is presented in Appendix K.

Table K.2. where it is discussed in more detail,

reveals that 148 interviewees out of a total of 209 had heen

participating in the lahar force after layoff. Because only

129 had been used in the determination of the present values



TABLE 4.2

Mean Values of Personal Characteristics, by Groups, for
Estillat.iD.q the Transitional Cost of Labor
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Group 1
AGELO
less than 45

AGELO 34.851

SEN 15.085

GRADE 5.311

SCHOOL 11.284

EFIL .297

EHAW .284

EJPN .162

Frequencv 74

o 8.504

Group 2
AGELO
45 to 54

48.547

28.920

7.560

10.094

.245

.151

.528

53

9.357

Group 3
AGEI.O
55 to 64

57.00

38.364

6.231

7.231

.077

.231

.308

13

8.885
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TABLE 4.3

Values o£ Transitional Costs by Age Groups

RPAYFJ

Group 1

Grol1p 2

Group 3

$ 893.21

701.65

490.00

in Table 4.4, it was necessary to ad;ust this I1pward by a

factor of 148/129 to include all of those interviewee who

were still labor force participants. These adjustments are

pr.~sented in Table 4.5. Table K.1 reveals the breakdown of

those drawn for intervievinq. It is arqued that the

proportion of those fallinq into the various cateqories

previously discussed would have the same characteristics as

those who were interviewed. In that case, it was only

necessary to divide the total transitional costs which

includes both labor force participants and retirees, by 209,

the number actually interviewed, to get the present value of

transition costs per worker. The worker values were $642,

$410, and $245 at 5 percent, 10 percent, and 20 percent,

respectivelV..



TABLE 4.4

Present Va~ue of Transition Costs of Labor
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Discount
Bate

5 %

10 %

20 %

Sum

$ 116,661.74

74,511.20

44,538.26

ftean

:$ 904.36

577.61

345.26

D

129

129

129

TABLE 4.5

Adjusted Va~ue of Transition Costs Per Worker

Labor

Discount Rate

5 %

10 "

20 %

x 148/129

$ 134,161.00

85,688.00

44,538.26

Per Worker
(/209)

$ 642.00

410.. 00

245.00
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Direct and Indirect Employment Coefficients

For this section the transition cost of labor and land

to the national economy are derived by using the United

states 1972, ij96 interindustry tables, and derivinq

appropriate employment coefficients for those sectors whose

total requirements in the Suqar processing sector are at

least .01.

The sectors included in this study and their e.ployment

coefficients are listed in Table ij.9. The e.ployment

coefficients for Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas (sector 8),

ftanufacturers (sectors 14-39), Wholesale Trade (69.0100),,
and Services (72.0100 to 77.0900) were derived from their

respective 1972 analyses (Census of ~ining, Census of

ftanufacturers, Census of Wholesale Trade, Census of Selected

Services) by usinq the SIC codes that make up each sector.

For example. Raw Cane Suqar (milling) (SIC 2061) Cane Sugar

Refininq (SIC 2092) and Beet Suqar (SIC 2063) are the

constituent parts of the Suqar processing 01860 sector. The

values used for derivinq the employ_ent figures for this and

the other sectors are presented in Appendix H.

The employment fiqures in Table q.6 were denominated in

millions of dollars of value of output.

Deriving the necessary values for Sugar (2.052)

presented SOMe difficulties because those for cane sugar

raisinq were needed. However, statistics for labor usually



TABLE 4.6

Employment Coefficient for those Industries Supplying Sugar Processing
(14l900)a

Direct
Employment Direct and

Direct and Value of Coefficient Indirect
1-0 Indirect Output Employeea Employment

Industry Sectors Coefficients Employment (million) (1 million) Coefficient

2. 0502 Sugar Crops .37057 b b 27.6241b 10.2367
4.0000 Agricultural Services .01835 159,616 3,555.0 44.8990 .8239
8.0000 Crude Petroleum and Natural .01898 240,600 23,627.2 10.1830 .1830

Gas
14.0900 Sugar (Processing) 1.58510 29,500 3,163.4 9.3250 14.7810
27.0100 Chemicals Selected and .02436 230,100 16,102.1 14.2900 .3481

Chemical Products
27.0201 Nitrogenous and Phosphatic .04385 24,300 1,869.6 12.9974 .5699

Fertilizer
31. 0100 Petroleum Refining et al. .02172 110,000 29,591.0 3.7173 .0807
65.1100 Railroads .02966 627,000 15,112.5 41.4888 1. 2306
65.0300 Motor Freight and .03363 1,083,000 29,992.4 36.1091 1. 2144

Warehousing
68.0100 Electric Utilities .01034 663,000 27,426.7 13.9387 .6321
68.0200 Gas Utilities .03501 20,138.7 .6321
69.0100 Wholesale Trade .07019 3,231,427 103,878.9 31.1076 2.1834
70.0100 Banking .01428 1,105,000 26,053.9 42.4121 .6056
71. 0200 Real Estate .07202 746,000 97,893.0 7.6206 .5488
73.0100 Miscellaneous Business .02277 2,332,156 51,022.0 45.7098 1.0410

Services
73.0200 Advertising .01439 118,778 4,482.8 26.4964 .3810
73.0300 Miscellaneous Professional .01130 755,198 31,195.9 24.2082 .2740

Services

aThose firms with a Direct and Indirect Coefficient of at least .01.

b Se e text for derivation of this coefficient.

00
N
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listed total esployment for aqriculture (statistical

Abstract for example. The Census of Agriculture listed

employment for major crops, such as wheat, but the listing

for other crops vere aggregated by SIC classifications.

Suqar. SIC 0133 is aggregated with SIC 0134 and 0139, the

last tvo being Irish potatoes and field crops, except cash

grains not elsewhere classified. To use national employment

fiqures for this agqreqation could Dot have provided a good

representative coefficient for cane sugar because it would

have included beet sugar as vell as other crops. A better

estimate vas needed.

The Census of Agriculture also breaks its statistics

into states. A better estimate of the labor coefficients

was provided by using the employment and value of production

figures for this group of crops for those states vhose suqar

industry consists primarily of cane sugar production. These

states are Hawaii. Texas. Louisiana, and Florida. Texas

also qrows beet sugar, and its cane growing began only in

the early 1970s (Zepp) and its output and acreage is small

(B.S.:!?A.).29

29 A better estimation technique would have been to use
those counties which were the cane growing areas in the
above states. However the county data does not contain
both revenue and employment figures that are
disaqqreqated by SIC codes.
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Because the 1974 census was the neares~ in time to

1972, the year the national interindustry tables, the data

from the 1974 Census was used to go with the 1972 tables.

The employment for this qroup was divided into

cateqories based on the number of days out of the year that

the workers were employed in production. Some workers are

probably miqrant workers, moving fro. area to area as

different crops are harvested. The question was what are

the transitional costs for them -- if their patterns of

miqration change in response to the changed sugar lIarket

situation, is there a cost? Would tbey be employed for a

period longer than could occur if sugar was still in

operation? It was assumed that t3e transitional cos~s for

all of the above similar to those already discussed and

analyzed. Contract laborers were not included because only

dollar, and not employment figures were stated.

The employment coefficient from Hawaii's interindustry

table was used as the employment coefficient for that

state's sugar cane industry.

The decrease in output and thus in employment vill vary

from region to region depending on the cost of production.

Therefore the employment coefficient for the United States

must be a weighted averaqe vhere the weights are the

proportion of the decline in output suffered by each groving

region. Aqain, the transitional cost is for cane sugar
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only. therefore the only proportion of output considered are

those for sugar cane as a proportion of tlle decline in sugar

production.

The proportions for those calculations were based on

Gemmill's simulation of the United State's and the world's

sugar markets and the employment coefficient was derived by

assuming a linear relationship between output and

employment. A summary of Gemmill's resu1ts, the derivation

of the weights, and the United States employment coefficient

are presented in Tab1e 4.1. Column (1) in the top portion

is the simulated 1914 market (the actual 1974 market was

unusual because of the abnormally high prices so a "normal"

1974 market situation vas simulated), column (2) the

production in a simulated U. S. free trade market. and

column (3) the difference between these two. The weighted

mean U. S. employment coefficient is 27.6241.

The employment effects, the aoj in the dL eguation

(equation 3-8), as vell as the acreage effects for a one

million dollar decline in output in sugar processing

(14.1900) are presented in Table 4.8. Tvo different

for the direct and indirect impacts are presented: the

first for total impact and the second for impact on the

sugar industry which includes both Sugar processing and

Suqa~ Crops. The values are 35.7663 and 25.0177 (10.2367

for Suqar Crops and 14.7801 for Sugar processing).
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TABLE 4.7

Derivation of the Weight and the United States Weighted
Mean Employment Coefficient

1. Weights

A. Summary of Sugar Market Simulation (Gemmill)

Beet sugar

Cane sugar
Mainland
Hawaii

Total cane

Total sugar

B. We.i.ghts

(1)
Full

Protection

3,201

1,842
944z;m;

5,987

Quantity of Raw Sugar
(1,000 metric tons)

(2)
Fr.ee

Trade

2,453

1,264
827

2,091

4,544

(3)
Difference
(1)-(2)

748

578
117
m·

1,443

Types of Sugar

Beet

Cane sugar
Mainland
Hawaii

Total cane

Proportion of
Total Decline

.518

.401

.082
-:482

Proportion
of Decline

in Cane Sugar

.826

.173
1.000

II. Employment Coefficient (EC)

EC D weight for x e:;~~~:~~t + we~~~~i~or x em:~:;;;nt
mainland cane coefficient cane coefficient

.401

2 27.6241

x 59.3831 + .082 x 46.4814
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TABLE 4.8

Employment Effects for a One Million Dollar Decline in
Sugar Processing Output

I. Direct Effects Only

1. Direct requirements: 2.0502 to 14.1900

(a) Purchases from 2.0502 ~ 723.6 x 10 6
6(b) Purchases by 14.1900 ~ 3,163.4 x 10

(c) Per $ output in 14.1900 ~ .22874

2. Employment impacts:

Sector

Sugar Processing
(14.1900)

Sugar GrOWing
(2.0502)

Total

aoj for direct

Decline in
Employment

9.3250

(.22874)(27.6241) ~ 6.3187

15.6437

II. Direct and Indirect Effects

Sector

Total Sugar and Non-Sugar Industries
(from Table 4.6)

Sugar Crops

Sugar Processing

Total Sugar Industry

Non-Sugar Industries (35.7663 - 25.0177)

aoj
(Employment Effect)

35.7663

10.2367

14.7810

25.0177

10.7486
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The method for deriving these acreage estimates are

presented next.

4.1.3 Land Impact

The next step is to find the transitional cost of land.

To do this the amount of land idled by a decrease in

protection must first be established. The first assumption

is that there is a linear relationship between sugar output

and land employed in sugar growing. The land affected can

either be stated as a proportion of oatput or, assaming a

linear output-employment relationship as in the previous

section as a function of labor unemployed by the decline in

sugar production. Because the amount of labor affected is

already expressed in the dL formula, the land impacted by

the reduction in protection is expressed and land/employee

where employees are those in suqar cane production. As

stated previously, only cane suqar production and acreage

are considered in transitional cost estimation because of

the relative ease of substitution of other agricultural

activities for beet production when beet prices are low

relative to alternate crops.

Because of the existence of an employment coefficient

for cane suqar in Hawaii (derived from 1970 data for ase

with the 1970 Hawaii Interindustry model) the followinq
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formula ~as used: 3o

Land
=

Employees

Land

Value of Output
x

1

Employee/Value of Output

where the denoainator of the final term on the right hand

side is the e~ployment coefficient.

Usinq the employ.ent coefficient and the corresponding

1910 data

Land

Employees
=

229,600 acres

111.3 X 10 6
x

1

= 42.11 acres/employee

Because the employment coefficient is denominated in

employees per one million dollars (1 x 10 6 ) the value of

output is also expressed in millions of dollar.

The derivation of the land/employee coefficient for the

Mainland qrowing reqions are presented in Table 4.9. As

discussed in the previous chapter when co.paring mainland

and Hawaii growing areas that cane is harvested only three

out of four years. Therefore the land is devoted to sugar

production in anyone year is approximately 4/3 of the

acreaqe harvested. The acres harvested is accordingly

adjusted upward in the last column to reflect this. The

coefficient is 21.6.

30

Derived froll
Land =

Employee

Land

Value of output
x

Value of output

Employees
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The United states land/employee coefficient is a

weighted average of the two coefficients. 7he weights in

this case are the proportion of decline in cane production

that occurz in the two regions. Because the employment

fiqures are already based on a proportion of the total

decline in suqar production, it is only necessary in this

cas~ to use the respective proportionate declines in sugar

cane production.

The rent for former sugar lands for both the USA and

Hawaii are based on the Hawaii rent. Because the Kohala

Sugar closing experience is used as the basis for the

transitional cost of labor, it is also used as the basis for

rent. Contact with pertinent personnel revealed that the

rental value for former Kohala sugar lands (now rented for

cattle qrazing by Koha"la sugar's parent company) was S40.00

per acre per year. The present value per acre and per

worker for the mainland and Hawaii are presented in Table

4.10. The present value for a year is divided by two to

approximate the six month value.



TABLE 4.9

Derivation of the Land/Employee Coefficient

A. Mainland Cane Acreage (1974)a
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State

Louisiana
Florida
Texas

Total

B. Mainland Land/Employee Coefficienc (MLEC)

MLEC .. 792,000 acres/36,662 employees
.. 21.60

C. U.S. Cane Acreage - Weighted Mean (USCA)b

Acres Harvested

308,000
258,000

28,000

594,000

x 4/3

411,000
344,000

37,000

792,000

USCA ..

Proporcion
of t o t a L cane

decline in
Hawaii

Hawaii +
x coefficienc

Proportion
of tocal cane

decline in
Mainland cane

Mainland
x coefficient

.826 x 42.11 + .173 x 21. be

38.5197

aBased on °H. S. P. A. Hawaii Sugar Manual, 1981.

bBased on Gemmill, 1977.
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Present Rental Value of One Acre of Former Suqar Lands

I. Present Value Per Acre
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Discount
Rate

Discount
Factor Rental

Present Value
6 monthsa 1 year

.05

.10

.20

.952

.909

.833

$ 40

40

40

$ 19 ..04

18.18

16.16

$ 38.08

36.36

33.32

bII. Transitional Cost of Land Per Employee

Discount Rate

.os

.10

.20

6 months

$ 133.42

100.29

622.48

1 year

$ 1466.84

1400.58

1244.96

a
Derived by dividinq yearly value by 2.

b
Based on 38.52 acres/employee.
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Total. Transitional Cost Per iorker

The total. transitional cost per worker in sugar

growinq. which is the sum of the cost of land and labor. are

presented in Table 4.11.

TABLE 4.11

Total Transitional Cost per Worker

Land
a

tabor Total

Duration: 6 months

Discount Rate

.05 733.42 642 1,375.42
_ 10 700.29 410 1,110.29
.20 622.48 245 861.48

Duration: 1 year

Discount Rate

.05 1,466.84 642 2,108.84

.10 1,400.58 410 1,810.58

.20 1.2411.96 245 1.489.96

a
Total. = Land + Labor
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BENEF IT-CO ST

Terms of Trade and the Removal of Protection

The terms of trade effect is based on Gea.ill's

simu~ation of the world's sugar market. The effect of the

simulated removal of U. s. sugar protection policies OD the

wor~d's and United State's raw sugar prices are presented in

Table 4.12. (Because of the unusually high prices in 1974,

the last year of the Suqar Act, Gemmill simulated a "normal"

1974 situation. This simulated situation is presented in

the column titled 121~ ~i~Yl~~~g (Table 4.12). Of the total

change in price difference of 4.034 cents per pound, .387

was a result o£ the decline in the U. S. domestic price and

.613 was a result o£ the increase in world price. (This

indicates that the foreign price elasticity of supply to the

United States vas ~ess elastic than the united States

domestic supply elasticity (Gemmill).)

The difference between the United States price and the

world price are caused bV the protectionist measures of the

United States and other factors that affect the price

difference. The mean tariff from 1975 to 1980, weighted bV

the number of Donths each policy was in effect, was 2.3820

cents/lb. and the mean quota was 6.96 x 106 tons. Table

4.13 presents the details. The price difference and the

tariffs are compared in the lower part of the table. The

price differences are qreater than the tariff as expected
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TABLE 4.12

Impact of Reduced Protection on Prices

1974
Price Simu~ated

n, s,
domestic 11.89

World 7.16

Total

Source: Gemlll..ill

United
states
Pree
Trade

10.33

10.23

Changes
in

Prices

-1.56

2.41

Proportionate
Change

-.387

.613

1.000

because quotas were also in effect and because of

transportation costs. Because the above protectionist

measures may not be the only cause of t.he price difference,

and because it is not possible with the results published bV

Gemmill to ascertain the price effects of the quota itself,

two different .ethods are used in estimating impacts: the

first uses the lIlean tariff as a lower bound estimate of the

protection induced price difference and the second uses the

total price difference as the protection induced price

difference. The latter is an upper bound estimate.
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Comparison of Tariff and Price Difference
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A. Protection Measures

Date of Duration of Mean
Implementation Protection Tariff ~ Quota

Jan. 1, 1975 21 months .625~/lb. duty .625~ 7 x 106 tons
43 months

Sept. 21, 1976 13 months 1.875~/lb. duty 1.875 7 x 106 tons

Nov. 2, 1977 2 months 2.8125~/lb. duty 4.6025b 7 x 106 tons
Variable fee up
to 3.3~/lb.a

Jan. 1, 1978 12 months 2.8125~/lb. duty 5.5125
2.7000~/lb fee
5.5125~/lb.

Nov. 1978 25 months 6.9 x 106 tons c

Jan. 1, 1979 13 months 2.8125~/lb. fee 3.9825e 6.9 x 106 tons
Variable feed

Feb. 1, 1980 11 months .625~/lb. .625~ 6.9 x 106 tons

Mean tariff, weighted by months· 2.3820

Mean quota, unweighted 6.96 x 106 tons

B. Comparison

Year P Pw Difference

1975 22.47~/lb. 20.49~/lb. 1. 98~/lb.
1976 13.31 11.58 1.73
1977 10.99 11.58 2.70
1978 13.93 7·.81 6.12
1979 15.53 9.74 5.79
1980 30.11 29.02 1.09

Tariff

.625
.625 / Sept. 21 • 1.875

1.875 / No.v • 4.6025
5.5125 / Decrease quota

3.9825
Jan.-2.8125 / Feb.••625

Mean Difference • 3.2483~

Sgecomes zero when the world price is at least 106~/lb.

bThe average world price for the year was 8.21c/1b. so the variable fee was
assumed to equal 1.79c/1b. (10600c - 8.214c)

Cp1us specific country quotas.

dVariab1e fee to support the price at 15c/1b., but not to exceed 50% ad valorem.
The fee .eached a maximum of 3.3~/lb. but reached zero on October 25, 1979.

eBased on an average fee of 1.65c/1b. during the ten months that it exceeded zero
(3.3/2 • 1.65) and a zero fee during the remainder of the period.
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=Index

Next, it was necessary to find the quantity produced

domestica~~y, O's, and the quantity demanded, Q'd, under

suqar protection to calculate the impact of a decline in

suqar, including the regain of the deadweiqht loss, the

decline in sugar employment, and the welfare effects~ These

are done by ta~ing the averaqe price and quantity from the

year 1975 through 1980. The prices are converted to a rea~

ton price. Because the transitiona~ cost of labor is in

1979 wages, the rea~ prices for estimating benefits and

costs are expressed in 1979 dollars. An index is calculated

to convert to 1979 prices:

CPI 1979

CPI 19NM

where CPI is the consumer price index and 75 ~ N~ S 80.

The per ton prices, both nominal and real, are

presented in Table 4.14. The mean real world raw sugar

price with protection was $320.03 per ton, the real price

for the united states vas $393.50 and the difference between

the two was $73.47 per ton.

Table ~.15 presents the impact of protection on price

under both assumptions. The assumption of the total price

differentia~ being caused by United states protection policy

yields an increase in world price of $43.00 per ton and a

$27.66 per ton decline in the United States price.



TABLE 4.14

Calculation of Real U.S. and World Raw Sugar Prices on a Per Pound and Per Ton Basis a

B. United States 1975 22.47
Price 1976 13.31

1977 10.99
1978 13 .93
1979 15.53
1980 30.11

A. World Price

Year

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Nominal Price
per 1b. b

20.49
11. 58
8.21
7.81
9.74

29.02

Nominal Price
per ton

$409.80
231.60
164.20
156.20
194.80
580.40

-NPw=$289.50

449.40
266.20
219.80
278.60
310.60
602.20

-N
PUSA = $354.47

Real Price Real Price
Indexc per 1b. d per ton

-
1. 35 27.66¢ $553.20
1. 28 14.82 296.40
1.20 9.85 197.00
1.11 8.67 173.40
1.00 9.47 189.40

.88 25.54 510.80

-RPw=$320.03

1. 35 30.33 606.60
1.28 17 .04 340.80
1. 20 13.19 263.80
1.11 15.46 309.20
1.00 15.53 310.60

.88 26.50 530.00

-RPUSA = $393.50

Difference:
-R -R
PUSA - Pw = 393.50 - 320.03 = $73.47/ton

a To be used in estimating terms-of-trade effects and then benefits and costs.

bN = Nominal

c Index = CPI 79/CPI NM

d R = Real: pN x Index = p R

Source: H. S. P. A. Hawaii Sugar Manual, 1981.

\.0
OJ
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TABLE 4.15

I.pact of the Be.oval of Protection on the United states and
World Raw sugar prices for Determining the Terms-of-Trade

Impacts

I. Assuaption 1: Based on total price difference

a. price difference (la)
(la) = 13.47/ton

b. Price difference with free trade (lb)
(lb) = .10 ¢/lb. = $2.00/ton

c. Reduction in price difference with free trade (lc)
(lc) = $73.47 - $2.00 = $71.47/ton

d. Reduction in United states raw sugar price (ld)
(ld) = $71.41 x .387 = $27.66/ton

e. Increase in World raw sugar price (1e)
(le) = $71.47 x .613 = $43.81/ton

Ii. Assumption 2: Based on mean tariff

a. Mean tariff converted to per ton basis (2a)
(2a) = .023820 ¢/lb. x 2000 = $47.64/ton

b. Reduction in price difference (2b)
(2b) = $47.64 - $2.00 = $45.64/ton

c. Reduction in Dnited States raw suqar price (2c)
(2c) = $45.64 x .387 = $17.66/ton

d. Increase in World raw sugar price (2d)
(2d) = $45.64 x .613 = $27.98/ton
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Assuminq that the only portion of the ~orld and United

states price differential is caused bV the United States

tariff results in a $17.66 per ton reduction in the United

States price and an increase of $27.98 per ton in the world

price.

The domestic quantities supplied and demanded are shown

in Table 4.16. the mean volumes of production are 1,050,550

tons for Hawaii and a United states total of 6,294,050. The

United States consumption has a mean value of 10,523,000

tons. Because no fiqures were found for Hawaii consumption,

but the Hawaiian industry states that approximately 4

percent of the state's production is consumed in-state, its

consumption fiqures were estimated by taking 4 percent of

the total state's production. As shown in the bottom of

table, this was 42,022 tons.

4.2.2 Benefit

The first step in the derivation of the benefits is to

estimate the region of the deadweiqht loss. This must be

estimated on a dynamic basis, i. e. over a period of time,

as well as on a static basis. Future increases in demand

under a tariff would not only induce an increase in domestic

production but l~ad to an increase in tariffs and to an

increase in the consumption effect.



TABLE 4.16

Quantities Supplied and Demanded with Protection
-short tons-
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I. Domestic Quantity Supplied of 96 0 raw sugar
a

Mainland Puerto Total Total
~ Hawaii Cane Rico Cane Beet U. S.

75 1,107,199 1,523,000 302,000 2,932,199 4,019,000 6,951,199
76 1,050,457 1,795,000 312,000 3,157,457 3,895,000 7,052,457
77 1,033,739 1,668,000 268,000 "2,969,739 3,368,000 6,337,739
78 1,028,933 1,623,000 204,000 2,651,933 3,289,000 5,940,933
79 1,059,737 1,615,000 193,000 2,867,737 2,879,000 5,746,737
80 1,023,232 1,622,000 177,000 2,822,232 2,913,000 5,735,232

Mean 1,050,550 2,900,216 3,393,833 6,294,050

II. Total Continental U. S. Consumption of 96" araw sugar

Consumption

75
76
77
78
79
80

Mean

III. Hawaii Consumption

9,304,000
10,895,000
11,100,000
10,889,000
10,761,000
10,189,000
10,523,000

Hawaii Consumption 2 4% of Hawaii Production
= .05 x 1,050,550 tons
= 42,022 tons

aBased on H. S. P. A. Hawaii Sugar Manual 1981,
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Domestic quantity produced and consumed increase but imports

do not when a quota is in effect, leading to an increase in

both consumption and production effects. Therefore it is

necessary to examine the potential future growth in demand.

Carman and Thor examined trends in the consumption of HFCS

suqar substitute and forecasted HFCS consu~ption and suqar

consumption for the years 1985 and 1990 and compared them

with the 1977 figures. They projected that between 1977 and

1985, the per capita consumption of suqar would decline by

13.7 percent and the total decrease would be 7.4 percent.

The latter fiqure is smaller because of population increase.

(The projected adoption of ReFS is almost completed by

1985.) Their forecast indicates an increase in total sugar

consumption between 1985 and 1990, but total consumption in

the latter year remains sliqhtly below the total consumption

of 10.29 million tons reported in 1977 (Carman and Thor).

These findings are reported in Table 4.17.

Carman and Tbor's study indicates then a drop off and

recovery in d03estic sugar consumption. Because the

benefits are estimated over an infinite time span and

because sugar consuaption in 1990 is about equal to that of

1977, an assumption of no growth is used, thus g=O. The

benefit then becomes
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TABLE 4.17

Pro;ected Per Capita and Total Demand for Calorie Sweetners
bV Cateqory, 1985 and 1990

projected Demand

1985 1990

lb. lb.
per 1,000 per 1,000

Sweetn~!: £gHj,j;g tOJ!§ caEi:!:~ .!;Q!!..§

Glucose and
Dextrose 22.8 2,630 22.8 2,776

Kinor caj.orLc
Sweetners 1. Ll 161 1.4 170

HPCS 2Ll.7 2,8408 26.7 3,251
~"ygg!: ~2.§ ..2,527 ~.J •.§ 1Q,11..2

Tota~· 131.5 15,166 134.5 16,376

Source: Carman and Thor

The estimation of the production and consumption

effects are presented in the next table, Table 4.18. Again,

the first assumption is that the total difference between

the United states and world raw suqar prices is due to

United States sugar protection policies -- an upper bound of

the impact, and the second is that the difference is due to

the tariff only -- a lower bound of the impact.

The percentage decrease in price~ which beco~es the

price impact of protection, t, is 7.0 for assumption 1 and



TABLE 4.18

Calculation of Benefits

AssumptionU)a

I. Estimation of Qs and Production Effect

% Decrease in Price:

Assumption(2)b

t

Decline in PUSA
Mean PUSA

27.66
t = 393.50

= 7.0%

17. 66
t = 393.50

c 4.5%

Weighted e :
s

1.66

% Decrease in domestic quantity supplied: %dQ = 1.66 x 7.0
s c 11.62%

%dQ s = e s x t

%dQ = 1.66 x 4.5
s = 7. 5%

Change in domestic quantity supplied:

dQ
s

Q I x %dQ
s s

100

dQs
11. 62

6,294,050 x~

= 731,369 tons

dQa = 6,294,050 x ~o~
= 472,050 tona

Domestic quantity supplied without
protection (Qs):

Qa = Qs' - dQs

Qa
5,562,681 Qs

5,821,950

Production effect (b):

II. Estimation of Qd and Consumption Effect

e d :

$8,445,463

.055

$8,632,282

% Decrease in domestic quantity
demanded:

%dQd = cd x t

%dQ d = .055 x 7.0
.385

%dQ
d

.055 x 4.5

.248 t--"
o
.p-



TABLE 4.18 (Continued)

Calculation of Benefits

Change in domestic quantity demanded:

dQd = Qd' x %dQd

Domestic quantity demanded without
protection (Qs):

Consumption effect (d):

III. Total Static Benefit-

(Dead weight Loss):

b + d

IV. Total Benefit

Discount Rate

.05

.10

.20

Assumption(l)a

dQd = 10,523,000 x .385
= 40,514 tons

10,482,486 tons

~527,300

~8,972,763

Present Value

~119,455,260

89,727,630
44,863,815

Assumption(2)b

dQd = 10,523,000 x .248
= 26,097 tons

10,496,903 tons

~216,984

~8,849,266

Present Value

~76,985,320

38,492,660
19,246,330

a Assumptlon(l) is the total difference in PUSA and Pwdue to U.S. tariff an1 quota.

b Assumption(2) Is the total difference in PUSA and Pw due to tariff only.

......
o
\J1
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4.5 for the second assumption. The elasticity of domestic

sapplv is a weighted average of the elasticities for beet

and cane sugar. Because the estimation of the production

and the consumption effects are predicted on the initial

price and quantities, that is, those that would have

occurred without protection, and because sagar has never had

a period since at least the 1930's in which protection has

not been in effect, it is necessary to estimate quantities

supplied and demanded if no protection existed. Using

quantity supplied as an example,

(% changes in Qs)
Qs -= QS' - Qs'

100

where % change in Qs equals es x (% change in P) and Qs' is

the domestic volume produced with protection, and Qs the

volume without protection. The estimation of Qd is similar

except that Qd replaces QS, the elasticity of demand is

used, and a positive sign replaces the negative one. The

percentage decrease in domestic quantity supplied are 11.62

percent and 7.5 percent respectively, the change in quantity

supplied is 731,369 tons under the first assumption and

472,050 tons under the second one, and the quantities

supplied without protection are 5,562,681 tons and 5,821,950

tons, respectively.

The upper bound production ef£ect is $8,445,463 and the

lower bound effect is $8,632,282. The consumption effect
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and the total benefits are presented in the remainder of the

table. Using the elasticity of demand of .055 from Zepp and

Jesse's study, the percentage decreases in quantity demanded

are .385 and .248. ~he change in domestic quantities

demanded are 40,514 tons and 26,097 tons; and the domestic

quantities demanded without protection are 10,482,486 tons

and 10,496,903 tons. The co~~umption effect under the two

assumptions then are $527,300 and $216,984 respectively.

This is small relative to the production effect which is an

anticipated given the small impact of the price change on

the domestic quantity demanded.

The summation of the two effects, which represents the

total static benefit a are $8,972,763 and $8,849,266. The

total benefit -- the present value of the static sums, range

from a low of approximately $45 million at 20 percent to a

hiqh of $179 million at 5 percent under assumption 1, and a

lo~ of $19 million to a hiqh of $17 million under the second

assumption.

4.2.3 £Q2.t

The impact of a reduction in protection on human

resources and land are presented in Table 4.19.

The es(t/(l + t))Q' portion of the dt equation; labelled dQ

is the change in quantity of production and the addition of

p' to the preceedinq, labelled dt', represents the reduction



TABLE 4.19

Der~vat~on of Employment Impacts

Assumption(l)a

I. Change in Value of Production in 1972 Wholesale
Prices

A. Calculate change in the Value of Production
at 1979 Raw Sugar Prices (dL')
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Assumption(2)b

es - 1.66
P - 393.50
Q - 6,294,050

B. Convert to 1972 Wholesale Value

1. Convert dL' to 1972 Real Value:

t- 7.0% - .07
dQ= 679,128 tons

dL'- $267,236,866

t= 4.5% " ,045
dQ- 449,269 tons

dL'- $176,787,465

a. Index:
CPIn 122.8
CPI

79
"2'0"2':5" .61

b. Conversion to 1972 Real Value (RV):

RV " dL' x Index

2. Convert Wholesale - raw sugar price
margin (Table 4.20) to 1972 real value:

Real Margin - Margin x Index
• $152.58 x .61
• $93.00!ton

3. Convert to 1972 Wholesale Value

a. Convert dQ from raw to refined:

Change in Quantity. dQ x conversion
Refined (QR) factor

b. Calculation of total real margin:

Total Margin(TM) = QR x Real Margin

c. dL' at 1972 r~al wholesale level
(d'L):

d'L - RV + TM

RV- $267,236,866
x .61

- $163,014,488

QR- 679,128
x .9346

- 634,713 tons

TM- 634,713 tons
x $93/ ton

" $59,028,309

d'L- $163,014,488
+ $59,028,309

" $222,042,797
" $222.0 x 106

RV- $176,787,465
x .61

" $107,840,354

QR= 449,269
x .9346

" 419,887 tons

TM= 419,887 tons
x $93/ton

" $39,049,491

d'L- $107,840,354
+ $39,049,491

- $146,889,845
- $146.9 x 106
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TABLE 4.19 (Continued)

Derivation of Employment Impacts

II. Calculation of Employment and Acreage Impacts

A. Sugar Growing

1. Labor (SGLb)c

2. Land (SGLd)d

11. Sugar Processing

1. Labor (SPLb)c

C. Total Sugar Industry

1. Labor (SILb)

2. Land (SILd)

D. Non-Sugar

1. Labor (NSLb)c

E. Total

1. Labor (TLb)

2. Land (TLd)

AssUlllption(l)a

SGLb-(222.0 x 106)

x 10.2367
- 2,273

employees

SGLd- 2,273
x 38.5197

- 87,555 acres

SPLb-(222.0 x 106)

x 14.7810
'" 3,281

employees

SILb- 5,554
employees

SILd- 87,555 acres

NSLb-(222.0 x 106)

x 10.7486
'" 2,386

employees

TLb- 7,940
employees

TLd- 87,555 acres

Assumption (2)b

SGLb-(146.9 x 106)
x 10.2367

- 1,504
employees

SGLd- 1,504
x 38.5197

- 57,934 acres

SPLb-(146.9 x 106)

x 14.7810
'" 2,171

employees

SILb- 3,675
employees

SILd- 57,394 acres

NSLb-(146.9 x 106)

x 10.7486
- 1,579

employees

TLb- 5,254
employees

TLd- 57,934 acres

aAssumption(l) is terms of trade effect due to U.S. tartff and quota.

bAssUmption(2) is terms of trade effect due to U.S. tariff only.

CChange in value of production (1972 Wholesale Value) x respective employment
coefficient.

dNumber of employees x land/labor coefficient.
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in the value of raw suqar production. Under the first

assumption, the change in volume of production is 619,128

tons and the dL is $661,236,666. Because the employment

coefficients are denominated in millions of dollars of

output, the latter fiqure is rounded to $661.2 x 10 6 • Tbe

correspondinq numbers under the seco~d assumption are

449,269 tons, 5176,781,465, and $176.8 x 10 6 • Because the

impact on output and employment occurs at the refined suqar

level as wel~ as the raw level, the chanqe in the value of

output must be converted to value at the wholesale level.

Also, because the employment coefficients are real values

and they are based on 1972 prices, the wholesale value must

be converted to 1972 dollars before determininq the effect

on employment. ~he steps involved in the derivation of the

chanqes in 1972 wholesale value are (1) to convert the

chanqe in the value of production in 1979 dollars, dL', to

1972 dollars, (2) convert the who.lesale - raw marqin i~ 1979

dollars, calculated in ~able 4.20, to 1972 dollars, and (3)

convert the chanqe to 1972 wholesale value by (a) converting

dQ from raw quantity to refined quantity usinq the

conversion factor of one ton raw suqar equals .9346 tons

refined sugar, (b} multiplying the value in a) by the real

marqin (point 2), and finally ec) adding the total real

marqin (point 36) to the dL' in 1972 prices (point 12).

These steps are presented in ~able 4.19



TABLE 4.20

Wholesale Sugsr Prices and Calculation of the Real Wholesale - Raw Sugar Margin a

Nominal Wholesale c Real Wholellala Real Raw Real
Year price per tonb Index price per ton price per ton Margine

1975 628 1.35 847. 80 606.60 241. 20

1976 384 1. 28 491.50 340.80 150.70

1977 346 1. 20 415.20 263.80 151.40

1978 418 1.11 464.00 309.20 154.80

1979 464 1.00 464.00 310.60 153.40

1980 775 .88 682. 60 530.00 152.60

f
~ 152.58

a
These figures were used for deriving the change in the value of production at the whole-
sale level.

bCalculated from price per pound.

c Iudex = CPI 79'CPI NM

dIn 1979 prices

e Re a l Wholesale price per ton - Real raw price per ton in 1979 prices

fBased on yearll 1976 through 1980. The figurell for 1975 were excluded becaulle of the
unuBually high margin.

...............
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The eaployaent and acreaqe impacts are presented in the

remainder of Table 4.19. The employment impacts are based

on the employment coefficients developed previously and the

acreaqe impacts on the land/labor coefficient. The total

employment impacts under the two assumptions are 7,940 and

5,254 employees. The total acres in (cane) suqar are 87,555

and 57,934 acres.

The revised total transitional costs are presented in

Table 4.21.

TABLE 4.21

Total Transitional Costs a

Discount
Rate Assumption 1 Assumption 2

.05

.10

.20

$10,920,835 $16,744,190

8,815,703 14,376,005

6,887,791 11,830,282

$7,226,457 $11,079,845

8,815,703 9,512,787

4,557,740 7,828,250

a
Total transitional costs is the total for ~ainland

and Hawaii; total for direct and indirect costs;
total for land and lahore
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4.2.4 Benefit-Cost Ratios

The benefit-cost calculations are shown in Table ~.22.

Both the benefit-cost ratios and benefit-cost differences

are presented. Again, the transitional cost of capital has

not been included as a form of sensitivity analysis because

they indicate the values that the transitional costs of

capital must exceed in order for the benefit-cost ratio to

be less than one. The ratios range from a high of 16.4 and

a low of 6.5 in the case of fOrmer sugar lands being idled a

maximum of six months under assumption 1 and in the case of

a one year period of unemployment for su~ar lands, the

ratios range from a high of 10.1 and a low of 3.8. Under

assumption 2 and 6 months unemployment period the ratios

range from 00.1 to 4.2, and from 6.9 to 2.5 for a 1 year

unemployment period. The differences range from a high of

$168,534, (assumption 1 and a six=month period of

unemployment) to a low of $11,418,080 (assumption 2 and a 1

year idle period for land). These conclusions are even

stronqer that the numbers in Table 4.22 indicate because

some of the supply elasticities from Gemmill's vorks are

actually lonq-run elasticities, not short run ones.

Therefore not all of the land and labor unemployment vill

occur immediately, but later in time and as a result, the

present value of the transitional costs would be lower than

those presented. Thus, the benefit-cost ratios and

differences would be even greater than those shown.
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TABLE 11.22

Benefit-Cost Fiqures

Discount
Rate

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

Benefit/Cost
a a b b

Land Land Land Land
unemp~oyed unemployed unemployed unemployed
for 6 for 1 for 6 for 1
iIlonths year months year

16.11 10.7 10.7 6.9
10.2 6.2 q.q q.O
6.5 3.8 4.2 2.5

Benefit - Cost

$168,534,425 $162,711,070 369,758,863 $65,905,475
80,911,927 75,351,625 29,676,957 28,979,873
37,976,0211 33,033,533 14,688,590 11,418,080

a
Assumption 1 is total PUSA - Pl,or difference due to quota.

b
Assulilption 2 is P

USA
- Pw price difference due to tari£f.

The transitional cost of capital has not been included.

However because of the spatial distribution of aqricultural

activities and specificity of capital, the opportunity cost

and thus the transitional cost of capital should be low

(Johnston and Quance). It is very possible then that the

inclusion of capital in the transitional cost estimation

would not siqnificantly alter the results.
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ij.3 DISTRIBUTION OF WELFARE I~PACTS

The distribution of welfare effects are presented in

Table 4.23. The consumption and production effects (whose

sum is the deadveiqht effect). The consumer surplus under

the two assumptions was $288,256,123 and $184,981,325 and

the producer surplUS $170,754,683 and $110,080,201. The net

effects are $117,501,440 and $74,901,124 respectively.

TABLE 4.23

Distribution of ielfare Effects a

I. Areas under the Demand and Supply Curves

Assumption
1
2

area a
$153,863,757

102,815,637

area b
$8,445,463

3,632,282

area c
$116,974,140

74,684,140

area d
$527,300

216,984

II. Surpluses

Assumption
1
2

b
C"nsuller

$288,265,123
1844'981,325

Producerc

- $170,754,683
110,080,201

Net Effect
1i117,501,440

74,901,124

a
From Fiqure 3.1, Table 3.1, and respective equations.

b
Consumer surplus is the sum of areas a, b u c, and d.

c
Producer surplus is area a
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4.q INTERINDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION

Now that the benefit-cost relationships and the

distribution of the welfare impacts hav~ been examined, the

next step is to estimate the distribution of the impacts

among the various industries (sectors in the parlance of

interindustry analysis). This is done using the national

interindustry table. To estimate the interindustry

distribution the decrease in raw production .ust be

converted to the value at the wholesale level as in the case

of previously discussed employment impacts. However in this

case the output is stated in 1979 dollars instead of 1972

dollars, to reflect a more current situation. The

interindustry impacts are estimated only for the assumption

that the total price difference between the United States

and the world is caused by the tariffs and quotas,

assumption one. This then represents the maximum impact.

The procedure for convertinq the decrease to wholesale

value are similar to those for estimating impacts and are

presented in Table 4.24.

The results are presented in Table 4.25. The output

changes are shown in the second column, the changes in

employment in the second, and the chanqes in sector output

as a percentaqe of the total output in the last column. The

larqest impact in employment outside of those in the sugar

sectors falls on iholesale trade with almost double the
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Convertinq the Decrease in Raw Value of Sugar to Wholesale
Value

(Assumption 1 only)

1. Decline in raw value (dLt from Table 4.19): $267,236,866

2. convert change in raw quantity (dQ) to wholesale
quantity (from Table 4.199): 634,713 tons

3. Convert dLt to wholesale value

a. Calculate total wholesale margin (twm):
twm = dQ x wholesale margin

= 63~,713 tons x $152.58
= $96,844,509

b. dLI at wholesale value (vv):
vv = dLI + twm

= $267,236,866 + $96,84Q,509
= $364,081,375
= $364.1 x 10 6

impact of each of the next three sectors in Railroads

(Sector 65.0100), Motor Freight and Warehousing (65.0300),

and ~iscel1aneous Business Services (73.0100). Suqar

Refininq (1401900) suffers the greatest loss in output with

66.1 percent of the total and Sugar Crops have 15.5 percent.

The sectors outside of sugar most affected are Real Estate

(71.0200) and ~holesale Trade (69.0100) with 3.09 and 2.9

percent, respectively. Remember aqain that only those

sectors in which the direct and indirect requirements exceed

.01 are represented. Therefore the total impacts are

underestimated, but the maior portions of them are included

in the analysis.
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TABLE 4.25

National Interindustry Impac~s

Industry

2.0502
4.0000
8.0000

l!l.1900
21.0100
27.0201
31.0100
65.0100
65.0300
68.0100
68.0200
69.0100
70.0100
11.0200
13.0100
13.0200
73.0300

Total

Change in
Output

13t1,924,537
6,681,235
6,910,618

571,134,910
8,869,476

15,968,334
7,908,252

10,799,206
12,244,683
3,764,794

12,747,141
25,556,179
5,199,348

26,222,1182
8,290,557
5,239,399
4,114,330

872,575,481

Note: Change in output: Decrease in sugar in 1979
dollars: $364.1 x 10 6 •

4.5 DISCUSSION

According to the tenets of welfare analysis a policy

promotes economic efficiency if the movement from one

economic state to another as a result of the policy is

potentially Pareto optimal. Such a change was originally

considered optimal if the Kaldor criteria was met. This

criteria stated that a policy was potentially Pareto optimal
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if the gainers from the policy could compensate the losers

and continue to gain themselves. Because of potential

contradictions in applying this criteria Scitovsky redefined

the criteria so that a policy increases economic efficiency

if the Kaldor criteria holds for a movement from the first

state to the second state and if in addition the criteria

could not be met with a movement from the second state to

the first. The second part has been interpreted to mean

that the losers cannot bribe the gainers to remain in the

initial state (Mishan, 1981).

In this study the policy of removing sugar protection

is met because the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one •

.It can be seen in this study that the Scitollsky is met

because the gainers could compensate the losers if

protection is removed and still be better off and the losers

cannot bribe the gainers to accept the status guo in sugar

trade protection policV. Although presented in this study

as one aspect of the distributional impacts the same holds

for producer's and consumer's surplus. Tbe gain in

consumer's surplus exceeds the loss in producer's surplus

and the Scitowsky criteria is met.

Two arguments can be made for keeping protection in

place even in light of the fulfilling of the above general

welfare criteria. The first involves defense. It can be

argued that an adequate supply of suqar is important to the
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country in terms of the diet of its citizens and thus it is

necessary to have an adequate domestic supply of sugar

because shipping may be disrupted during a war. Protection

means a larger domestic supply and less re1iaDce on imports.

This arqu~nt depends on the extent to which having an

"adequate" (left undefined in this work) supply of sugar is

a vital consideration, the domestic supp1y in relation to

needs if supp1y 1ines were cut, and finally, the probability

of war occurring.

The second has to do with trade negotiations. Because

of the protection and export subsidies provided to various

industries by different governments the emphasis in the

nation's international trade policy is OD "Fair Trade".

This emphasizes puttinq pressure on other governments to

10wer their trade barriers to American goods ~nd services

and if they do not, then imposing similar protection on the

other countries' exports to us. The eventual good is

international free trade. However, it is felt that it is

unfair that the United states itself should move to free

trade without other countries doinq the same. To do so

would have a deletarious effect on our balance of payments.

The world suqar market provides an example of a

protected market. Cuba and India are the two of a1l the

leadinq suqar exportinq and importing countries to allow the

production and trade of sugar nearly free of government
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intervention. Al~ of the others iDsu~ate themselves from

the free market by policies, control devices, and exclusive

trade arranqements. 3 1 Only one-sixth of the world's sugar

production is so~d on the "free market" (not sold as a

resu~t of bilateral or maltilatera~ arrangements) and it is

often used as a "dumpinq qround" for subsidized exports or

for surplus suqar for countries that norDally sell in

controlled markets (Plasch).

The removal of tariffs and quotas for United States

sugar imports then can be used as a bargaining chip to

induce other countries to reduce or remove their trade

barriers and subsidies for sugar as well as other

industries. In conjunction with this and the "thin" free

world suqar market, sugar producers argue that it is unfair

for them to be subiect to world price that is actually a

"dumping" price.

The regional impacts and distribution of these impacts

for Hawaii are presented in the next chapter. This includes

a discussion of the results of the analyses of the

distribution of private costs from Appendix K. These are

presented for two reasons. First, st~te and local officials

are interested in the results for planning programs to

mitigate some or all of the consequences by assistinq those

impacted. Secondly, the above compensation criteria are

31 See pages 78 to 84 of Plasch for a summary of these.
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potential because compensation does not have to be paid. To

payor not to pay is a political decision (Hishan, 1981).

So would the disDursement of the compensation. However the

analysis can provide inforaation for deciding how much

compensation should be either directly to those iapacted or

indirectly by providinq proqraas of assistance by national,

state, or local governments or a combination of any or all

of these.



Chapter V

REGIONAL IMPACTS: HAWAII

The next step is to measure the impact on Hawaii, one

of the country's sugar producinq area. In the partial

equilibrium method of analysis used in this study, that of

Baldwin and Mutti, the imposition of tariffs and quotas

provides only benefits and no costs to an exporting region

such as Hawaii. The removal of the protection policies

would bring only costs in the framework of this study.

Therefore only costs, both deadweight and transitional, and

these are estiaated first. Then the impact on the movement

along the locus of tanqencies between the short-run

production possibility curves and the price ratios as

resources are reemployed is measured and the impact of this

on mitigating the initial impact of the reduction in sugar

production are analyzed. The reemployed resources are

limited to for~er sugar lands and land-complementary

capital.

- 123 -
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COSTS5.1

5.1.1 Transitional Costs

The first step in estimating the costs is to measure

the impact of the decline in sugar production on employment

and acreage in Hawaii. The employm~nt impacts per one

million dollars are shown in Table 5.1 which is from Vieth.

All of the sugar produced in Hawaii is milled here. However

only 4 percent of it is refined here. Because 96 percent of

the sugar is not refined here the impacts are based on a

decrease in ra¥ sugar and molasses exports from the state.

The employment coefficients and Type I and Type II

mUltipliers are presented in Appendix I.

The employment impact is the same for the two sugar

sectors in Sugarcane (Sector 1) and Sugar processing (ij),

for both the Type I and Type II multipliers: 28 and 24,

respectively. The sugarcane acreage affected per one

million decrease is:

acreage = 28 employees in sugarcane x 42.11 acres

per employee

= 1,179.08 acres.

The transitional costs for Hawaii under both

assumptions are presented in Table 5.2. In the top part the

decrease in value of output, dL', are derived. The values

of dL' are $24.4 x 106 and $16.2 x 106 • The employment and

acreage impacts for sugarcane, as well as the employment
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TABLE 5.1

Transitional Cost of Labor in Hawaii per $1,000,000 Change
in Final Demand in Sugar Processing

Sector (1)
Type I

1. Sugarcane and Other Pield Crops 28
2. Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and

Vegetables 0
3. Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea

Foods 0
4. Sugar Processing 24
5. Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy Farms n
6. other AgricUltural Products and

Fishery n
7. Other Food Processing n
8. Textiles and Apparel n
9. Lumber and Wood Products n

10. Printing and Publishing n
11. Petroleum Refining n
12. ~iscellaneous ~anufacturing 1
13. Construction n
14. Transportation and Warehousing 1
15. communication n
16. Electricity, Gas, and Sanitary

services n
17. Wholesale Trade 2
18. Retail Trade 1
19. Eating and Drinking Places 0
20. Banking, Finance, and Real Estate n
21. Hotels 0
22. Personal Services n
23. Business Services 1
24. Health and Professional Services 1
25. Other Services 2
26. Dummy Industries and others 1

Totals 62

n = less than .5.

Source: Vieth and Spielmann

(2)
Type II

28

n

n
24

n

n
1
n
n
n
n
2
n
2
1

n
3
6
1
~

n
1
1
3
6
2

85
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effects for Sugar Processing, the total sugar industry, and

the remainder of the economy are derived in the middle

section. These are done for both Type I and Type II

mUltipliers. The transitional costs are presented in the

bottom section Yith the total shown at the end of Table 5.2.

The total transitional costs range from a high of $2,066,908

(assumption 1) to a low of $562,525 (assumption 2). In

keeping with the United states analysis, only the

transitional costs for Type I mUltiplier employment impacts

are estimated.

5.1.2 Deadweight Costs and Total Costs

The areas under the curves based on Figure 3.7 and

Table 3.3 and the respective systems are shown in Table 5.3.

The deadweight costs to the state of Hawaii are the sums of

g + h as shown in the middle of Table 5.3. They are

$2,033,OQ9 and $834,530 for a year under assumptions 1 and

2, respectively. The present value of the future streams of

deadweight costs, the dynamic costs range from a high of

$37,115,343 to a low of $Q,171,815.

The total of the dynamic deadweight and the

transitional costs are shown in Table 5.4. They range from

a high of $39,182,251 to a low of $4,734,340.
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TABLE 5.3

Distribution of Welfare Impacts for Hawaii

I. Areas under Ha~aii's Demand and Supply Curvesa

Assumption

1
2

area e

1,162,329
742,109

area f=g

3,524
1,508

area h

2,029,525
833,032

area i=j

7~4,485

323,241

Assumption (2)

$15,235,180
8,274,365
4,171,815

II. Cost

A. Static

Areas 9 + h:

B. Dynamic

Discount Rate
.05
.10
.20

III. Surpluses

Assumption (1)

$ 2,033,049

$37,115,343
20,157,681
10,163,212

$ 834,530

Assumption

1
2

Consumer b

$1,164,091
742,863

Producer C

- $3,929,863
1,899,880

Net Effect

- $2,765,772
1,157,017

aFrom Figure 3.6, Table 3.3, and respective equations.

b surplus is the of e and f.Consumer sum areas

C Producer Surplus is the sum of areas e, f, g, h and i.
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TABLE 5.4

Total Cost for Ha~aii of the Remova~ of Sugar Protection

Discount
Bate Assumption 1 Assumption 2

6 months 1 year 6 mont.hs 1 year

.05 $38,63Q.,470 $39,182,251 $16,253,060 $16,625,730

.10 21,301,050 21,824,089 9,042,252 9,398,089

.20 10,998,820 11,463,743 4,734,340 5,053,639

5.2 DISTRIBUTION OF WELFARE I~PACTS

Table 5.3 also presents the distribution of the impacts

between producers and consumers. The consumer's surpluses

under the two assumptions are $1,164,091 and $742,863 and

the producer's surpluses are a loss of $3,929,863 and

$1,899,880. The net effects are both negative: $2,765,772

and $1,,157,017.

5.3 RESOURCE REE~PLOY~EHT AND RESULTING I~PACTS

The impacts of including both Type I and Type II

impacts, are shown in Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. However

these will be discussed in conjunction with the alternate

land use impacts.
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5.3.1 Impact of Alternate Land Use

This section examines the impact of the alternate use

of sugar lands and its role in mitigating the effects of a

decline in sugar production in Hawaii resulting from the

removal of protectionist measures.

The output impacts of sugar, the alternate use, cattle

grazing, and the net impacts are presented in Table 5.5,

those impacts on income in Table 5.6, and those on

employment in Table 5.7. The results are based on the Type

I and Type II impacts of a one million dollar change in the

sugar industry and a one hundred thousand dollar change in

cattle grazing presented in Vieth. These impacts are shown

in Appendix I. Tables 5.5 through 5.7 are derived by

mUltiplying the impacts in Vieth by appropriate numbers.

The impact of a reduction in sugar is covered first and the

results of alternate land use afterwards.

The appropriate decrease in sugar exports for Hawaii is

based on Table 5.2. As in the case of the impacts on a

national level, the results under assumption 1 are used.

Therefore the resulting impacts are the maximum possible.

The removal of protectionist measures results in a $2~.~

million decrease in raw sugar production in Hawaii.

Therefore the values in Appendix I are multiplied by 24.4.

The five sectors that were impacted the most in terms

of direct and indirect value of output are Sugar Processing
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TABLE 5.5

Hawaii Interindustry Impacts - Sugar Decrease and Cattle
Grazing as an Alternate Activity: Impact on Output

Type I MUltiplier

14,369,520
o
o

24,064,800
8,880

240

Industry

1. Sugar
2. Pineapple
3. Canned Fruits
4. Sugar Processing
5. Beef, Bog
6. Other Agriculture
7. Other Food

Processing
8. Textiles and Apparels
9. Lumber and Wood

10. Printing
11. Petroleum
12. Miscellaneous

l."!anufacturing
13. Construction
14. Transportation
15. communicatioon
16. Electricity and Gas
17. Wholesale Trade
18. Retail Trade
19. Eating and Drinking

Places
20. Banking
21. Hotels
22. Personal services
23. Business Services
24. Health and

Professional Services
25. Other Industries
26. Dummy Industries

Sugar

12,720
44,160
54,480
88,800

417,600

1,539,360
114,000
536,880
114,000
134,400
110,640
183,600

o
350,880
o

6,480
310,800

349,920
605,280
12,160

Cattle

14,365
o
o
24,055

667,510
1,465

1,224,425
45

995
4,905
2,710

7,010
3,475

30,925
3,475
6,320

41,050
8,795

o
10,420
o

2,850
11,010

6,640
12,120
7,160

Net

14,355,155
o
o

24,040,145
658,630

1,225

2,211,705
44,115
53,485
83,895

414,830

1,432,290
110,525
505,955
110,525
128,080
663,590
114,805

o
340,460
o

3,630
299,190

343,280
593,160
56Q,400
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7ABLE 5.5 (continued)

Type II !!ultiplier

Indus-try Sugar Cattle Net

1. Sugar 14,372,400 14,455 14,357,945
2. Pineapple 5,400 1,690 3,710
3. Canned Fruits 201,600 630 200,970
4. Sugar Processing 24,069,600 24,205 24,045,395
5. Beef, Hog 224,640 674,325 449,685
6. other Agriculture 27,360 2,310 25,050
7. Other Food processing 666,480 1,244,900 578,420
8. Textiles and Apparel 181,200 4,330 176,870
9. Lumber and iood 167,280 4,535 162,745

10. Prioting 292,560 9,415 223,145
11. Petroleull 569,040 7,LJ50 561,590
12. !iscellaneous

Manufacturing 1,799,040 15,180 1,783,860
13. Construction 267,840 9,015 258,825
14. 7ransportation 883,440 41,815 8LJ1,565
15. Communication 540,000 17,930 522,070
16. Electricity and Gas 523,680 18,395 505,285
17. Wholesale Trade 1,511,160 72,lLJ5 1,439,615
18. Retail Trade 1,776,960 58,660 1,718,300
19. Eating and Drinking

Places 519,840 16,250 503,950
20. Banking 3,221,520 99,400 3,122,120
21. Hotels 98,160 3,070 95,090
22. Personal Services 318,480 12,605 305,875
23. Business Services 469,4400 15,695 1153,705
24. Health and

Professinal Services 1,344,240 37,570 1,306,670
25. Other Industries 1,557,360 41,905 1,515,455
26. Dummy Industries 942,720 19,0115 923,675
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TABLE 5.6

Hawaii Interindustry IMpacts - Sugar Decrease and cattle
Grazing as an Alternate Activity: Impact on Income

Type I ~ultiplier

Industry Sugar Cattle Net

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

Sugar $
Pineapple
Canned Fruits
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog
Other AgricUlture
Other Food Processing
Textile and Apparel
Lumber and Wood
Printing
Petroleum
Miscellaneous
Manufacturing
Construction
'rransportation
Communicatio.n
Electricity and Gas
Wholesale Tradee
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking
Places
Banking
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and
Professional Services
other Industries
Dummy Industries

5,885,755
o
o

6,213,531
996

68
3,082

18,172
17,951
44,977

142,777

589,113
57,444

311,605
4,770

47,806
433,064
102,027

o
204,879
o

2,994
190,862

174,855
280,366
148,762

3,930
o
o

4,150
54,815

460
188,280

10
275

1,660
635

1,490
1,170

12,080
1,420
1,5000

19,150
3,265

o
3,640

o
880

4,515

2,215
4,160

610

5,881,825
o
o

6,209,381
-53,819

-392
-185,198

18,162
17,626
43,317

142,,142

587,623
56,275

229,525
3,350

46,306
413,914

98" 762

o
201,239
o

2,114
186,347

172,640
176,206
148,152
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'tABLE 5.6 (Continued)

Type II Multiplier

Industry Sugar Cattle Net

1. Sugar $ 5,886,935 3,955 5,882,980
2. Pineapple 24,289 510 23,779
3. Canned Fxuits 55,359 115 55,2lJ4
4. Sugar Processing 6,214,771 4,175 6,210,596
5. Beef, Hog 25,182 55,330 -30,148
6. Other Agriculture 7,748 665 7,083
7. Other Pood Processing 161,Q88 191,610 -30,122
8. Textile and Apparels 74,564 1,185 73,379
9. Lumber and Wood 55,119 935 54,184

10. Printing 117,792 3,185 114,607
11. Petroleum 194,555 1,705 192,850
12. Miscellaneous

rtanufacturing 688,493 3,540 684,953
13. Construction 13LJ,964 3,035 131,929
14. 'transportation 512,748 16,260 496,488
15. Communication 29,322 6,500 22,822
16. Electricity and Gas 186,273 4,370 186,273
17. Wholesale Trade 921,266 29,365 891,901
18. Retail Trade 987,457 21,775 965,682
19. Eating and Drinking

Places 197,123 4,115 193,008
20. Banking 1,881,046 39,920 1,841,126
21. Hotels 38,921 815 38,106
22. Personal Services 1Q7,138 3,890 143,248
23. Business Services 288,283 6,435 281,848
24. Health and

Professional Services 671,717 12,540 659,177
25. other Industries 721,369 13,485 707,884
26. Dummy Industxies 2lJS,107 2,320 2!J2,787
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TABLE 5.7

Hawaii Interindustry Impacts - Sugar Decrease and Cattle
Grazing as an Al~ernate Activity: Impact on Employment

Type I Multiplier

Industry

1. Sugar
2. Pineapple
3. Canned Fruits
4. Sugar Processing
5. Beef, Hog
6. Other Agriculture
7. Other Food Processing
8. Textiles and Apparel
9. Lumber and Wood

10. printing
11. Petroleum
12. ~iscellaneous

~anufacturing

13. Construction
14. Transportation
15. Communication
16. Electricity and Gas
17. Wholesale Trade
18. Retai1 Trade
19. Eating ~nd Drinking

Places
20. Banking
21. Hotels
22. Personal Services
23. Business Services
24. Health and

Professional Services
25. Other Industries
26. Dummy Industries

Sugar

308
o
o

264
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

11
n
1 1
n
n
22
11

o
n
o
n
11

11
22
11

Cattle

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n

Net

308
o
o

264
-15

n
-12

n
n
n
n

11
n
22
1 1
n
41
63

1 1
20
n
22
11

23
52
22

n = too small to measure.
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Type II Multiplier

136

Industry

1. Sugar
2. Pineapple
3. Canned Pruits
4. Sugar Processing
5. Beef, Bog
6. Other Agriculture
7. Other Pood Processing
8. Textiles and Apparels
9. Lumber and iood

10. Printing
11. Petroleum
12. Miscellaneous

Manufact uring
13. Construction
1q. Transportation
15. Communication
16. Electricity and Gas
17. Wholesale Trade
18. Retail Trade
19. Eating and Drinking

Places
20. Banking
21. Hotels
22. Personal Services
23. Business Services
24. Health and

Professional Services
25. Other Industries
26. Dummy Industries

Sugar

308
n
n

264
n
n
11
n
n
n
n

11
n
22
11
n
qq
66

11
33
n
22
11

33
55
22

Cattle

n
n
n
n

15
n

12
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
3
3

n
3
n
n
n

n
3
n

Net

308
n
n
n

-15
n
-1
n
n
n
n

11
n
22
1 1
n
41
63

1 1
30
n
22
1 1

33
52
22

n = too small to measure.
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($24,064,800), Sugarcane ($14,369,520), Miscellaneous

Manufacturing ($1#539 6360), Wholesale Trade ($710,640), and

other Services ($605,280). The first two were also impacted

the most when induced effects are included ($246069,600 and

$6,407,695) followed by Banking, Finance, and Real Estate

($3,221,520), ftiscellaneous ftanufacturing ($1,799,040), and

Retail Trade ($1,776,960). Banking and Retail Trade's sales

were mostly to households which explains their position in

the top five in total impact. Examining the other end, four

firms - - Pineapple, Canned Fruits, Eating and Drinking

Places, and Hotels - - suffered no decline in direct and

indirect sales output. In terms of Type II impacts those

least affected were other Agriculture ($27,360), Pineapple

($5,400), Hotels ($98,160), Lumber and Wood ($167,280),

Textiles and Apparel ($181,200), and Beef, Hogs, Poultry,

and Dairy Farms.

The total decline in output for the state that is

induced by the reduction of sugar is $44,563,440 in the case

of Type I impacts and $56,540,640 in the case of Type II

impacts (Table 5.6). Sugar Processing ($6,213,531 and

$6,214,771) and Sugar ($5,885,755 and $5,886,935) suffer the

most decrease in income, both direct plus indirectly and

totally. Miscellaneous ftanufacturing ($589,113), Wholesale

Trade ($433,064) and Transportation and warehousing

($311,605) follow in terms of direct and indirect income
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while Banking ($1,881,046), Retailing ($987,457) and

Wholesaling ($921,266) replace them. The least affected

directly and indirectly are the same five as in output

above: the first four with zero impact and Other Agriculture

with a $67.92 decline. Those with Type II impacts are the

same five as for output with the exception of Communication

which has replaced Hotels. The order of these five has

changed though with Other Agriculture ($7,748) impacted the

least followed bj Pineapple ($24,289), Beef etc. ($25,182) I

Communication ($29,322), and Lumber and Wood ($55,119). The

relative decline in employment by sectors was discussed

above in the calculation of transitional costs of labor.

The total income impacts on the state are

$14,875,856.16 and $20,469,029.04.

The first step in estimating the effect of the

reemployment of the ex-sugar lands, are presented in Table

5.8. Total acreage covered by the survey was 9,560 acres,

all of which is employed in cow-calf operations. Because

the operations are still in their growth phase, present herd

size entails four to five acres per AU~. Since 60 to 70

percent of the land was formerly irrigated, but not now,

this means that part of the land-complementary capital is

not reemployed with the alternate land use. Land

improvements, such as improved variety of grasses,

fertilization of pastureland, and fencing vere made. Total
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herd size is approximately 2000 head with plans t.o expand to

3,000 head with 550 to 600 head marketed at a value of Z250

a head for a total of $150.000. The number of employees on

7,500 of the acres was five full-time and three part-time,

five of which were ex-Kohala Sugar employees.

Biogenics' feedlot operation occupied some 3,000 of

ex-sugar lands. Again, because of the special circumstance

of its founding and its economic history, this 3,000 acres

is treated as if it were in cattle. To estimate the impact

of cattle grazing. it is necessary to correct the survey

figures to represent the value of production for all 14,000

acres. This was done by increasing the value by 1.5 percent

(1Q,000/9,560) which yields a value of production of

$225,000 for 900 head. Based on the adjustment discussed in

the footnote below, another 100 head were added for a total

sales of $250.000. 3 2 The $250,000 worth of sales on 14,000

32 The above survey figures vere checked for accuracy by
using Vieth's study which converted 500 acres of sugar
land to cattle. A "steady state" production figure of
.3375 steers sold per year on land rated at a carrying
capacity of 1 AU! per acre yields 4,725 head sold on
14,000 acres. At the time of the survey, the leases \fere
operating at between 4 and 5 AU!! per acre. Using the
above figure and adjusting for 4 and 5 AUM per acre
results in sales of between 945 and 1181 head sold per
year. Because the larger operation vas carrying 5 ADM
per acre, the surveyed figure was adjusted upward to
1,000 head. The 1970 price per head used vas $192;97~

The average price for 1970 vas approximately 23.75
percent and 31.70 percent in 1977. ~djusting the 1970
per head value upward for the price increase yields
3257.56 per head (31.70/23.75 x 192.97), which is close
to the $250 per head given in the survey. This figure
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TABLE 5.8

survey Results: Cattle Operators

1. Acres: 9,560

2. Acres in cattle: 9,560

3. Acres in other than catt~e: None

4. Type of operation: Cow-calf
Presently 4 to 5 acres per a.u.m.
and eventually 1.5 to 1 acres per
a.u.m.

5, Proportion of total cattle acreage which was formerly
irrigated sugar land: 60 to 70%
Irrigated nov: None

6. Pasture Improvements:
Improved grasses: yes
Fertilization of pasture land: yes
others: fencing

7. Number of head:
Herd size: presently 2,000 and eventually 3,000
Calves: 1978 650

1979 - - 100 (estimated)
1980 - - 750 (estimated)

8. 550 to 600 sold every year - average weight was 475 lbs.

9. Value of sales: 600 at $250/head = $150,000

10. Number of employees:
5 full time and 3 part-time for 7,500 acres.
5 are ex-Kohala sugar workers.

Note: The survey results have been aggregated to preserve
the confidentiality of the survey.
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acres equals $17.86 per acre. The total acres impacted are

28~769.6 which yields a total sa~es of cattle of $513~825 or

five times the values presented in the Appendix. Because

the real value of the production was approximately $250,000

or $2.5 hundred thousand which would have yielded em~loyment

impacts in one-half men, the employment impacts were

estimated ~ith a multiplicand of three.

The major assumptions in the Vieth study are:

1. That 70 percent of the value of cattle were those

going to feedlots and the other 30 percent were the

value of grass-fattened cattle.

2. After fattening in the feedlot and slaughtering

(Other Food Processing) the grain-fed cattle were

sold to the "Eating and Drinking Places", which

replaces imports by the latter sector.

3. The slaughtered grass-fed cattle substituted for

purchases of New Zealand grass-fed cattle by

households.

4. The retail sector is the importer of the beef and

charges a 30 percent mark-up so the $30,000 must be

divided between purchases of households from retail

trade ($9,000) and imports by households ($21,000).

The changes required in the transaction matrix were:

was used as the value per head.
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1. Increased the sa1es by Other Food Processing to

Eating and Drinking Places by $231,538.

2. Decreased the imports of Eating and Drinking Places

by $231,538.

3. Increased the purchases of Households from Beef, etc.

by $30,000.

4. Decreased the purchases of Households from Retail

Trade by $90,000.

5. Decreased import purchases of Households by $21,000

(Vieth, 1979).

The five industries affected the most by the alternate

land use, that is those who see the largest increase in

output as a consequence of cattle grazing, in terms of Type

I output impacts (Table 5.5) are Other Food ($1,224,425)

Beef, et. al. ($667,510), Wholesale Trade ($41,050),

Transportation and Warehousing ($30,925) and Sugar

processing ($24,055). Other Food ($1,224,900) and Beef, et.

ale ($614,325) retain their one-two ranking in terms of Type

II impacts, but as in the case of sugar impacts, Banking et.

al. ($99,400) ranks third and Betail Trade ($58,660) ranks

fifth. Wholesale Trade ($12,145) is fourth. In examining

those least affected, Pineapple, Canned Fruits, Eating and

Drinking Places, and Hotels suffer no Type I impacts, and

Textiles and Apparels have only a $45 increase in output.

Because of their links to households, all of these have
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induced output effects so they are positively affected when

~ype II impacts are examined. Canned Fruits ($630),

Pineapple ($1,690), Hotels ($3,070) and ~extiles and

Apparels ($Q,330) also appear in the Type II list with Other

Agriculture ($2,310) slipping into third place.

The total impact on the state for cattle grazing in

terms of Type I output is $2,098,895 and $2,466,910 when

Type II impacts are considered.

In examining the net impacts Pineapple, Canned Fruits,

Eating and Drinking Places, and Hotels are not affected by

the change in either activity in the case of Type II

imFacts. Three sectors have a negative net impact, that is,

they actually benefit from the change in economic activity

in that their increase in output from the disemployment of

resources in sugar production and milling. These three are

Textiles and Apparels, Other Agriculture, and Other Food

processing. ihen Type II impacts are examined of the

previous three, only Other Agriculture does not nov benefit,

that is, its decrease in output exceeds its gains. Also

there are no sectors with zero impacts.

The total Det impacts are a $42,464,545 decline and

$54,073,730 decline comparing these net figures (decrease)

with the decrease in sugar figures, the net decrease

represents 95.3% and 95.6% of the original decrease

resulting from sugar reductions. In other words, the
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alternate cattle grazing activity mitigates only 4.7 and

4.4% of the initial reduction. Thus alternate land use does

very little to reduce the negative output impacts of sugar

reduction in the state of Hawaii. The only beneficiaries

are those sectors discussed previously.

The income impact at both the top and the bottom are

the same as that for output with the exception of Business

Services which slips into fifth place among the top five

Type I impacts. The same industries have zero Type I

impacts and benefit from the change in land use. The total

income impacts for cattle are $310,310 and $431,725. The

net impacts are decreases of $14,565,546.16 and

$20,037,304.04 which are 97.9% and 98.0% of the initial

reduction in sugar.

The impact of cattle raising on employment falls

primarily on Beef et. al. (15) and Other Food processing

(12) for both ~ype I and Type II impacts. The only other

sector with a significant impact is Wholesale Trade(3) for

both Type I and II. Retail Trade, Banking et. al., and

Other Services increase employment by three when induced

effects are included. The employment totals are 30 and 39.

Note also that there is no significant impact of cattle on

employment in both Sugarcane and Sugar Processing.

The net employment impacts are presented in Table 5.7

Again Beef et. ale and other Food Processing benefit from
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the alternate land use, however, other Agriculture is barely

impacted. However, the gain in the case of Type II impacts

for other Food Processing is only one employee. The total

net employment impacts are 652 and 885. These represent

95.6~ and 96.9~ of the initial decline caused by the remova1

of sugar protection.

The foregoing not only demonstrates the extent to which

alternate land use can mitigate the initial unemployment of

sugar lands which does not seem to be substantial in this

case, but also demonstrates th~ impact of the attainment of

a short-run production possibility curve for the state's

economy that is nearer the long-run production possibility

curve. As discussed in Chapter I.II, it represen ts a point

on the locus points where the post-protection price line is

tangent to the series of short-run production possibility

curves contained inside the long-run curve. Because the

impact on the economy of the reemployment of capital and

human resources has not been assessed, the long-run

production possibility curve can only be approached

asymptotically. The above net results do not represent the

situation on the short-run production possibility curve

nearest the long-run one. That point would be represented

by the above net results adjusted for long-run equilibrium;

that is, where the herd size has reached its maximum

carrying capacity of 1 to 1.5 ADM per acre.
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Another issue important to this study in general and to

the reemployment of human resources specifically is the

timing of the reemployment of former sugar lands. The

closer the alternate activity, in this case cattle, reaches

its long-run eguilibrium the greater the mitigating impacts

of that activity. The September 10, 1976, edition of the

Imu2 Koha!2 discusses the leasing of land for cai:tle

grazing. At that time operations in cattle raising had

begun, so it appears that the six-month period for

estimating the impact of unemployed land is the accurate

estimate, at least for Hawaii, and North Kohala in

particular.

The initial phase of cattle raising would entail the

improvement of land for pasture, including fencing, and the

purchase of cattle. During the timespan only those firms

that are backward linkages to the cattle operation

(suppliers of goods and services) would be affected. As the

cattle reached market weight, the forward linkages would be

activated (distribution channels) and the full effect of the

mitigating impacts of a cattle as demonstrated in the I-O

results wonld be felt. In terms of the previous discnssion,

the initial activation of only the backward linkages

represents a point on the adjustment locus near the point on

the long-run production possibility curve which represents

the state economy with sugar protected.
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5.4 DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT ON HUMAN RESOURCES

The distributional impacts on producer's and consumer's

surplus and on the various sectors (industries) in the

state's economy were presented. Another distributional

impact is that on human resources impacted by a decrease in

sugar production. The background, research methods g and

results are presented in Appendices J and K. The study

focused only on those directly impacted, that is, on those

laid-off because of a decline in sugar operations.

The basic impact was on the present value of private

cost (PVPC) with personal income distribution

characteristics such as age, years of education, years of

seniority, last position with the sugar company (grades),

and ethnic background as the explanatory variables. Private

costs consist of (1) the cost to the- individual during the

initial period of unemployment (the difference between pay

with the sugar company and any earnings during unemployment,

such as unemployment compensation, all multiplied by the

period of unemployment), (2) costs during subseguent periods

of unemployment, and (3) pay loss when employed (the

difference between sugar pay and alternate employment

earnings, multiplied by the span of work years from the

closing to retirement age). These constituent parts were

analyzed as well as the present value of private costs.
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The significant variables for pvpe were grade (last

position with the sugar company) and those that were

Hawaiian or part Hawaiian. The former was positive and the

second negative. The R2 vas .23. The first constituent

part of pvP~ that was analyzed was the duration of the

initial anemployment period and the only significant

variables vas the rate of unemployment at the time the sugar

employee was laid-off. All statistics were insignificant

for subsequent periods of unemployment. Grade had a

positive effect and commuting distance a negative effect on

the difference between sugar pay and alternate pay (sugar

pay - alternate pay). The distributional impact on pay in

alternate employment revealed a negative relationship for

seniority and positive ones for commuting distance. Thus

those with higher grades at the time of lay-off and those

who commuted farther had higher earnings in post-sugar

employment.

5.5 DISCUSSION

5.5.1 Alternate Economic Activities'

The analysis of the impact of the reemployment of

previous sugar lands and land-complementary capital were

based on cattle-raising, the alternate activity for the

former Kohala Sugar lands. However, sugar lands have been

used for other enterprises after the ceasing of sugar
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operations. Some of the land in Kohala has been converted

to macadamia orchards. Prawn farming and guava production

have been tried on former Kilauea Sugar Company lands on

Kauai. with mixed results, the prawn farm ceased operations

in 1980 and the guava operation, ulthough successfUl, is

limited to 600 acres (Flasch). On Oahu, Kahuku Plantation

Co. ceased operations in 1971. Some of its former sugar

workers have found employment in diversified. agriculture,

aquaculture and the visitor (tourist) industry - the mill

has become a tourist site. However, the Kahuku community

remains poor (Plasch). These experiences show that just as

in the case of cattle operations in Kohala, the alternate

uses of sugar land do little to mitigate the consequences of

plantation closings.

5.5.2 compensation

In the case of Hawaii, a domestic sugar exporting

region, there is no benefit in the partial equilibrium

framework in this study. The costs are the sum of the

transitional costs and the deadweight loss. Taking the

region by itself, the compensation rule does not hold here.

This is also true on examining the two surpluses because the

loss in producer's surplus exceeds the gain in consumer's

surplus. HOllever Hawaii is but one region in the country

and the Scitovsky compensation principle shows that the
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nation as a whole gains from the removal of tariff and quota

restrictions.

The compensation criteria is only a potential one in

that gainers are able to compensate losers and continue to

gain, but compensation does not have to be paid. T~e

payment of compensation is a political one (Mishan, 1981)

and so is the distribution of the disbursement of any such

compensation. The remainder of the chapter discusses the

possible forms of compensation and the uses for that

compensation.

Funds can be used to provide retraining for workers who

are unemployed. Most sugar workers could be classified as

unskilled or semi-skilled. Often the skills accumulated

through on-~he-job training are not transferrable to

alternate jobs. Thus when they enter the job market again

they are looked upon as having less skill that they had

while employed in the sugar plantation and are, as a result,

offered lower pay than they had with the sugar industries.

The exception would be in cases where there exist employment

alternatives requiring skills that are directly

transferrable from the sugar industry.33 Job training then

would provide skills to the former sugar workers that would

increase their value in the labor force.

33 These are discussed in Appendix J.
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Pinding alternate uses for idled sugar lands is another

concern. There have been recent efforts to uncover

alternate crops f.or these sugar lands. Compensation funds

could be used to further these efforts· if sugar protection

is to be removed.

However, similar studies throughout the past 100 or

more years have not been successful. Present candidates are

aquaculture, ~usa Hybrid for high quality fiber pulp, and

energy crops such as corn and wood for ethanol production,

and jojoba beans (Plasch).3.

Funds could also be used to provide movement to higher

paying jobs. There were not enough Kohala out-migrants in

the sample to see if migration played a significant role in

reducing private costs, but the literature indicates that

this is the case. Therefore compensation funds could be

used to assist those that desire to relocate away from the

impacted area, either within the same region, i.e. Hawaii,

or to other regions of the country.

According to Plasch the state can do the following to

ease the transition problems arising out of a plantation

closing. The first would be to provide subsidy to sugar

plantation that are about to cease operation in exchange for

3. The criteria that must be satisfied for a crop to be a
viable activity to sugarg and the advantages and
disadvantages of the present candidates are discussed in
Plasch, pages 237 to 246.
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extending the closing date. This extended tiDe period could

be used to develop alternate activities or to gradually

lay-off workers. The analysis of the period of initial

unemployment discussed in Appendix K showed that this period

was less the lower the rate of unemployment at the time the

worker was unemployed. Such subsidies then could lover the

transitional cost to the workers, the region, and the

country.

Another form of assistance is to provide low-interest

loans and technical assistance for alternate economic

activities along with appropriate government development of

roads, irrigation system, etc. (Plasch).

All of the above proposals for use of compensation

funds should be submitted to benefit-cost analysis. Allor

any of these could be administered directly by the federal

government, or by the state and/or its local governments.

The question of who should administer these along with the

amount of compensation and the choice of which of the above

alternatives should be used are not the subject of this work

or of this section. The purpose here is to enumerate the

possible uses of compensation funds if it is decided to

convert potential compensation to actual compensation.



Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 SUM~ARY

The purpose of the work is to assess the impact of the

unilateral removal of tariffs a~d quotas for the United

states' suqar industry. The main focus is on estimatinq the

benefit-cost ratio of the removal of such protectionist

trade measures. This was done by usinq the partial

equilibrium framework of Baldwin and ~utti wherein the

benefit was the regain of the deadweight loss and the cost

was the value of lost production while the impacted

resources were immobile. In their studies of the industrial

sector Baldwin and Mutti had included only the transitional

cost of labor. Because of the relatively larqe amount of

land involved in sugar produc~ion, its transitional cost was

included in this study. To complete the study the

distributional impact of such benefits and costs including

reqional, industrial and on human resources were also

investigated. All of the above are needed to assess and

plan for proqrams and projects to deal with the consequences

of a change in trade policy.

- 153 -
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the works of Sayer and ~ussa-3utti provided a qeneral

equilibriu~ framework that included short-run factor

immobilities from which to analyze the costs and impact of a

change in sugar trade policy. The Bayer approach

demonstrated that the impact of short-run immobile resources

as they becoae mobile follows a path that is the locus of

points of tangencies between the price line and a series of

short-run production possibility curves. The latter lie

inside the long-run production possibility curve. The

!ussa-Kutti approach uses a two industry economy to

demonstrate the cost to society of the short-run

(transitional) im.obility of resources.

The partial equilibrium model for an international

commodity market for a "larqe country" demonstrates that

when protection is imposed by the large country. i.e. the

United States in the world suqar ~arket. the United States'

price increases. but the world price decreases. so the

impact of the protection imposition has a lesser impact than

in the small country case. The removal of this protection

reverses this. so the terms-of-trade effect also had to be

incorporated. This chanqe in protection policy also has

distributional welfare effects on the nation and on the

producinq reqion. It was assumed that qovernment tax and

revenue po~icies offset any income effects from chanqes in

trade revenues.
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The sum of the consumption and production effects that

are regained by a removal of protection is the static

benefit and the present value of future static gains is the

benefit. The cost, based on the Mussa-Mutti general

equilibrium analysis, is the opportunity cost of the

resources during the period of initial and subsequent

periods of unemployment, i.e. transitional cost. The labor

effected was a function of the elasticity of domestic

supply, the tariff and its quota equivalence, value of

output, and the employment coefficient. The labor impact

included labor that was directly and indirectly impacted.

The transitional cost of land was also included, but not the

transitional cost of capital.

The Bale approach, wherein the transitional costs are

the marginal value product and thus earnings of the hu~an

resources that could have been earned in alternate

employment but were not during periods of post-protection

unemployment was used. The transitional cost varies from

the private cost in that taxes and unemployment compensation

are transfer payments so that 1) post-displacement earnings

are gross-of-tax, and 2) unemployment compensation is not

included in the value of unemployed time. It was assumed

that no labor market distortions existed that would cause a

difference between the social and private marginal value of

labors' output.
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These earnings were made a function of wage offers

received by those with similar personal incolle distribution

characteristics. The sample vas then divided into age

groups and the earninqs on the first alternate job for each

qroup was estimated by using the mean value of each of the

explanatory variables for that group in the estimated

equation.

lor the U.S. mainland sugar industry there is DO known

study of the impact of a decline in sugar production on its

personnel. So the Hawaii experience was used as a proxy for

the domestic sugar industry. There is a question of

representativeness, but the results can be suggestive of the

transitional costs to the sugar industry.

Two assumptions were used: the first was that the

refining margin for foreign countries was less taan for the

United States and thus refined as well as raw sugar ~as

affected. The second was that because sugar beets are

usually affected by changes in their relative price any~ay,

there are negligible transitional costs in sugar beet

production. The 1972 national ~96 sector interindustry

model was used to estimate the allount of labor indirectly as

well as direct~y impacted. This disaqgregated version .as

used because sugar processing and sugar production were

included as sectors. Because of t~e large nuaber of sectors

only those that has a direct plus indirect requirement
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greater than .01 were included. The employment coefficients

for sectors other than sugar were derived from the various

~g~E~§ reports for 1972. Because of the difficulty in

finding employment figures for the nation's sugar industry,

its coefficients was derived by using the employment and

sales figures for the group from the 1974 Census of

Agriculture that included sugar production for those

mainland cane growing states. Hawaii's sugar employment

coefficient was taken from that states' interindustry model.

The total sugar coefficient for the nation was a weighted

average of the low coefficients where the weights were the

proportionate decline in suqar production for the two

reqions ..

The transitional cost of land vas based on suqar

acreaqe impacted and the actual rental value of alternate

suqar lands in Hawaii. A case study approach was used in

that a sample was drawn from a recent sugar firm closing for

estimatinq the transitional cost of labor. The discount

rates of 5. 10, and 20 percent were used for discounting the

benefits and costs.

In addition to the benefit-cost measurements the

distribution of welfare impacts. i.e. consumer's and

producer's surpl11S. and the interindustry distribution of

impacts were estimated. The latter was accomplished by

usinq the national interindustry table.
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In a suqar exportinq reqion of Hawaii there is no

deadweiqht qain when tariffs and quotas are removed at the

national ~evel. only deadweight loss. Therefore there are

no benefits to Hawaii in the BaldwiD-~utti framework, only

costs-deadweight and transitional. These costs were

measured tor Hawaii. The distribution of welfare impacts

for the state were also estimated.

The two qeneral equilibrium models previously discussed

provide a framework for what occurs when short-run factor

immobilities become mobilities. This process was simulated

for the state of Hawaii economy by first estimatinq the

impact of a decline in suqar when factors are immobile and

then reestimating the impact when former sugar lands became

reemployed. The state interindustry model was used because

it also provided the interindustry distribution of impacts.

This also estimates the deqree to which this reemployment

mitiqates the initial impacts caused by a reduction in sugar

activity.

The impact of the removal of protection in the sugar

industry on benefits and costs, on the distribution of

welfare effects, on the various industries, and on the

impacts of the reemployment depended on the elasticity of

domestic su~ply for the nation and for Hawaii, on the

elasticity of demand for the two, and on the terms-af-trade

effect. P~eviously estimated values of these elasticities
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and the ter2S of trade effects ~ere used. Of the total

decrease in the United states - world sugar price

differentia~, the terms-of-trade effect, resulting from the

removal of protection the terms-of-trade effect, 38.7

percent was due to a decline in the United States' price and

61.3 percent to an increase in the world price.

Because of the variations in the world and United

states sugar prices and quantities, the mean values for

these variab~e from 1975 through 1980 were used instead of

using the data for anyone year. The transitional costs are

in 1979 values so a~l prices were converted to 1979 dollars.

Two assumptions about the existing United states 

vorld price dLfferential and its relation to u.s.

protectionist measures were used: 1) only part of the

diLferentia~ was caused by the policies and this part by the

United States' tariff on~y, 2) the total price differential

was caused by these measures. The first provides a lo~er

bound of the benefits and costs and the latter an upper

bound. (These are reffer9d to as the first and second

assum~tion for the remainder of this chapter).

In estimating the dynamic benefit the change in demand

which would a~ter the deadweight effect had to be accounted

for. The study by Thor and Carman forecast a decrease in

sugar consumption and then an increase to 1917 levels by

1990. Therefore it was assumed that there would be no

qrowt~ in demand for suqar.
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6.2 RESULTS

The transitional costs of labor per worker were $642

for the under ~5 age group, $410 for the 45 to 54 age group,

and $245 for tae 55 to 64 age group when the value of

leisure was not excluded. Land's transitional cost, based

on the actual rental value of former North Kohala sugar

lands, was $40 per acre per year and the land was employed

in cattle grazing.

In estimating the tetms-oi-trade impact the mean United

States - world price differential was 2.3820 cents per pound

under the first assumption (tariff only) and under the

second one (total differential), 3.2483 cents per pound.

The terms-of-trade impact when protection vas removed

yielded a decline in the u.s. price of ~27.66 per tan and an

increase of $43.81 per ton in the world price using

assumption one and under assumption tva a drop in the u.S.

price of $17.66 per ton and a rise in the world price of

$27.98 per ton. These two declines in the U.S. price

represented a drop of 7.0% and 4.5~ respectively and becomes

the value of t the ad valorem protection effect.

The value of the static production effect vith the

removal of protection were $8,444,463 and $3,632,282 under

assumptions one and two and for the consumption effect,

$527,300 and $216,98~. The values of the removal of the

deadweight effects were $8,972,763 and $3,849,266. The
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dynamic benefits ranged from a lov of $44.7 million to 20%

to a high of $179.5 million at 5% under assumption one.

Under the second assum~tion the dynamic benefits ranqed from

a low of $19.6 .illion at 20~ to just under $77 million at

5%.

As a consequence of the removal of protection, ander

the two assumptions, 2,273 an 1,504 workers were left

unemployed in sugarcane production, 3,281 and 2,171 in sugar

processing, for a to·tal ~f 5,554 and 3,675 in the sugar

industry. rhe 2,386 and 1,579 workers impacted in non-sugar

industries brought the total to 7,940 and 5,254. Sugarcane

acreaqe affected was 87,555 and 57t98~.

Under assumption 1 the benefit-cost ratios ranged from

a high of 16.4 (lalld unemployed for six months) to a 10v of

3.8 (land unemployed for one year) and the differences in

benefits and costs ranqe from approximately $168 million to

$33 million. !he ratios in the case of assumption 2 ranqed

from 10.7 to 2.5 and the differences from under $70 million

to over $11 million. In all cases the costs were biased

upward, and the ratios downward, because the elasticities

used are long-run ones {not all of the i~pacts would occur

in the short-run}, the actual present value of transitional

costs would be less than those derived in this analysis and

the ratios and differences higher.
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For the state of Hawaii the removal of protection

resulted in a decline in raw sugar exports of $24.~ million

ander assuaption 1 and $16.2 million ander assumption 2.

The decrease in employment in the state1s sugar industry vas

1,269 and 843 people, the decrease in sugar acreage vas

28,770 and 19,753, and the total employment impact was 1,513

and 1,005 people. The total transitional cost for labor

ranged fro. a high of $2 million (assumption 1) to a 10v of

under $600,000 (assumption 2). The high for the present

value of the deadweight loss vas over $37 million and the

low vas $4 million. Under assu.ptio~ 1 the total cost 

transitional and deadweight, was between $39 million and $11

million and under assumption 2, between $16 million and

under $5 aillion.

The distribution of the trade welfare effects were also

estimated for the United States and Hawaii. The consumer

sur~las for the United states under the two assumptions was

$288,256,123 and $184,981,325 and the producer surplus

$170,754,683 and $110,080,201. In Hawaii the production

effect, was $734,485 and $323,241. The gain in consumer

surplus was $1,164,091 and S742,B63 and the loss in producer

surplus was $3,929,863 and $1,899,880. The net effect was a

loss to Hawaii of $2,033,049 and $834,530.

In assessing the national interindustry distribution,

only assumption 1 was used, thus the impacts are the ~aximum
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ones. After convertinq the value of raw sugar to value of

refined suqar at 1979 wholesale prices, the total value of

the decline in domestic sagar production was $364.1 million.

The largest i.pact in output and employment fell on the tvo

suqar sectors. Fifteen and five tenths percent of the total

decrease in output occurred in sugar growin96 66.1 percent

in sugar processing, 3.0 percent in real estate and 2.9

percent in wholesale trade. ~he remaining sectors suffered

relatively verly little impact.

For Hawaii the five firms most impacted and the five

least impacted were listed. This was done for both ~ype I

and 1ype II output, income and employment impacts.

A survey of the area revealed that cattle grazing was

the alternate land use. The net effect of the decrease in

suqar production and increase in cattle activity shows that

Pineapple, Canned Fruits, Eating and Drinking Places, and

Hotels were not impacted in the case of Type I output and

income multipliers. Three industries' output actually

benefitted by the change in land use: Other Food Processing,

other Agriculture, and Textiles and Apparels. Other

Agriculture did not benefit though when Type II output and

Tvpe I income impacts were considered. The total net output

decreases were $42.5 million and $54.1 million whica

represents respectively 93.3% and 95.6~ of the original

decrease that resulted from sugar reduction. The net
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decrease in income vas $14.6 million and $20 million which

vere 91.9~ and 98~ of th.e initial sugar decline. Therefore

the alternate land use activity does very little to reduce

the negative output impacts of the sugar reduction in the

state of Hawaii.

6.3 CONCLUSIONS

EConomist have long pointed out the benefits of free

trade and advocated the removal of trade protection. If the

benefits of the removal of protectionist measures for an

industry exceed the costs, then a return to free trade in

that industry increases the level of qeneral welfare of the

countrv that had imposed the protection.

The United States sugar industry has 'been one such

recipient of trade protection for a number of years. The

results of this analysis thouqh indicate that in th.e

presence of factor immobilities and factor price riqidities

the benefits, in the form of the reqain of the deadweight

loss, exceed the transitional costs. The results also meet

the Scitowsky criteria for an i3provement in welfare because

the gainers from sagar protection removal could compensate

the losers and still be better off and in addition the

losers could not bri~e the losers not to make the change in

policy. Thus a return to free trade in sugar is very likely

to raise the level of qeneral welfare.
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Given the discussed limitations of the study a

definitive statement cannot be made. The major limitation

is the exclusion of the opportunity cost of capital. This

study shows that .ost of the i.pact falls on the sugar
.

industry - sugar graving and processing. Johnson and Quance

indicate that because of the spatial distribution of

production and the specificity of capital the opportunity

cost of capital in agricultural production is generally love

This in conjunction with the high benefit-cost ratios and

high benefit-minns-cost figures suqqest that the inclusion

of capital costs probably would not alter the results.

The impacts would be distributed among the nation's and

the state of Hawaii's industries as indicated. Most of the

impacts at Doth the national and regional (Hawaii) level

would be felt by the sugar growing and sugar processing

sectors. The gain in consumer's surplus exceeds the loss in

producer's surplus for the nation while tbe opposite is true

for Hawaii. However, the reemployment of land in cattle

raising would not do much to mitigate the consequences of

the migration of resources out of sugar production. (As

indicated in Appendix K less than 1% of the former sugar

workers were e.ployed in cattle raising).

There are no benefits~ only costs, to Hawaii, a sugar

exporting region, of removing suqar protection measures in

the partial equilibrium framework of this study. This helps
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to understand the concern in that state with the ef£ects of

a decline in the price of sugar and the potential loss of

employment fro. cessatioD of sugar operation. The present

value of these costs ~o Hawaii were also estimated.

The compeasation criteria is only a potential one in

that gainers are able to compensate losers but that

compensation does not have to be paid. The payment of

compensation and also the form of its disbursement is a

political one. The possible foras that compensation could

take in order to assist the "loser" were discussed. These

include job retaining, researching and developing possible

alternate crops, assisting with migration to higher paying

post-displacement em~loyment, subsidies to extend the date

of cessation of sugar operations, and low-interest loans and

technical assistance for alternate economic activities.

6.~ SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Research, an any other activity, constrained by the

resources available. In the process of doing research then,

some issues arise for further study when more resources do

become available. This study is no exception.

To improve the representativeness of this undertaking,

the transitional cost of mainland sugar growing and

processing derived from actual experience is needed.

Included in this is the neeu to assess the transitional
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costs of migrant ~orkers, part-time workers, and contract

worke~. Secondly, the transitional costs of labor for

non-sugar employees who are impacted by the reduction in

domestic sugar production also need to be ascertained.

The extent of labor market distortions in alternate

employment is needed because assuming that a1ternate

earnings are at competitive leve1s tiases the cost

estimates. These distortions include monopoly and monopsony

povers in the labor market, subsidies and trade protection

for the industry, and minimum wage laws.

Although, according to Johnson and Quance, it is

relatively low, the opportunity cost of capital needs to be

assessed and accounted for. In addition, an investigation

of the alternate employment of capital and labor in the

economy and the interindustry distribution vould result in

an understanding of the impact of a return to the long-run

production possibility curve as resources become totally

mobile.

A greater understandinq of the post-displacement

impacts can be ascertained by adjusting the interindustry

model for relevant changes in the process of alternate land

use. For example, at first cattle raising i3pacts the

economy by purchasing inputs only because at first it has no

product to distribute. Any interindustry assess~ent at this

point would overstate the i~pact of both cattle qrazinq and
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the net effect. so the model needs to be Modified

accordinqly. Then as the products of alternate land use

enter distribution channels. the full interindustry

estimated impact is in place.

The psychological and social ccsts of unemployment,

i.e. marital and family difficulties that result, increased

drunkeness, etc., need to be assessed to achieve a greater

understanding of the post-displacement costs. An assessment

of the pecuniary and psychic costs of migration should also

be included.

An update of Gemmill's model. oriqinallY.done for 1974,

would improve the estimation of the terms-of-trade impact.



Appendix A

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A.l PREVIOUS STUDIES: SUGAR INDUSTRY AND RELATED STUDI~S

General efforts have been made to measure the impact of

change in trade policies for sugar on the sugar industry

(Bates r Snape, Mintz, Johnson r Flores, Gemmill, Jesse and

Zepp).

Bates used 1959 data to estimate the supply, demand,

exports, imports, and prices for 30 producing and/or

consuming countries of the abolition of all sugar quotas

throughollt the world. Sugar quotas were the main trade

baIrier prior to 1974. A similar study was undertaken by

Snape which included the removal of all protection and

taxation of sugar for various areas and the redistribution

of welfare effects.

Because these studies occured before the implementation

of the International Sugar Agreement, ~intz measured the

impacts of a change in quota policy on the United States

exclusively with the sugar agreement in place. Johnson also

studied the impact of the United States sugar policies on

the United States economy. The above works focus on the

- 169 -
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United states and/or various countries and extra-national

regions. However, they did not examine the impact on

regions within the United States.

Flores and Gemmill used spatial equilibrium models to

analyze the interregional distxibution of consumption,

production, export, and imports resulting from changes in

United states sugar policy. Flores used linear programming

and the others a non-linear (quadratic) programming

technique. However only Gemmill used sub-national regions

as vell as extra-national ones.

~odels of the domestic beet sugar market (Jesse) and

the domestic cane sugar industry (Zepp) were developed at

the U.S.D.A. An econometric simulation model of the world

sugar market was estimated by Jesse and Zepp. The model was

block recursive with one block representing the United

States, and the other the Rest of the World. Sugar

consumption, beet sugar production, and cane sugar

production was estimated for each block and included the

impact of world sugar stocks. The world sugar market was

also estimated by Hirunwong but the United states was only

one part of the model and not given the attention given it

by Jesse and Zepp.

Related works estimated the supply response for sugar

in various countries in order to assess the impact of their

governments and the United States government policies on
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their respective sugar outputs (Choudhury) and a structure,

conduct, and performance analysis of the United states'

industry in order to determine the causes of the high

domestic sugar price in 1974 (Bohal et. al.).

None of the above works though examines the benefits

and costs of a change in sugar trade policy in the Baldwin

and Mutti framework nor do they measure the impact on

resources and resource owners.

Efforts to estimate the welfare impacts of trade

policies and the consequent distortions include the net

social loss of Japanese protectionism on various Japanese

agricUltural products (Bale and Greenshields; Bale, 1979)

and the net effect of price distortions of developed and

less developed countries on these economies (Bale and lutz).

Bale and Lutz also included the effect of these policies on

rural employment in these countries. Of all the studies

ci~ed, this is the only one to include the impact of rural

employment. However, they did not include the

distributional impact of that unemployment. In a similar

vane, the impact of the rice export premium (tax) in

Thailand on that country and on foreign purchases of rice

was estimated (Hong).
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A.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES: LOCAL I~PACT LITERATURE

Two brief assessments exist concerning the impact of a

complete demise of the industry on the state and counties of

Hawaii. The first was undertaken by Dr. Gary Vieth and Dr.

Heinz Spielman of the University of Hawaii's Department of

Agricultural and Resource Economics. They used the

conditions existing in the industry in 1973 and the State of

Hawaii's interindustry model for the estimation. Because

employment coefficients were not available at the time,

their estimation of unemployment impacts assumed that the

emloyment of one person in sugar would lead to the

unemployment of one additional person in the remainder of

the ..economy.

The results are reproduced in Table A.1. It is obvious

from their figures that the most serious

••• economic impacts would be in the rural areas of
the State. The reduction in total output of the
state is estimated to be approximately $370
million, representing a decline of 6 percent.
Approximately 77 percent of this reduction would
occur in the rural counties. Unemployment in the
State would increase from 32,700 to 51,900 persons
with the unemployment rate increasing to 13.9
percent. Again the effects would be most
substantial in the rural counties as is shown in
the table (p, 3) •

The Research Division of the First Hawaiian Bank was

responsible for the second study. This analysis indicated

that the increase or loss of one job in the sugar industry

resulted in an increase or decrease of 2.29 jobs elsewhere
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TABLE A.1

Estimated Potential Impact of sugar Industry Demise on Areas
of Hawaii

Years 1975 and 1976

Rural Counties

Decrease
in Olltput
($ i!illion)

Percent
decrease in
output (%)

Civilian
Labor Force
(Thousands)

Current
Unemployment
(Thousands)

Increase
in Unemployment
(Thousands)a

Estimated
Unemployment
Rate (%)

state

369.628

6.2

374.1

32.7

19.2

13.9

Hawaii

128.435

22.2

34.2

3.8

6.6

30.4

Mau.i

80.873

17.9

26.5

2.4

25.7

Kauai

74.641

27.2

15.4

1.3

5.0

40. <)

a
The figure is the estimated direct plus indirect
labor effects based on 1975 employment in the sugar
industry.

Source: Vieth and Spielmann
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in the economy (i.e. employment indirectly related to the

sugar industry). Based on 1975 and 1976 statistics, the

sugar industry direct~y and indirectly accounted for same

31,000 jobs in the economy.

The loss of these 31,000 jobs if the industry were to

completely close would have doubled the 1975 unemployment

figure from 8.5 percent to 17 percent of the civilian labor

work force. The effect of the course would be more

disastrous in the rural counties, as demonstrated in Table

A.2 with unemploym~nt rates of from 40 to 60 percent.

TABLE A.2

Effect of Sugar Industry Demise

Years 1975 and 1976

Kauai

Hawaii

Maui

1978
Unemployment

1,280

3,270

1,950

Rate

8.6

9.9

9.0

Sugar
(Direct &
Indirect Jobs)

Added

8,060

10,360

7,200

Rate
Hould

Be

62.8

~1. 1

Source: Research Division of First Hawaiian Bank
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The Pirst Hawaiian Bank Study also attributes some 10

percent of total personal income -- direct, indirect, and

induced in Hawaii to the sugar industry. A demise of the

sugar industry vould result in a 10 percent reduction in

state personal income.

Although several years have elapsed since the period of

time on which the data was based, and some of the

relationships have changed, which would reduce their present

accuracy, these two assessments indicate the magnitude of

the impact of a tota~ collapse of the industry to the rural

regions of Ha~aii

The preceding studies are concerned only with a total

collapse of the sugar industry. Differences in management,

in land endowments, and in weather conditions affect the

production efficiencies and cost structures of the va.rious

plantations. Because of these different conditions a

removal of protection wil~ lead to a partial decline in the

industry, that is, only one or a few firms may be forced to

close down.



Appendix B

ECONOMIC SURPLUS

Although this work revolves around the loss and

regaining of the deadweight loss, this concept depends also

on consumer and producer's surpluses. At this time then

these points are discussed.

B.1 CONSU~ER'S SURPLUS

The concept of consumer's surplus was first derived by

Dupuit who formulated it in terms of expenditure and the

triangle below the dEmand curve and above the price line. J 5

~arshall reformulated the concept in terms of utility. He

also justified the use of Dupuit's extra expenditure and

triangle as a measure of the true surplus if the mar1inal

utility of money (~.U.M.) is approximately constant because

it permitted the use of money as an acceptable cardinal

index of utility. Marshall however recognized that the

M.U.3. would never be exactly constant because the consumer

would have to spend less on other commodities if the

35 "The difference between the sacrifice which the purchaser
would be willing to make in order to get it and the
purchase price he has to pay in exchange." (as quoted in
currie, et. aLs )

- 176 -
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consumer were to spend more for a certain amount of a

commodity (Dupuit and ~arshall constrain the consume~ to bUy

a certain amount of the commodity). Assuming diminishing

marginal utility for all goods, this reduction in

expenditure in other goods would increase the marginal

utility of the purchases of these goods. Marshall got

around this by restricting attention to a commodity on which

expenditure is a small fraction of total expenditure (the

decrease in expenditure on other goods is likely to have a

very small effect on M. D. M.) (Currie, et. al.).

The area below the demand curve produces an acceptable

measure of total utility and the Dupuit triangle

approximates the true surplus if the M.ll.M. remains

approximately constant for movements along the consumer's

demand curve (Currie, et. a L, ) .36

Hicks used the ordinal system of indifference curves to

refine the concept of consumer's surplus. He defined four

different measures of consumer's surplus; tvo of them are

defined for any quantity consumed ("variation") and the

other two are constrained to a fixed quantity ("surplus").

These are:

36 The ~.u.~. viII be exactly constant if the elasticity of
demand for the commodity in question equals one and the
marginal lltilities of the other goods are unaffected by
changes in the consumption of that commodity (Currie, et.
al.).
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Compensating Variation~ the amount of compensation,

paid or received, that will leave the consumer in his

initial welfare position following the change in price

if he is free to buy any quantity of the commodity at

the new price.

Equivalent variation: the amount of compensation,

paid or received, that will leave him in his subsequent

welfare position in the absence of the price change if

he is free to bUy any quantity of the commodity at the

old price.

In the compensating surplus he is constrained to buy at the

new price the quantity he would have bought at that price in

the absence of compensation while this constraint is in the

terms of the old price (Currie, et. al.). This study uses

the variation form because the consumer is free to buy any

amount of sugar he or she so desires. In Figure B.1 the

consumer has income OYo and the initial price for commodity

X is slope Po and it falls to PI • The compensating

variation is YaY
l

the equivalent variation is BC, and the

respective surpluses are Be and AD.

The triangle first discussed by Dupuit was defined as

the area under the ordinary demand curve (0. D.C.) which

represents the quantity that a utility maximizing consumer

with a given income level will demand at each price.

However, it is accurately measured by the use of the
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Figure B.l: Different Measures of the Welfare
Effect of a Price Change
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demanded at each price assuming his income is adjusted so he

remains on his original indifference curve. 3 7 The O.D.C. and

C.D.C. will coincide, and so do all four Hicksian

definitions and the triangle if the income effect is zero. 3 8

If the income effect is not zero, the measure of the

consumer surplus by using the area under the O.D.C. instead

of the c.o.c. is biased in the direction of the income

effect. For example, if the effect is positive, the

consumer surp1ms is overstated (Currie, et. al.). However,

the methods for the sta'tistical estimation of demand curveer

are not accurate enough to make it possible to derive a

C.D.C. as opposed to an O.D.C. Therefore, for all practical

purposes the consumer surplus is measured by using the

ordinary demand curve.

The welfare change can also be indicated by using tne

dual of the indirect utility function, the consumer cost

function. This function indicates the minimum cost at which

a given utility can be obtained at given prices and is

37 The area under the C.D.C. is the maximum price the
consumer would he prepared to pay for an additional unit,
assuming that he has already paid the respective maxi~um

price for each preceeding unit.

38 Because the income effect is zero by construction in the
C.D.C., the two demand curves do coincide if the income
effect i~ actually zero. The zero income effect means
that the indifference curves are parallel (Currie, et.
al.) ..
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writ.t.en as

C=C(p,u)

where C is cost, P is a vect.or of product. prices, and u t.he

level of utilit.y.39 The compensated demand curve Xl is the

derivative of the cost function

aC(P1,pLu O)

aP1

and the compensating variation (CV) for a single price

change (!"IF
I

) is

CV = C(P~,P~,Uo) - C(pl,p~,UO)

U = U(p,m) (Layard and Walters)

However, analyses usually involve ~arket phenomenon,

not individuals. The aggregate compensated variation is the

relevant area below the aggregate compensated demand if the

price of only one good is changing (Currie, et. al.).

Again, because of the inaccuracies that arise in the

estimation of demand curves, the ordinary demand curve is

used.

39 The indirec~ utility function is decreasing in prices, p,
and increasing in income m, is homogeneous of degree zero
in p and m, and is quasi-concave in pe The cost function
is increasing in prices and utility, u, and homogeneous
of degree 1 in prices.
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B.2 PRODUCER'S SURPLUS

Marshall used the term producer's surplus to define the

area below the price line and above the supply curve.

However, the term producer surplus vas unfortunate because

in a perfectly competitive industry in the short run, this

area is a measure of aggregate surplus going to the owner of

the firms only if supplies are perfectly elastic to the

industry in question (Currie, et. al.). In any other case

some of it may go to producers and some to other factors of

production. 'rhus the term economic rent has usually been

substituted for producer surplus. The classical definition

is payment to a factor of production over and above the

minimum necessary to induce it to do its work and Pareto

defined it as the excess payment to a factor over and above

the minimum necessary to keep it in its "present

occupation". since economists have restricted the latter as

the excess of a fa~or's current earnings over its earnings

in its next best alternate use. However this ignores the

nonpecuniary rewards a factor owner may receive from his

work (Currie, et. al.).

!ishan, rea1izing the symmetry between economic rent

and consumer surp1us, reformulated the concept in terms that

parallel those of Hicks' measures of consumer surplus:
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Compensatory Variation: amount of compensation,

paid or received, that will leave the factor owner in

his ini~ial welfare position following the change in

price if he is free to supply any quan~ty after

compensation.

Equivalent Variation: amount of compensation, paid

or received, that will leave the factor owner in his

subsequent welfare position in the absence of the price

change if he is free to supply any quantity after

compensation.

compensating surplus and equivalent surplus are defined for

a fixed supply (~ishaD).

The four measures are de20nstrated in Figure B.2 aYe is

the compensating variation, OYe the equivalent variation,

QzA the compensating surplus, and Q1B the equivalent

surplns {~ishan).
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Appendix C

VALUE OF LEISURE, TRANSITIONAL COSTS, AND
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

As mentioned in the text of this work one of the basic

distinctions between Bale's approach and that of Jenkins and

~ontmarguette for measuring the transitional cost of labor

is the handling of leisure. Jenkins and Montmarquette

included the value of leisure in the earnings received by

those unemployed after the closing of a firm. As in the

text this appendix is based on Bale's approach wh€rein the

transitional cost is the wage in alternate employment, but

in this work it is modified by the Jenkins and Montmarguette

approach in that the value of leisure is subtracted from the

alternate wage in determining the transitional cost. As

mentioned in Chavter III, the value of leisure was estimated

and the transitional costs and benefit-cost analysis were

performed using the same steps as in the text. However the

values of leisure decreased as the age of workers increased

which is the opposite of that anticipated. Because of this

the discussion of leisure and the subsequent analysis are

presented in this appendix instead of the text.

- 185 -
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e.l DISCUSSION AND ~ETHOD

e.l.1 Discussion: Post-Disolacement c~

p =

l-P =
in =

OI =
f =

V =
t -=

Jenkins and ftontmarguette discuss both the opportunity

cost and the private cost to impacted workers. The present

section is concerned with the transitional (opportunity)

costs to society of removing trade protection and not with.

private costs. Because the transitional costs are presented

by Jenkins and !ontmarquette as adjus~ments to private

costs. both are discussed here.

This part is used to es~imate the size and nature of

~he income streams received after a firm closes. The

private post-displacement income to an individual who is

ellployed is the ilage received in alternate employment while

that to an unemployed person is the sum of the unemployment

compensation and the value of leisure•• o In the neoclassical

.0 Por those who are released from the firm and have not
retired the average income at time t. I(t), is

I (t) = P ('tl in + (1-P (t» (f (t) UIn+V)
where..

I = private income per period that a worker
coald expect to earn
proportion of time during a period that
a worker spends unemployed
proportion of the time unemployed
av~rage wage net-of-income tax and
unemployment insurance contributions
earned by the worxer
average unemployment compensation
proportion of the time span a person
receives unemployment insurance benefits
while being unemployed
non-monetary value of the additional
leisure time received if unemployed
time period
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model of labor supply the hours worked are determined by the

tangency of the wage rate with the incoae-leisure

indifference curve (Layard aDd Walt~rs). However, in this

case the value of leisure includes the value of the leisure

tiae itself and the value of the unemployment compensation

received if unemployed••' Jenkins and !ontmarguette have

allowed for this by using

W (1 - Tm) = fU~ + V

where,

Ta = aargiDal personal incolle tax rate that a worker

pays on incrementa~ income.

Therefore the Don-monetary value of leisure is

Y = i (1 - Ta) - fUi (Jenkins and !ontmarquette).

Using Jenkins' and !ontllarqaettets probability approach

the following equation represents the transitional value of

incolle:

Ls = APW + (1 - P)V

where•

• 1 In the usual approach to labor supply the human resource
owner

max u(y,T)
where,

y = income
T = leisure time

y = wH, and
H = 24-T
where,
H = hours worked
w = real wage rate

and the utility function becomes max u(wH,24-H).
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Is = transitional valuation of income after layoff

A = adjustment factor that relates the social value

of a firm's value added to its market va~uation.

~his is a value less than or equal to one.

other forms of distortion can exist such as unions and

alnimam wages which place a floor under wages that exceed

the perfertly competitive wages. other labor imperfections

such as monopsony and bilateral monopolies can affect A. In

this study it is assumed that A equals one, that is, no

distortions exist.

Because of the pecuniary and psychic costs of migration

(Sjaastad) and other psychological and social costs of

unemployment, Bale assumed that the value of leisure vas

greater than zero. The actual value of leisure may very

likely be betJileen these two. Therefore, the transitional

costs to labor are calculated,

1. first assuming that the va~ue of leisure is equal to

zero (iD the text), and:

Differentiating by H and setting equal to zero
uyw + ut(-l) = 0

where,
uy = derivative of utility with respect to y
ut = derivative of utility with respect to T

(V in Jenkin's and Montmarquette's symbols)
At the optimum, the individual equates the marginal benefit
work (uyw) to the marginal cost of foregone leisure (ut), or

w = ut/uy
the supply of hours is determined where the wage and the
subjective trade off between income (g90dS) and leisure are
equal (Layard and Walters).
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2. that the JeDkins aDd Bontllarguette estilla tes·· are the

correct ones (this appendix).

~he former represents an upper bound of costs and the

second. a lover bound.

C.l.2 "ethod

Jenkins and ftont.arquette use wage in alternate

eaployment for calculating the Yalue of leisure. However,

since the person who is job searching does not know at what

wage he or she vi"1l eventually be employed, the value of

leisure depends on expected earnings at the initiation of

job search. As job search continues he receives job offers

which decrease the uncertainty as to the vage expected.

Pinally, he accepts a job offer of employment when the

lIarginal benefit of searching for vork, i.e. expected

Including the influence of the unemployment compensation,
the problem becomes

max u (wH,24-H,UI(-H»
where,

UI(-H) = unemployment compensation, which is received only
if the person does not work H hours.

Differentiating by H and setting the result equal to zero
uyw + ut(-l) + Uui(-l) = 0

so,
uyw ::l ut + Uui

At the optimum the individual equates the marginal benefit of
work (uyw) to the marginal cost due to the leisure foregone and
the unemployment foregone, or

w ~ ut/uy + Uui/uy
at the optimum the wage is equal to the subjective tradeoff
between income and both leisure and unemployment compensation
foregone.
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increase in wage of£ers o~er present offers, is less than

the cost of continQing the search. The value of leisure at

the beginning of the search though depends on the expected

wage. ~he expected wage can be a function of the wage

offers receiyed by others whose perso~al income distribution

characteristics are similar to those of others who have

either been searching for work or who have found employment.

The expec~d wage is derived by estimating the equation

for pay on the firs~ post-sugar displacement job using

personal income distribution characteristics as the

explanatory Yariables. The equation is the same one used in

Chapter IV to estimate the wage in the first alternate job.

The procedure for estimating the expected wage is the same

also in that the sample was divided into three groups and

the expected wage for each group was determined by

SUbstituting the mean value of each explanatory variable for

each age group in turn into the estimated equation.

The value of leisure depends on the work (income)

leisure tradeoff which involves the net-of-marginal income

tax rate. The marginal tax rates are presented in Table C.1

and two years' rates are found in summary form, 1970 and

1975. Both rates vere similar. Because of this finding and

the fact that the majority of the workers were laid off in

the latter years of the phaseout, the tax rates for 1975

were chosen. 111 married couples were treated for tax
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purposes as if they had two children. The average Dumber of

children for a family was about two (see Appendix K). The

aarginal tax rate for those who fell into the categories

~SiDgle, no dependents-Group" has a marginal rate of 21

pe~ceDt; those who vere "Married, tvo dependents-Groap" had

a zero ra~ei and the remainder, 16 percent.

C.2 RES1JJ.TS

~he results of the estimation, now known as the

expected pay in the first post-layoff job, are presented in

Table 4.1 of the text,;, the mean values of each group in

Table 4.2, and the values of the expected wage for each

group in Table 4~3. The present value of transition costs

for those who remained in the labor force are presented in

Table 4.4 and the values for those no longer in the labor

force are presented in Table 4.5 (the value of leisure has

not yet been excluded). The discussion in the text

concerning the tables is also relevant here.

The Dean value of leisure, as can be seen in Table C.2,

is $185.98 for those who retained their participation in the

labor force; $261.20 for Group 1; $109.6~ for Group 2, and

$1~ for Group 3. The value of leisure decreases with age

which is the opposite of that anticipated. The per worker

present value of transitional costs excluding the value of

leisure are S31Q.80, 1300.36, and $171.00 for each group,
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TABLE e.1

Marginal ~ax Rates

Karginal ~ax Rates
Single person, no dependent 1970 1975

$ 5,000 19.5 19.0
10,000 25.6 20.2
20,000 311.8 34.0
25,000 39.0 38.0
35,000 46.1 liS. 0
50,000 61.5 60.0

!tarried couple, 2 dependents
$ 5,000 15.0 10.0

10,000 19.5 19.0
20,000 25.6 25.0
25,000 28.7 28.0
35,000 40.0 39.0
50,000 49.2 !J8.0

I!arginal Tax Rates

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Single, no dependents 21 16 16
l!arried couple, 2 dependents 16 16 16

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1982-1983.

respectively.

'!he transitional costs for the United states are in

Table C.3. The total transitional cost per worker in sugar

groving, which includes the cost of both workers impacted in

this sector and of sugarcane acreage. The total

transitional cost per worker in sugar growing are presented
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TABLE C.2

Value of Leisure

Group 1
(less than ZJS)

Group 2
(lJ5 to 54)

Group 3
(55 to 64)

'lotal Sample

$ 267.20

109.64

711 ... 00

187.98

in the next section {these are based on the number of

employees impacted fro. Tahle 11.19) and for costs for those

sectors other than sugar graving. The latter is based on

the total number of impacted Borkers minus those impacted in

suqar groving. Finally the total transitional costs are

presented.

Both the benefit-cost ratios and the benefit-cost

differences are presented in Tab~e C.4 which is analagous to

Table 4.22. The exclusion of the yalue of leisure lovers

the transitional cost. This exclusion of leisure does not

alter the results or the conclusions.

Table C.5 presents the transition~ cost and the total

loss (transitional cost and deadweight costs) for Hawaii

exc~udiDg the yalue of leisure.



TABLE C.3

USA Transitional Cost

-Excluding Leisure-

Total Transitional Cost Per Worker in Sugar Growing

1%

Land unemployed for
1 year

Discount
Rate

Land unemployed for
6 months

Total Land Total

.05

.10

.20

$733.42 + $374.80 a $1108.22
700.29 300.36 1000.65
622.48 171.00 793.48

$1466.84 +$374.80 = $1841.64
1400.58 300.36 1700.94
1244.96 171.00 1415.96

Total Transitional Cost for Sugar Growing

(Employment Impacts from Table 4.19)

Assumption (1)
-based on 2,273 employees

Assumption (2)
-based on 1,504 employees

.05

.10

.20

6 months
$2,518,984

2,274,477
1,803,580

~
$4,124,667

3,866,237
3,218,477

6 months
$1,666,763

1,504,978
1,193,394

1 year
$2,769,827
2,558,214
2,129,604

Total Transitional Cost for Other Than
Sugar Growing

.05

.10

.20

Assumption (1)
-based on 5,667 employees

$2,123,992
1,702,140

969,057

Assumption (2)
-based on 3,750 employees

$1,405,500
1,126,350

641,250

Total Transitional Cost - All

.05

.10

.20

6 months

$4,642,976
3,976,617
2,772,637

$6,248,669
5,568,377
4,187,534

6 months

$3,072,263
2,631,328
1,834,644

$4,175,327
3,684,564
2,770,854
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TABLE C.4

Benefit-Cost Figures

Benfit I Cost

Assumption (1)
-Total Pusa-Pw

difference due to
quota -

Assumption (2)
-Pusa-Pw difference

due to tariff-

Discount
Rate

Land unemployed Land unemployed Land unemployed Land unemployed
6 months 1 year 6 months ..;;l--.y"'ea::.;r"- _

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

38.7
22.6
16.2

$174,812,284
85,751,013
42,091,176

28.7
16.1
10.7

Benefit-Cost

$173,206,561
84,159,253
40,676,281

25.1
14.6
10.5

$73,913,057
35,861,332
17,411,686

18.4
10.4
6.9

$72,809,993
34,808,096
16,475,476
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C.5

Total Cost for Hawaii
-Excluding Leisure-

Total Transitional Cost

Total Labor

Discount
Rate
.05
.10
.20

Assumption (1)
-based on 1,513 employees

(Table 5.2)

$567,072
454,445
258,723

Assumption (2)
-based on 1,005 employees

(Table 5.2)

$376,674
301,862
171,855

Total Land and Labor
(Table 5.2)

Discount
Rate

Land unemployed
6 months

Land unemployed Land unemployed Land unemployed
1 year 6 months 1 year

.05

.10

.20

$1,114,853
997,484
723,646

$1,662,634
1,500,523
1,188,569

S749,344
657,699
488,055

Sl,122,014
1,013,536

807,454

Total Loss
-Transitional and Deadweight

(Deadweight from Table 5.3)

Assumption 1 Assumption 2

Discount
~ 6 months 1 year 6 months ~

.05 $38,230,196 S38, 777 ,977 S15,984,524 S16,357,194

.10 21,135,165 21,658,204 8,932,064 9,287,901

.20 10,886,858 11,351,781 4,659,870 4,979,269



Appendix D

COMMENTS ON IN~ERINDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND IMPACT
ANALYSIS

The use of interindustry model involves certain

assumptions that underlie its construction and use. These

assumptions are:

1. The production function is linear,

2. Relative prices are constant,

3. No technological change,

4. Each sector produces a homogenous product,

5. The non-existence of external economies and

diseconomies, and

6. No underuti1ized capacity.

Assumptions 3, 5, and 6 can be subsumed under 1. violations

of these assumptions would make the actual impacts vary from

those based on the interindustry estimates.

The above concerns the production relations in the

model. Secondly, the Type II multiplier overstates the

impact of a change in final demand. The induced effect

assumes that all of the increase or decrease in income

results in a like change in total consumption. However,

this is not in keeping with the consumption function which

- 1S7 -
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s~ates that not all of an individual's income is spent on

goods aDd services, but that a portion of it is save. The

implied assumption that no household savings occurs
"-

overestimates the 'induced impact and the Type II mUltiplier.

Also the indllced effect assumes a unitarl income elasticity

of demand for the output of each of the sectors, that is, it

assumes for example that a 10 percent change in income

results in a 10 percent change in the sales ·of each of the

sectors. ~his does not allow for differences in consumption

among the yarious goods and services caused by differing

income elasticity of demand.

Interindustry analysis (I-a) was first developed by

Leontif for the nation's economy. In the 1950's the I-a was

adopted for use in regional analysis by ~oore and Petersen,

Hirsch, and ~iernyk. !any of the regional I-a tables

constructed in the United states are based upon the national

1-0 technical coefficients. This procedure assumes that the

input patterns at the regional level are identical to

national input patterns. In constrllcting such regional

transactions tables, the gross output figures for each

sector in the region are multiplied by the national

coefficients. The assumption that the national coef.=icients

represent the regional technical relationships is a strong

one (Miernyk). The greater the deviation bet'leen the

national and regional production relationships the greater
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the inaccuracy of regiona~ impact estimates. The practice

of using national coefficients is common though primarily

because o£ the great expense in time and money necessary to

collect primary data for regional I-a tables.



Appendix E

DISCOUNT RATE

Because of its succinctness and clarity, the following

discussion of the appropriate discount rate is based on

Sassone and Schaeffer (Sassone and Schaeffer). The

fol~owing concepts are important in any discussion of the

selection of an appropriate discount rate:

1. ~arket interest rate: these are the market rates for

corpora~e and government bonds. They differ because

of diLferences in risk.

2. Marginal productivity of investment: this represents

the real rate of return that the economy's marginal

investment project yields. For example, if the least

profitable project undertaken yields an annual net

return of $6 for a $100 investment, then the marginal

productivity of investment is 6 percent.

3. Corporate discount rate: this is the rate used by

corporations and includes a risk premium and "markup"

for corporate taxes. This rate becomes equal to:

(riskless government bond + risk) x 1/{1-tax rate on

profits). If government bond rate is 6 percent, the

risk premium 3 percent, and the tax rate 50 percent#

- 200 -
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then the opportunity cost of foregone corporate

investment (corporate discount rate) is 18 percent.

The implication of this for the government is that a

pUblic project must yield about 18 percent to avoid a

misallocation o£ resources.

4. Own personal discount rate: this is the individual's

margina~ rate of present versus future consumption.

In standard uti1ity theory, it is equal to -(1 + i)

where fti" is the market rate of interest.

S. Government borrowing rate: this is the rate at which

the goverment borrows money from the private sector.

The rationale for this rate is that for those who are

vil1ing to lend money to the government at, for

example, 7 percent, then this amount is equal to or

exceeds the marginal rate of present versus future

consumption.

6. Own social discount rate: this rate is based on an

individual's judgement as to the correct growth path

for real per capita consumption in the economy. One's

anticipated income stream and the stream's dependence

on the general state of the economy are its main

determinants.

7. Pigouvian uiscount Rate: this rate is based on the

twin argument that future generations are

under-represented now and that individuals place
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considerable importance on themselves and too little

emphasis on future generations. The government then

should impose a lower discount rate to correct for

this bias for future generations (Sassone and

Schaeffer) •

The next step, following Sassone and Schaeffer,

is to decide on a "low" or a fthi'1h" disconnt rate.

Advocates for a high social discount rate focus on

the market rate of interest. This represents the

true opportunity cost of a government project because

it is what the members of society give up now for the

future in order to accomplish the project. If public

sector projects show a negative market rate, to

continue with the project would then be a

misallocation of resources. A weakness though in

using the market rate of interest is that it is

manipulated by the government to achieve

macroeconomic objectives. (Two counterarguments to

the market rate approach based an risk and on the

fact that not all pUblic investment substitutes for

private investments are also presented and then

refuted.)

The arguments for a low social discount rate are

based on Pigou's argument as previously stated.



Appendix F

HAWAII'S SUGAR SUPPLY RESPONSE

For Hawaii, the sugarcane plantation was the marginal

unit of adjustmen~ rather than the marginal acre. This

approach vas appropriate because if a plantation were to

cease operation, all of the plantation's land is likely to

be removed from production, rather than to partially operate

in sugar. Hawaii's sugar supply response was derived by

analyzing the costs of individual plantations. First, the

long run variable costs (LRVC) (labor, materials, machinery

ownership and operation costs) for each plantation were

estimated by subtracting long-term fixed costs (LRPe) from

total costs. The LRVC are those that would phase out- 5 to

10 years and the LRFC continue to be incurred after the 5 to

10 year period. The latter includes depreciation on the raw

sugar mill, on the irrigation system and the platation's own

road system, and long-term land rental obligation.

Profitability is determined by relationship between LRve and

expected prices and if the former exceeds the latter, the

plantation closes down. This results in a step-type supply

function as demonstra~ed in Figure P.l
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Figure F.l: Supply Response of Hawaii's Cane Producers
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If the guantities of sugar produced in between 0 and q,

then the ~c is less than AVe, and ~C increases from OA to OC

if production exceeds g, because locally available land and

vater suitable for sugarcane production are exhausted. The

plantat~on wil~ close down if price is less than 03, produce

at g, if price lies between Band C, and expand if price is

greater than ac. The assumption is that the range of sugar

prices is below ac. Hawaii's sugar supply then is the

summation of the vertical segments of where MC exceeds AVC

(Zepp).



Appendix G

SURVEY OF ALTERNATE USERS OF FORMER SUGAR LANDS

1. How many acres of land do you ~ease in NOIth Kohala?

2. How many acres iere used for cattle raising?

3. (If not in catt~e) For what is the remaining

(non- cattle) ~and used?

If Raising Cattle

4. Type o£ operation? (Is this a cow-calf operation?)

5. How much of tbe cattle land was formerly irrigated

sugar land?

Is it irrigated now?

6. Have any pasture improvements been made?

7. Number of Head?

(Breakdown by cows, halls, heifers, and steers)

8. Number sold?

9. Value of sales?

10. How many employees?

How many are eX-Kohala sugar employees?

- 206 -
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Appendix H

DERIVATION OF EMPLOYMENT COEFFICIENTS

TABLE H.l

Data for Deriving
Employment Coefficients

-Manufacturers-

1-0
Industry

14.1900

Total

27.0100

Total

27.0201

Total

31.0100

Total

All Employeesa Value of
SIC Number Shipments
Code (1,000) (millions)

2,061 7.1 $ 406.5
2,062 10.9 1,742.7
2,063 11.5 880.2

2,061+2,063 18.6 $1,286.7

281 99.5
2,865 29.2b2,869 102.4

(-28,195)
230.1

2,873 9.4
2,874 14.9

24.3

29lc 100.8
299 9.2

110.0

aAl so subdivided into production workers, but total used. Includes
both full and part-time workers.

bNo data given, so employment overstated for this industry.

cUs ed 2911 because there was not a 291.
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TABLE H.2

Data for Deriving Employment Coefficients
-Wholesale Trade-

Industry

69.0100

SIC
Code

Wholesale Trade
-Manufacturers' Sales

branches and offices

Total

Paid Employees
of the Week

Including March 12

$4,026,118
-794,691

$3,231,427

r .

Source: Census of Wholesale Trade 1972, Bureau of the Census, U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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TABLE H.3

Data for Deriving
Employment Coefficients

-Services-

All Establishments Establishments with pavro11sa

1-0 SIC Number ofb Number of ~eceipts Employees-week
Industry Codes firms firms ($1000) of March 12

73.0100 732-9 458,232c 154,750 49,999,050 2,297,432
7692 no data 4,640 707,299 21,895
7994 no data 2,632 1,264,890 29,194
7699 no data 836 137,373 3,321
7699 no data 1,195 157,074 4,632
7699 no data 1,271 214,393 7,217
7699 no data 16,459 3,327,273 89,726

-7396 no data ~ -302,516 -2,483

Tota1d 170,713 51,022,009 2,332,156

73.0200 731 32,931 10,895 4,482,827 118,778

73.0300 81 167,895 94,882 17,147,445 382,048
8ge 75,583 34,403 14,048,510 373,150

-8922f

Total 233,479 129,285 31,195,955 755,195

aBecause appropriate data was not available for all establishments,
the employment coefficients must be based on data for firms with
payrolls and receipts instead of the value of total output for this
industry.

bIncluded to indicate what proportion of the firms are excluded.

cThi s is actually the figure for SIC 73. To derive the total for
732-9, it is necessary to subtract the values for SIC 731 from this
total. However, these latter values are subtracted from all of
the SIC codes that make up this industry.

dThe value for SIC 731 has been subtracted.

eThese were the only figures available for SIC 891, nor 89. These
were used.

fNo figures for SIC 8922 were presented. Therefore, the total
overstates employment and the coefficient.

Source: Census of Selected Service 1972, Bureau of the Census,
Department of Commerce.
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TABLE H.4

Names for SIC Codes with Subdivisions

1-0
Industries

12.0203

14.1900

27.0100

27.0201

31.0100

73.0100

73.0300

SIC
Code

1542

2061
2062
2063

281
2865
2869

2873
2874

2911
299

73
7396
7692
7699
7699
7699
7699

81
891

Name

General Contractors--Nonresidential buildings, other
than industrial buildings and warehouses.

Raw Cane Sugar (Milling)
Cane Sugar Refining
Beet Sugar (Refining)

Industrial Inorganic Chemicals
Cyclic Crudes and Intermediates
Industrial Organic Chemicals, n.e.c.

Nitrogenous Fertilizers
Phosphatic Fertilizers

Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Petroleum, Coal Products

Business Services
Trading Stamp Services (Sales Offices)
Welding Repair
Farm machinery and equipment repair shops
Lawnmower, saw, knife, tool sharpening and repair
Sewer and septic tank cleaning services
Other repair and related services, n.e.c.

Legal Services
Engineering, architectural, and sweeping services

n.e.c.--not elsewhere classified.
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TABLE H.5

Data for Labor Coefficient
-Sugar Cane-

(SIC 0133,0134,0139)

Florida Louisiana Total

Market Value of Ag products 299,685,000 317,720,000 617,405,000
sold

Total Number of firms 1,082 1,887 2,969

Workers by number of days
worked:

150 days or more 7,829 4,346 12,175
25 to 149 days 7,078 7,400 14,478
Less than 25 days 6,832 658 7,040
Total (including number of 22,371 14,291 36,662
firms)

Contract labor 3,884,000 919,000 4,803,000

Bureau of Census

Hawaii Number Total

Employees 5,616 42,278

Source: 1974 Census of Agriculture. Area Reports: Louisiana, Florida.
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Appendix I

DATA FOR DERIVING THE STATE OF HAWAII
INTERINDUSTRY IMPACTS

TABLE 1.1

Total Requirements per Dollar of Delivery to Final Demand:
Sugar Processing

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy Farms
Other Agricultural Products and Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

Direct-Plus
Indirect

0.59873
0.0
0.0
1. 00270
0.00037
0.00001
0.00053
0.00184
0.00227
0.00370
0.01740
0.06414
0.00475
0.02237
0.00366
0.00560
0.02961
0.00765
0.0
0.01462
0.0
0.00027
0.01295
0.01458
0.02522
0.02384

Direct-Plus
Indirect-Plus

Induced

0.59885
0.00225
0.00084
1. 00290
0.00936
0.00114
0.02777
0.00755
0.00697
0.00969
0.02371
0.07496
0.01116
0.03681
0.02250
0.02182
0.06299
0.07404
0.02166
0.13423
0.00409
0.01327
0.01956
0.05601
0.06489
0.03928

Source: Department of Planning and Economic Development updated
coefficients (unpublished) as reported in Hawaii Institute
for Management and Analysis in Government, Land and Water
Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE I.2

Direct Coefficients

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy Farms
Other Agricultural Products and Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

Employment

46.4814
60.9505
35.5557
23.6798
31.1675
31.1068
25.3778
60.5173
31. 7384
43.5030
3.6234

21. 7195
29.0228
56.1616
45.7225
22.8300
51.5974
76.6609
62.3659
27.1275
55.1663
42.0573
70.0595
38.7458
85.8857
46.4179

Income

0.4096
0.4498
0.2746
0.2582
0.1121
0.2832
0.2423
0.4105
0.3295
0.5065
0.3419
0.3827
0.5039
0.5804
0.5430
0.3557
0.6094
0.5557
0.3792
0.5839
0.3965
0.4620
0.6141
0.4991
0.4632
0.2600

Source: Department of Planning and Economic Development updated
coefficients (unpublished) as reported in Hawaii Institute
for Management and Analysis in Government, Land and Water
Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1. 3

Output Changes Due to a $1,000,000 Change in Final
Demand in Sugar Processing

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poul try, and Dairy Farms
Other Agricultural Products and Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

TOTALS*

Direct-Plus
Indirect*

598,730
o
o

1,002,700
370

10
530

1,840
2,270
3,700

17,400
64,140
4,750

22,370
3,660
5,600

29,610
7,650

o
14,620

o
270

12,950
14,580
25,220
23,840

1,856,810

Induced*

120
2,250
8,400

200
8,990
1,130

27,240
5,710
4,700
5,990
6,310

10,820
6,410

14,440
18,840
16,220
33,380
66,390
21,660

119,610
4,090

13,000
6,610

41,430
39,670
15,440

499,050

Total*

598,850
2,250
8,400

1,002,900
9,360
1,140

27,770
7,550
6,970
9,690

23,710
74,960
11,160
36,810
22,500
21,820
62,990
74,040
21,660

134,230
4,090

13,270
19,560
56,010
64,890
39,280

2,355,860

*Tota1s may not add up due to rounding.

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1.4

. Income Changes Due to a $1,000,000 Change in Final Demand in
Sugar Processing

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and

Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables and

Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy

Farms
Other Agricultural Products and

Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary

Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

TOTALS*

Direct-P1us
Indirect*

245,239.81
0.00

0.00

258,897.14
41.48

2.83

128.42
757.16
747.97

1,874.05
5,949.06

24,546.38
2,393.53

12,983.55
198.74

1,991. 92

18,044.33
4,251.11

0.00
8,536.62

0.00
124.74

7,952.60
7,285.63

11,681. 90
6,198.40

619,827.34

Induced*

49.15
1,012.05

2,306.64

51.64
1,007.78

320.02

6,600.25
2,349.67
1,548.65
3,033.94
2,157.39
4,140.81
3,230.00
8,380.98
1,023.01
5,769.45

20,341. 77
36,892.92

8,213.47
69,840.28
1,621. 69
6,006.00
4,059.20

20,702.57
18,375.14

4,014.40

233,048.87

Tota1*

245,288.96
1,021. 05

2,306.64

258,948.78
1,049.26

322.85

6,728.67
3,106.83
2,296.62
4,907.99
8,106.45

28,687.19
5,623.52

21,364.52
1,221. 75
7,761.37

38,386.11
41,144.03
8,213.47

78,376.90
1,621.69
6,130.74

12,011.80
27,988.20
30,057.05
10,212.80

852,876.21

*Tota1s may not add up due to rounding.

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1.5

Employment Changes Due to a $1,000,000 Change in Final
Demand in Sugar Processing

Direct-P1us-
Industry Indirect*

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops 28
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables 0
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea Foods 0
Sugar Processing 24
Beef, Hot, Poultry, and Dairy Farms n
Other Agricultural Products and Fishery n
Other Food Processing n
Textiles and Apparel n
Lumber and Wood Products n
Printing and Publishing n
Petroleum Refining n
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 1
Construction n
Transportation and Warehousing 1
Communication n
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary Services n
Wholesale Trade 2
Retail Trade 1
Eating and Drinking Places 0
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate n
Hotels 0
Personal Services n
Business Services 1
Health and Professional Services 1
Other Services 2
Dummy Industries and Others 1

TOTALS* 62

*Totals may not add up due to rounding.
**Number is less than .5.

Induced*

n**
n
n
n
n
n
1
n
n
n
n
n
n
1
1
n
2
5
1
3
n
1
n
2
3
1

23

Tota1*

28
n
n

24
n
n
1
n
n
n
n
2
n
2
1
n
3
6
1
4
n
1
1
3
6
2

35

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1.6

Output Changes Due to a $100,000 Change in Beef Grazing, 1970

_ Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy Farms
Other Agricultural Products and Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

TOTALS*

Direct-P1us
Indirect*

2,873
o
o

4,811
133,502

293
244,885

9
199
981
554

1,414
695

6,185
784

1,264
9,410
1,759

o
2,084

o
570

2,202
1,328
2,424
1,552

419,779

Induced*

18
338
126

30
1,363

169
4,095

857
708
902
936

1,622
1,108
2,190
2,802
2,415
5,019
9,973
3,250

17,781
614

1,952
937

6,186
5,957
2,257

73,603

Tota1*

2,891
338
126

4,841
134,865

462
248,980

866
907

1,883
1,490
3,036
1,803
8,375
3,586
3,680

14,429
11,732

3,250
19,86.5

614
2,521
3,139
7,513
8,381
3,809

493,382

*Tota1s may not add up due to rounding.

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1. 7

Income Changes Due to a $100,000 Change in Beef Grazing, 1970

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and

Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and

Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy Farms
Other Agricultural Products and

Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary

Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

TOTALS*

Direct-Plus
Indirect*

786

°
o

830
10,963

92

37,656
2

55
332
127
298
234

2,416
284
300

3,830
653

o
728

o
176
903
443
832
122

62,062

Induced*

5
102

23

5
103

41

666
235
132
305
214
410
373
836

1,016
574

2,043
3,702

823
7,256

163
602
384

2,065
1,865

342

24,283

Total*

791
102

23

835
11,066

133

38,322
237
187
637
340
708
607

3,252
1,301

874

5,873
4,355

823
7,983

163
778

1,287
2,508
2,697

464

86,345

*Tota1s may not add up due to rounding.

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE r.s

Employment Changes Due to a $100,000 Change in Beef Grazing, 1970

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and

Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and

Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy

Farms
Other Agricultural Products and

Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Communication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary

Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Estate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

TOTALS*

Direct-P1us
Indirect*

n
o

o

n
5

n

4
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

1
n
n
n
o
n
n
n
n
n

11

Induced*

n
n

n

n
n

n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
1
n
1
n
n
n
n
1
n

4

Tota1*

n
n

n

n
5

n

4
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

1
1
n
1
n
n
n
n
1
n

15

*Totals may not add up due to rounding

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.
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TABLE 1. 9

Sectoral Price Indices

Industry

Sugarcane and Other Field Crops
Pineapple, Fruits, Nuts, and

·Vegetables
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and

Sea Foods
Sugar Processing
Beef, Hog, Poultry, and Dairy

Farms
Other Agricultural Products and

Fishery
Other Food Processing
Textiles and Apparel
Lumber and Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Petroleum Refining
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Warehousing
Connnunication
Electricity, Gas and Sanitary

Services
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Eating and Drinking Places
Banking, Finance, and Real Esttate
Hotels
Personal Services
Business Services
Health and Professional Services
Other Services
Dummy Industries and Others

Price Index*
(1970 = 100)

167.1
162.8

105.1

181.8
172.2

172.2

105.1
131.5
140.2
149.3
171.1
149.3
186.3
143.4
149.3
171.6

177.9
149.3
167.8
149.3
140.2
156.1
149.3
169.5
126.5
149.3

Notes; Source**

HOB, HSH
HDB, HSH

HOB, HSH

HOB
HOB, HSH

HOB, HSH

HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
High-rise buildings; EI
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH

US WPI; EI
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
Medical care; HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH
HOB, HSH

*Conversion to 1977 dollars.
**Sources: Hawaii, Data Book 1977 [HOB] (Honolulu) 1977; Schmitt,

Robert C., Historical Statistics of Hawaii [HSH] (University
Press of Hawaii: Honolulu) 1977; First Hawaiian Bank, Economic
Indicators [EI] (Honolulu) various issues.

Source: Hawaii Institute for Management and Analysis in Government,
Land and Water Resource Management in Hawaii: 108-121.



Appendix J

DISTBIBUTION OF PRIVATE COSTS

J.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Baldwin and ~utti discussed, but did not research, the

possible distributional impacts on the human resources in

terms of their personal income distribution characteristics

resulting from a change in trade protection policies•• 2 They

also stated that there is also a need to better understand

the interactions among the various personal characteristics

to improve the understanding of the human resource impacts.

An examination literature of the plant closing

literature (discussed under Relevant Literature below)

revea~s no known study of the impacts of a reduction in the

sugar industry on its workers and no formal analysis of the

interaction between personal characteristics.

Because not all individuals are expected to be affected

equally, an understanding of the distribution of costs on

human resources are needed in order to assist in the

planning of programs and projects# if so desired, to deal

42 This can be generalized into any change in economic
relationships, such as a decrease in output prices or
technological change, which lead to a plant shutdown or a
substantial layoff in a firm or industry.

- 221 -
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with the consequences of a change in trade policy. For

example, such programs can target on those expected to

suffer the most from such policies.

~n keeping with the main body of this study, and in

line with the studies of Bale, and Jenkins and

Kontmarquette, the thrnst of this appendix is to analyze the

personal distribution of private costs. Although the

previous plant closing literature analyzes the various

facets of private costs, none use this overall approach.· 3

Problem: To determine the impact of a reduction of

an industry on the human resources employed in that

industry: more specifically, to examine the impact on

human resources of a potential removal of sugar trade

protection.

Obje<:tives:

1_ To analyze the personal distribution of private

costs.

2. To examine the interrelationships among the

deterllinants of distribution of private costs,

i_e., among the personal income distrihution

characteristics•

• 3 Both Bale, and Jenkins and Montmarquette use the
determinants of private costs to estiJiate the total
private cost, neither of them approach it from the ather
side, that is, they do not commence with the total cost
and examine the distribution of such impacts.
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The review of literature and the research methods are

presented in this Appendix. The analysis, results, and

conclusions are presented in the next Appendix.

The previous discussion has focused on the

determina~ion of total private and transitional costs of

displaced workers. However the impacts are not distributed

equally a.ong the displaced workers.

To do so literature researching the ex-post impact of

industrial plant closings on the workers directly affected

and literature on personal income distribution are examined.

The former focuses on either length of time to the first

post-layoff job (8yers. Creamer and Swackhamer, qilcock,

Sheppard and Stern, Sheppard, Ferman, and Haber; the Bureau

of Labor Statistics (B.L.S.), Dorsey), on employment

unemployment at the ~ime of survey (Creamer and Coulter,

llilcock and Franke, Palen and Fahey), on pay at alternate

job (B.L.S., Stern), and primarily on those who were

laid-off versus those who quit before being laid-off (Adams

and Aronson). Jenkins and ~ontmarquette use the

determinants of duration of search for first alternate job,

for wage before closing, and the wage in first alternate job

to derive their estimates of the private and social costs of

the layoff. A vast amount of literature also exists which

examines the determinants of personal income distribution.

These works have much in common with the plant-closing
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li~erature. See Sahota for an extensive review of the

personal income dis~ribution literature•••

Instead of discussing the above literature by topic

area. i.e. .length of initial unemployment, it is discussed

by determinant to increase clarity and conciseness. A

discussion of the rationale for each variable from the

personal .income distribution literature is included.

Age is the first variable considered and is important

in both the personal income distribution and in the plant

closing literature. Age-earning profiles reveal that

earnings increase with age but at a decreasing rate

(Rannoch,. Stigler)."s The profiles then begin to decline as

one approaches retirement and continues to do SO.·6

.... Personal income distribution differs from functional
distribution in that the latter examines the returns to
aggregated factors such as capital and labor vhile the
former examines the distribution of income among
individuals.

45 According to the human capital school this profile occurs
because age represents years of work experience which in
-turn represents post-schooling investment in human
capital, more commonly knovn as on-the job training.
Earnings are lov at the beginning of one's working Life
because one is i~vesting in human capital and pays for
that training in terms of receiving lover pay than ~ould

be recei?ed if training ~ere not undertaken (and present
productiVity were thas higher) as one becomes more
productive (pp. 1 - 2)" and that promotion takes place
via well As one becomes more productive as a result of
that trainin9, one reaps the rewards iA higher earnings
(~incer). others contend that the profile is a result of
biopsychological development such as maturation and
decline (depreciation) caused by age.
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While income increases with age in the personal income

dis~ribution literature, the opposite effect is found in the

plant closing literature. Older workers have lower pay in

post.-closi.ng jobs, are Dore likely to be anemployed at any

time, and ~ake longer to find a job after layoff. These

coald occur because of the depreciation of the body to

perfor. physical work which vould lover productivity,

increase in healt.h prohlems which would raise absenteeism

and lower product.ivity, increased obsolences of knowledge,

and a shorter time horizon for the employer to capture the

benefits of specific on-the-job training.

46 Tvo principal contending schools of thought on the
function of labor markets and the determination of wages
are the Human Capitalists and the Internal/Dual Labor
market.ist.s. The human capitalists believes that the
personal characteristics of an individual, especially
his/her investment in human capital, are the determinants
of a person's income. Instead of favoring the
characteristics of individuals, the latter focuses on the
characteristics of jobs and job markets. This approac~

vas first. introduced by Clark Kerr who believed that
"institutional market.s", or highly structured labor
markets were replacing the competitive labor markets.
Doeringer and Piore added to this by stating that the
internal labor market operated as a adminstrativ~ unit
within which the pricing and allocation of labor is
governed by a set of administra ti 'Ie rules and proc-edures
(pp. 1 - 2)" and that promotion takes place via
ve.ll-s"truct;ured job ladders and onl.y those ..ho have
gained access via a limited amount of "ports of entry" at
the bottom of promotion ladders can move up. Ho~ever,

such situations exist. only in the primar1 sector. Jobs
in this sector offer steady emp~oyment, high wages. and
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However, factors other than age discrimination are at

work here. There is a negative interaction between age and

education in that older workers usua~ly have less education

(Wilcock, Wilcock and Franke). This in itself would mean

that they may have to accept lover paying employment. Some

argue that there is no age discrimination per se, but that

older workers have a more difIicult time finding work

because of lover education and skill levels. However,

Wilcock and Franke found that years of schooling were more

importa5~ for younger workers than older ones so that age

discrimination is an important factor as veIl as

interactions between ather variables and age.

Those with more education have higher pay in alternate

jobs, are more likely to be employed, and suffer a shorter

job-search time than those with lower levels of education. If.7 ,If.8

many opportunities for promotion. Jobs in the secondary
sector

••• "tend to have low wages and fringe benefits
poor working conditions, high turnovers, little
chance of advancement, and often arbitrary and
capricious suppression (Hoffman, p.299).

This theory also cha~lenges the human capitalists' belief
in on-the-job training investment as the chief determiner
of age-earnings profile•

••• ~aining itse~f is viewed as being largely the
technologically determined by the decision of
jobs, so that a specified amount of training is
intrinsic in any job. An individual acquires
training by first gaining access to a job .,!licn
provides training. that is, jobs and job markets
intercede bet~een an individual and investment in
on-the-job training (Duncan and Hoffman, p.109).

47 According to the human capitalist, education is an
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Skill level is positively related to alternate pay,

likelihood of being employed, and negatively related to

initial job-search time in that those with a higher level of

skill find work more easily. However, it is not a strong

relationship and t~is is because skills acquired on the job

in one industry tend to be specific to that industry and not

easily transferred to other industries. There is no reason

to expect this to be any different with ex-sugar workers.

Skill level is also influenced by education and age as

reflected in post-schooling investment in human capital.

Higher levels of education may have either enabled an

individual to enter the sugar industry at a higher skill

investment in human capital which augments productivity
and therefore increases earnings. The counter to the
human capitalist explanation is the "screening" and
"signalling" hypothesis. This states that educational
attainment does not increase productivity so much as that
it confirms or acts as a credential that a person has a
certain set of attributes that ma~0 him a candidate for
successful achievement on a job.

It is clear that the more educated wor.kers
the average have higher income -- but this may
only indicate that those who have whatever market
success required also have what it takes to
succeed in school (Levitan, p.1Q3).

Whatever the role of ability on years of education and on
earnings irrespective of education, it is only important
in this study that a potential employer perceives
education as being an important factor in indicating the
potential productivity of an employment applicant.

~8 Griliches (Griliches, Griliches and Mason) points out
that the estimate of the importance of education in
income determination is upward biased because of the
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level or to advance more rapidly. Longevi~y on the job

assists in attaining a higher level of skill to the extent

that seniority is an important determinant in skill level.

Because age is the relevant variable in this stndy,

education and age interact with the level of skill.

Stern's analysis disclosed a negative relationship

between seniority and pay. He states tha~ the reason for

this is because workers with high seniority did no~ have

current job hunting experience. Palen and Fahey make the

same point when discussing reemployment experiences.

However, neither of these undertake an empirical

investigation to see if this is the actual reason for the

negative relationship. stern does not discuss the fact that

seniority is highly correlated with age and that this is

probably responsible for the negative relationship. Those

who have more seniority also would have larger severance

pay. This could also account for the negative relationship

(Jenkins and aontmarquette).

Women have lower pay in alternate jobs, are more likely

to be unemploy~d and ta~e longer to become reemployed after

the closing. The lover pay that women receive does not

present a prima facie case for discrimination in that the

attachment of married women to the work force is not

correlation between ed~cation and ability, the amount of
bias being age 6 where age is the regression coefficient
of ability on education.
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traditionally as s~roDg as tha~ of men because of

child-raising and other family related duties. 4 9

Race, in terms of Blacks and Whites (Sheppard and

S~erD~ Sheppard et al., Wilcock and ~ranke. and Palen and

Pahey) and Black, Whi~e, and Spanish American (stern) is

also an important a~tribu~e. There are three possible

sources of racial or ethnic differences: (tj outright

discriaination, (2) a~ual differences in productivity, and

(3) prejudicial perceptions of e~hnic differences in

productivity. outright discrimination can result because

the dislike of a member of a particular ethnic group is an

argumen~ in the uti.lity function (differences in taste) of

the owner or manager of an economic enterprise (Arrow) which

vould also provide a barrier to entry into the primary

marke~.50

Although not analyzed directly in the plant closing

literature reference to the income distribution literature

reveals the following relationships between personal

49 According to the human capital school, this results in
vomen being paid less because they partake of less
post-schooling human capital investment. The apostles of
the Internal/Dual ~arket school maintain that women are
relegated to the nsecondary~ market because of
discrimi.nation.

50 Actual differences in productivity can be due to a lower
level of investment in human capital, especially human
capital. The backers of the "screening" theory would
maintain that these racial groups have not invested in
the screen, i.e. education.
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characteristics and pre-displacement pay: positive for age,

seniority, education, and sk~l; negative for fe~ales and

the aforementioned minorities.

J.2 RESEARCH ~ETHODS

The costs of displacement not only impact on society,

but also on employees of the impacted industry. These

costs though, as indicated by the plant closing literature,

do Dot effect all employees equally.

The private cost to a former sugar employees present

value form as

where,

is = earnings in the sugar industry

Wp = post-displacement wage

u = periods of unemployment

The first term is the cost of the initial period of

unemployment and is evaluated at the pre-displacement wage.

The second term represents the cost of subsequent periods of

employment and unemployment, the first part being the loss

in earnings at alternate employment, and the second part the

loss of subsequent periods of unemployment.
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The present valQe of the private cost of labor is the

standard by which the distributional impact is measure. The

role of the various personal distribution of income

variables is based on the previous discussion of the plant

closing literature. Hote again that the private cost

consists of (1) loss during initial job search which

includes both the time of initial unemployment and the final

earnings at the sugar company which were not earned during

this period. (2) loss of wages during subsequent periods of

unemployment which depends on the lenghts of unemployment

and ~he sugar plantation wages. and (3) the loss of wages

during post-displacement employment whenever the alternate

employment wage is less than the sugar plantation wage.

J.2.1 Age

In considering the cost of initial unemployment those who

are older take longer to find reemployment, are likely to

have had a higher sugar wage and thus suffer a greater loss

during this period. Older workers are more likely to be

unemployed at any time and therefore are expected to have

more and longer periods of subsequent unemployment at a

greater loss in earnings. As already mentioned, older

workers are expected to have a higher sugar wage but the

plant closing studies reveal that they also earn less at

post displacement jobs. Therefore, the wage loss is
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expected to be greater the o~der the liorker. In all of the

above circumstances,. the grea"ter the age, the greater the

private co~. A positive relationship then is anticipated

between age and private cost.

J.2.2 seniority

During ~he period of ini~i~ uneap~oyment those with

more seniority are also likely to take longer finding

re-employment, are likely to haTe a higher sugar wage and

thus suffer a greater loss during the period of initial

uneaployment. ~he effect of seniority on subsequent

unemployaent is unknown. Those with greater seniority are

expected to have higher sugar earnings, but

post-disp~acement pay that is lower. Therefore, the

earnings loss is expected to be greater the greater the

amount of seniority.

The first two relationships above yield a negative

relationship between seniority and private costs. However

the relationship between seniority and periods of

unemployment is unknown. Therefore the relationship between

seniority and private cost cannot be anticipated.
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3.2.3 Education

During periods of initial une.ployment the time of job

search is less for those who are more educated but tne pay

at the sugar company should have been greater for those with

more education. Thus the relationship could be either

negative or positive depending on the relative strengths of

the tva. A similar situation exists for periods of

sUbsequent unemployment. Those with the more eduction are

expected to spend less time employed, which translates into

lower cost, but are also expected to have higher sugar

earnings which means greater cost. The same conflict

prevails in wage loss. Those with more education are

expected to have higher sugar wages and also higher pay in

alternate jobs than those with less education. Again the

net result depend on the relative impact of education as a

determinant of the two wages. All of the above yield an

ambiguous effect of eduction on earnings.

J.2.4 Skill

Higher skilled individuals spend less time in initial

job search and are less likely to be unemployed at any time

(which means shorter time spent unemployed) which would seen

to indicate a negative relationship between skill and

private costs. However, the higher skilled person ~as a

higher paid sugar worker and therefore would lose more in
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that respect during periods of unemployment. Higher skilled

workers are also paid more in alternate jobs, but the

relationship between the two wages depends on the

specificity (generality) of the skills acquired in

pre-displacement (sugar,. employment. It is expected that

the job skills acquired in sugar employment is specific to

that industry and as a result the post-displacement wage

is expected to be less than that in the sugar industry.

The positive relationship in the latter in conjunction

with the ambiguity of the other two parts leaves the

expected relationship between skill and private cost in

question. However, those with higher skills may have a

positive relationship with private cost if the periods of

unemployment are small because the wage loss portion would

dominate due to the length of periods of employment.

J.2.5 Sex

Women take longer to find an initial alternate job and

spend more time unemployed, but are expected to do so at the

loss of a lower suger wages than do men, yielding an

ambiguous relationship for cost of unemployment. Women are

also expected to earn less in alternate employment so the

effect of sex on wage loss, like education, depends on the

relative strenghts of sex on the two sets of wages.
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J.2.6 Ethnic Background

Because of the ethnic mix of Hawaii's population.

There is interest in the ethnic aspects of various studies.

However, because of this heterogeneity, the breakdown by

ethnicity is more complicated than that of studies that

disaggregate the population into Black, White, and spanish

American. Because of the lack of previous studies in Hawaii

that analyze the relationships so far discussed, there is no

expectation of the relationship between private cost and

ethnic background. Therefore, the significance of the

relationship is a factor to investigate. The results though

must be interpreted with care. Significance does not

necessarily supply prima facie evidence of discrimination.

The age, education, skill, and sex composition of the

various groups may differ and may be the reason for the

significant relationship. It is necessary then to

scruptinize the inter-relationships between age, education,

skill, se~ and ethnic group.

J.2.1 Early Retirees

According to Jenkins and Montmarquette The private

income equation for those who leave the labor force early,

i. e. retire before 65 years of age, is

I~t) = Ptt)W~ + (1-P1t)) (f(t)Uln + Vr)

where,
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I(t) = minimum private income for an average early

retired worker who leaves the labor force

r = value of the variable that correspond to

people with the age and characteristics of

those who retire or leave the labor force

after being laid off.

J.2.8 Specification of Explanatory Variables

J.2.8.1 Age

This is specified as the age at the time of layoff.

J.2.8.2 Se~ority

This is specified as the number of years in plantation

emloyment at the time of layoff.

J.2.8.3 Skill (Grade)

A reading of the contract between the I.L.W.U. and the

industry's association, the Hawaii Sugar Plantation

Association (R.S.P.A.) reveals the workers covered by the

contract are divided into nine pay (skill) categories,

called grades. The higher the grade, the higher the pay.

The jobs in each skill category are heterogenous in that

they include a number of different jobs and each category

contains both field and mill jobs. Because the grade

attained at the time of the closing represents the highest
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skill and job c1assification at~ained~ grade is used as the

measure of skill. Because of the heterogenous nature of the

grade categori.es, there are SOllie lillitation in its use.

However, such limitations exis~s in other studies that use

classifications such as skilled, unskilled, and

semi-ski1Ied, or blue collar, white collar, and professional

worker distinctions. ~he use of grade classification has

another advan~age in that i~ is easily recognizable and

videly used classification syste. in the industry.

J.2.8.4 Ethnic Background

Ethnici ty is determined by requesting the wor.ker to

state his/her e~hnic background. The following groups are

used: Japanese, Filipino, Hawaiian and part Hawaiian,

Portuguese, Caucasian (Haole), Chinese, <;...1d Korean.

J. 2. 8. 5 Early Retirees

The income for early retirees ~s their retirement

income, including Social Security and company pensions.

This though represents only the ~inimum income so the

private cost-difference between sugar and pay and early

retirement income: is biased upward. This private cost

though extends only from the time of actual retirement to

the age at which the individual would have retired while

working for the sugar industry if protection had not been

removed.
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J.2.9 ~odel and Hypothesis

When interrelationships exist among variables in a

model then it is necessary to specify their inter

relationships in the .ode! (Kmenta). Therefore, it is

necessary to include the previously discussed relationships

between variables.

A syste. of recu~sive equations can be used to account

for interrelationships. This .ethod of specifications is

used in the sociological literature cite sources (Alvin and

Houser, Duncan.Duncan et.al. Piney. Lewis-Beck) and in

intergenerational income distribution literature

(Psachoropolous. Kasnakoglu). The series of eguation are

recursive and not simultaneous because the variables are

chronologically ordered so that there is no feedback

betveen variables in that system. For example, the first

equation examines the relationship between schooling and age

and ethnic variable. Age and ethnic groups are determined

temporally before schooling. Schooling cannot act as a

determinant of age and ethnic group. tikewise,the second

equation specifies the relationship between grade (last

position with the sugar company) and the explanatory

varia.bles. education. age and ethnic background. As before,

age and ethnic variables occur in time before grade;

likewise for education. Therefore. there is no interaction

bet1!een the dependent variable in the second equation and
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the variables in the first egua~ion because the second

dependent variable does not appear as an explanatory

variable in the first eguation. The same goes for the third

equatioD, the private cost equation. S 1

~he equation system then beco.es:

SCHOOL = ai + B11AGELO + B12SEX + B13EJPN + Bl~EFIL

+ B1SEHAW + B16,EPRT + B17ECCSN + e1

GRADE = a2 + B21AGELO + B22SEX + B23EJPN + B2~EFIL

+ B2SEHAH + B26EPRT + B27ECCSN + e2

P~~C = a3 + B31AGELO + B32SEX + B33EJPN + B3~EFIL

+ B3sEHAW + B36EPRT + B37ECCSN + e 3

where.,

pvpe :: present value of private cost

AGELO = age at the time o£ the layoff

SCHOOL = years of education

GRADE = grade classification at the time of the

closing

51 The path analysis procedures for identifying
inter-relationships and potential sources of multi
collinearity problems can be thought of as a variant of
the usual detection method for mUlticollinearity where
the independent variables in an eguation are regressed
in turn on the remaining k-l independent variables
(Farrar and Glauber). In the above equation set the

independen't variables are those in the PiPC eg-uation and
the first tvo equations represent the variant of the
usual mUlticollinearity detection method. The advantage
of the path method is that the detection method is based
on the theoretical relationships among the dependent
variables.
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EJPN = ethnic - Japanese

EP'IL = ethnic Filipino

EHAi = ethnic - Havaiian

EPRT = ethnic Portuguese

ECCSN = ethnic - Caucasian

SEX =, if female. 0 otherwise

SEN = seniority

The only characteristic for which the expected

relationship with PiPe is unambiguous is age, and the

relationship is expected to be positive. For all the others

the expected relationship is unknown and are tested for

significance from zero.

J.2.10

Hot: B<O

Hal: B>O

Ho2: B=O

Ha2: B#O

Estimation

(Age)

(All others)

A recursive system is one in which the regression

coefficients from a triangular matrix and the error ter~s

across equations are not intercorrelated. If these

conditions hold then the equations are exactly indentified

and the equations can be estimated using 0.L.5. ls

discussed ea.rller, the regression coefficients do form a
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triangular matrix. The remaining question is that of the

intercorrelation of error terms. If they are

intercorrelated, then the equations are simultaneous. And

the equations are underidentified and connot be estimated.

So the possibility of intercorrelation must be examined.

Kasnakoglu in his work on income distribution in Turkey

tested for this by regressing the error terms on each rates

in succession; that is by running a regression with one

error term as the dependent variables and then alternating

until all possible combinations of three has been examined.

The R2, F statistics, and t-values were examined. The same

procedure is followed here for the personal characteristic

equation.

The hypotheses for the SCHOOL equation are:

H03: Bl 1~O (AGELO)

HaJ: B11<O

Ho~: B12~O

Haij: B12<O

(SEX)

(~'!'HNICS)805-9: B13-17=O

HaS-9: B1J-1710

The hypotheses for the GRADE equations are:

Ho 10: B21~O (AGELO)

HalO: B21>O
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Boll: B22~O (SEX)

Ba1l: B22<O

Bo12~ 16: B23-27=O (E"lHNICS)

Ha12-16: B23-27#O

H011: B28S0 (SCHOOL)

Ba17: B28>O

Ho18: B29S0 (SEN)

Ha18: B29>O

other Relationships

Because of the ambiguities that arise in the analysis

of determinations of the distribution of private costs three

other relationship warrant examination: lenght of initial

job search. duration of subsequent periods of unemploymeRt

after gaining the first alternate job, and the wage loss.

The explanatory variables are the same for those above with

some exceptions given belove The expected direction of the

relationships are included but are not expressed in formal

hypotheses statement form becaase the main model and

analysis concern the priyate cost above.

The £irst of these is the period of initial job

search. that is. from the time of lay-off to the ti~e of

landing the .first post-layoff job. The expected
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relationship as discussed earlier are posi~ive for age;

negative for schooling; negative for seXi and different from

zero for ethnic variables.

rhe next rela~ionship is that of the daration of

subsequent periods of unemployment. The expected

relationships are the sa.e as those for the first alternate

job.

The final steps is the analysis of the difference in

earnings between sugar employment and alternate employment.

Previous studies found that on the average alternate

employment vas acquired at wages less than that of earned

in post-closing employment. There is no reason to expect

any difference in this case and this earnings difference is

referred to as wage loss. The difference between the sugar

wage and the present wage is used instead of wage loss

during periods of alternate employment. Because the period

of employment is indirectly observed in the previous

analysis of duration of sabseguent periods of unemployment,

analysis of wage loss in the form of differences i~ wage is

more informative. This is because it does not depend on

length of employment.

There are additional variables to consider in this

analysis. other important factors are migration and

commuting distance. Studies in the human J:esource

literature that compared the income of those who migrated
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from an area and those who remained behind found that the

income of the former was greater (Lansing and ~organ,

!asters). Wi1cock (in the plant closing literature) whose

chief concern was the duration of employ.ent found that

those who migra~ed or worked out-of-town had higher incomes

than those who stayed and searched for jobs in the region.

It is expected that those who aigrate from a region have

higher earnings than those that remained behind. After a1l,

the income generated from migrating must be at least as

great as the earnings that cou1d have been made in the area

p1us the pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs of moving (more

on this below).

This aigration could take on tvo forms: interregional

or interregational migration. The first refers to movement

from the impacted region (island) to any outer region

within or without the state of Hawaii. For example,

interregational migration could involve the movement of

people from an outer island to Honolulu. Intraregional

moyellent could entail the migration from the Kohala area of

the Island of Hawaii to the town of Hilo, The principal

economic center of the island and the city on that island

with the largest population. In either case, those who

migrate from the impacted area should have higher incomes

than those who remained behind.
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These two types of migration a~e specified

separately_ A comparison of the two would help policy

makers if one of the policies to assist impacted workers is

that of helping them relocate.

Testing for a significant difference in change in

earnings due to interregional and intraregional migration is

in order as well as a test of significance for each by

itself.

There are also interrelationships between age and

migration, either interregional or intraregional, and

eduction and migration. The decision to migrate can be

treated as an investment decision wherein the present value

is a discounted cash flow of future difference in earnings

from ~hich the costs, both money and opportunity, are

subtracted (Sjaastad). Because the older person has a

shorter working life over which to benefit from migrating

which lovers the rate of return to migration, the less

likely he is to migrate (Bowles, 1970). Besides direct

money and opportunity costs, the decision to migrate

involves phychic costs, that are incurred in uprooting

oneself from familiar environment and friends (Sjaasted).

These psychic costs are more likely to be more important for

older persons and act as a disincentive to migrate

(Galloway). Those with higher educational levels have

greater access to employment information and job
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opportunities (Greenwood). Those in a given age group

with more education are more likely to migrate (Schwartz).

The last yariable mentioned is cOlllluting distance. To

cO.llute to a job, the utili~y derived from commuting must

be grea~er or equal to the utility derived from working in

the impacted area plus any disutilities incurred from

co.m~tinq_ ~hese disutili~ies include direct pecuniary

costs, the first consists of fuel and o~her cash outputs

incurred vhi1e comauting, the second consists of wear and

tear fro. driving or riding, and the later is made up of

income 'that could have been earned by working either more

hours on the first job or by moonlighting if the individual

did not have to commute the greater the distance the greater

the ~ravellinq tille and costs and consequently the higher

the earnings on that job.

These variables are not included in the private cost

analysis because in the case of migration the impact depends

on when migration occurs. commuting distance was not

included because of the number of jobs that would have been

held and it would not be possible to include all of them in

the s~udy.

~he difference in earnings eqaation is in actuality

the difference between two sets of equations: earnings

while employed with the sugar company and earnings ill

present employment. The equation is:

Pay Difference = Ws - wp
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= (a3-a~) + (B31-B;1)AGE + (B 32-B;2)SEX

+(B 33_7-B;3_7)ETHNIC + (B3S-B;S)SCHOOL +

(B39-B~9)SEN + (B310-B~10)GRADE - B311MGRTER

- B MIGRTRA - B CMDST312 313

where.

B = appropriate regression coefficients for

Ws variables

Bt = appropriate regress~on coefficients for

W variables

ETHNIC = appropriate set of ethnic dichotomous

variables

MGRTER = interregional migration

MGRTBA = intraregional migration

C~DS~ = commuting distance

There are negative signs before the last three variables

because they appear only in the post-closing earnings

equations. In line with the discussion presented in the

private cost analysis above, the following relationships are

examined. Note that if the job at the sugar company exceeds

that in present employment, then the dependent variable is

negative. If the hypothesized value is positive, then the

greater the dependent, the greater the difference between

them. If the difference is negative but the hypothesized

value is positive. then the negativeness of difference
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decreases as the independent variable gets larger. The

difference may even eventually becoae positive. This is

demonstrated in Figure J.l. Age and GRADE are positive:

ftGB~ER, ftGB~BA, and C!DST are negative: and the dichotonous

variables for ethnic background are all uncertain and thus

tested for significance from zero.

In addition the individual equations for is and ip are

exaained. Greenwood in his survey article on migration

points out that models of set migrating represent the

difference between gross migration into and gross migration

out of a region. The above model is analogoas to that of

the net migra~ion model

Any variables expected to have the same sign
in equations ------ vould tend to "wash out"
of (the) equation except to the extent that
ou~ and in migrants for regions vere
asymmetrical in their behavior. On the other
hand, a variable expected to have different
signs ---- would appear to hav~ its effects
amplified as a consequence of such
considerations, models of net migration
typically do not include many variables found
to be important in explaining gross migration
(Greenwood).

In terms of this study, schooling could have a

positive impact on both the earnings, but if it plays an

equal role in determining hoth levels of earnings, the test

of the coefficient would conclude that schooling plays no

role in pay difference. In terms of the effect on pay

difference this may be so, but the researchers could also
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Age

Figure J.1: Anticipated Relationship between
Wage Difference and AGE



Negative relationship for AGE

Positive relationship for SEN

positive relationship for SEX

positive relationship for SCHOOL

positive relationship for GRADE

significantly di.fferent from zero for the ETHNIC

variables

positive relationship for MGRT

positive relationship for CMDST

6.

7.

B.

The following are to be tested for ws:

1. positive relationship for SEN

2. positive relationship for SEX

25Q

like to know whether schooling makes a difference in pay at

layoff and in pay alternate employment. This is also an

important ~uestion. Schooling may not make any difference

in earnings differences, but a knowledge that schooling does

make a difference in pay in alternative employment provides

more information.

Thus it is important to examine each earnings model

separately as well as the difference form. Therefore, the

two equations will he estimated separately after estimating

and testing them as one pay difference equation.

A set of secondary hypotheses are generated from these

models and the discussion in the previous chapter. In the

ip equation, the folloving hypotheses are to be.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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3. Positive relationship for SCHOOL

4. significantly different from zero for the ~THNIC

variables

No hypotheses testing is needed for the grade categories

because pay on the major plantation is deter mind by the

grade level.

J.2.12 Data Sources

The analysis of private costs shou~d include those

indirectly impacted as vell as those directly impacted.

This would provide more information for which to assess the

post-displace~ent and private costs. However it would be

very difficult, if not impossible, to identify those

indirectly affected. Even if they could be identified the

resource necessary for interviewing them would probably

exceed the scarce resources available to this project.

A survey of displaced sugar workers is used to acquire

the information needed for assessing the social and private

costs. The interview includes questions about present

employment status: post-displacement periods of employment

including jobs held and dates, pay, hours per week, weeks

per year: periods of unemployment inclUding dates and

unemployment compensation: retirement information for early

retirees, and personal income distribution variables. For
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those who were members of an I.L.W.U. bargaining unit,

earnings in the sugar industry are determined by referring

to the contract between the I.t.R.U. and the sugar

industry's association (Hawaii Sugar Planters Association

or H.S.P.A.) that was in effect at the time of an

individual's layoff. The pay at the time of the closing for

those who are not bargaining unit members such as

secretarial, clerical, supervisory, and management staff is

included in the guestionnaire.

The population from which the sample is drawn is all of

. those who have been impacted by sugar closings. However, it

is difficult and costly to locate all of those who have been

so impacted. It is also costly to sample those from all

over the state. Therefore, a case study approach is used

by sampling those who were laid off by the closing of one

plantation.

The representativeness of the chosen plantation closing

is an important consideration. The more closely the chosen

plantation closing is representative of past and near

future closings, the greater the reliability of the

findings.

As always, there is a trade-off between representative

(sampling error) and cost of taking the sample, inclUding

the cost of uncovering the elements in the population. It

is felt that the sampling cost considerations outweigh the

costs of the possibility of a less representative sample.



Appendix K

PERSONAL INCO~E DISTRIBUTION ANALYSTS

The appendix commences with a description of the total

sample, then continues with an examination of the individual

equations. Finally, the indirect and direct influence of

the explanatory variables on the various components of the

present value of private costs are presented.

K.l DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Over the month's period of time that the survey took place a

sample of 313 was drawn. The results are shown - Table K.1.

It should be mentioned that the number dead and the

migration of those not interviewed are approximations. The

information was provided by a member of the community who

spent hours of his time providing the location of the

residences of those in the sample. Having been involved in

community affairs in the past he seemed to be well

acguianted with the community and its people.

It is this author's feeling that given this person's past

community activities that these results are reasonably

accurate.

- 253 -
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"tABtE K.1

Description o£ sample: Interviews Attempted

Category

Interviewed

Dead

flaYed to:

Hawaii Island, but
not Borth Kohala

BODOlulu

Lanai

I!ainland

Away for tne Summer

Philippines

Whereabouts unknown

Refused to be interviewed

Could not be contacted

'fotal

Frequency

210

10

7

11

1

7

3

7

10

9

38

313

.Percent

67.1

3.. 3

2.2

3.2

.3

2.2

.9

2.2

3.3

2.9

12. 1

100.0

Of those drawn in the sample 210 were actually

interviewed, 10 had died, 36 of those who were not

interviewed had moved from the North Kohala area, the

whereabouts of 10 were unknown, 9 refused to be interviewed,

and 38 could not be contacted. Attempts were made to locate

and interview those WAO had moved to Honolulu, but these

attempts proved unsuccessful. Table K.2 shows that of those
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interviewed, 195 (92.8%) were still in North Kohala, 13 were

still on the Island of Hawaii, but had moved to other parts

of the Island and two had moved to the Mainland. The

information gathered on these last two were provided by

relatives in North Kohala. Becaase these last two were

incomplete they were excluded from the private cost

analysis.

TABLE K.2

Description of Sample - Residence

Place Namber Percent

North Kohala 195 92.8

Island of Hawall other
than North Kohala 13 6.2

USA Mainland 2 1.0

Total 210 100.0

The occupational status of those interviewed at the

time of the interview are on the next table (Table K.3).

Nine (4.3%) were retired but had been lator force

participants hetween the time they were laid off and the

time they were retired. Some of these bad actually been

employed, but others bad looked for employment. i.e.

unemployed~ and then retired. It is possible that these had

actually been retiree but collected unemployment before
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TABLE K.3

Occupational status at the Time of the Study

status

Retired but labor force
participants between layoff
and retirement

Retired after layoff from
North Kohala Sugar Co.

Retired and working part-time

Employed

Unemployed

Other - disabled

No response

Total

Number

9

56

3

127

9

5

210

Percent

4.3

26.7

1.9

60.5

4.3

2.3

.0

100.0

retirement but had not put much effort into the job process.

These possibly had for all intents and purpose had retired

at the time they were laid off by Kohala Sugar Company, but

were treated as former labor force participants. Three were

retired and working part-time. Because these three were all

at least sixty-two and their work was casual hire, they were

placed in the retired and working part time category. Those

who were employed made up 60.5~ of the sample and nine

(4.3%) were unemployed. Five people had suffered job

related disabilities and were not included in the private

cost analysis. Therefore, of the 136 remaining in the labor

force 93.4~ were employed and 6.6% were unemployed.
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The general categories of employment are presented in

Table K.4. Over 50% of those employed were working in the

private sector. Over 7% were employed in private

enterprises established under the auspices of the Kohala

Task Force (K.T.F.) and 48.1% in non-K.TcF.enterprises.

Nine individuals were self-employed. Aproximately 13.2%

were employed with the State and another 1.0% with the

county in non-special employment. The State of Hawaii

established an employment training program S.C.R.T. to help

train those affected by the sugar closing. The main source

of employment was provided by lapakahi Park which was built

to exhibit Havaiiana. Twelve respondents (9.3%)were

employed with C.E.T.A. (Comprehensive Employment Training

Act) which is a Federal job-training program. An individual

is allowed to hold one of these positions for only one year,

even though extensions are provided. These positions then

are only temporary.

Those firms or categories of firms in which at least 5%

of the ex-sugar workers are employed are listed in Table

K.5. ~auna Kea Beach Hotel and ~auna loa land Co. employ

10.9% and 5.4% respectively. The former is a luxury hotel

located some twenty-five miles from the North Kohala area

and the latter was a construction company that was

constructing a golf course and a hotel for a Japanese firm.

These tvo are mentioned together because they are or will
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TABLE K.4

Employer at Time of Survey - General Categories

Category of Employer Bumber Percent

Private 62 118.1

Private - Kohala
Task Force supported 10 7~ 8

Self-employed 9 7.0

state-general 11 13.2

State-S.C.L~. 10 1.8

state-CETA 11 8.5

coanty-genera1 9 7.0

County-CETA 1 .8

Total 129 100.2

be, part of the tourism industry, the state's most important

export indus~ry. Kohala Nursery employed another 5.~% and

is one of the K.T.F. assisted firms. It also is an export

oriented firm with its major market being the Jnited States

mainland. tapakahi Park, the ~ate, the county, and those

self-employed have also been discussed. Although it employs

only 3 (2.~1) of the e%-Kohala sugar Co. workers other Sugar

companies are also listed because it is the same industry_

Not including those working with other sugar companies

approximately 21~ of those employed were directly working

with export-oriented private firms.
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TABLE K.5

Specific Employers at Time of Survey

Eaployer ~uJlber Percent

!launa Kea Beach Hotel lq 10.9

!launa Loa Land Co. 7 5.4

z:ohala Nursery 7 5.4

Lapakahi Park 14 10.9

State 17 12.4

Other PriYat;e 19 14.7

Other Sugar .Collpanies 3 2.4

County 9 7.0

self-employed 9 ,. "
o.~

':the age at layoff and the age of retirement are

summarized in Tables K.6 and K.7. The two largest

categories for age at layoff are the 45 to 49 and the 60 to

64 age brackets with 18.9% and 18_3~, respectively. Eleven

and one-half percent are in the 40 to 44 age group and those

65 and over comprise 9.7% of the total sample. The smallest

numbers are found in the tvo youngest groups, 20 to 24 and

25 to 2ge Twelve respondents retired at the earliest age at

which one can begin to collect social security, 62. only

three stated that they retired a~ a younger age while the

remainder retired at an older age. Those three that retired
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TABLE K.6

Age of tayoff

Age Group Number Percent

20-2lJ 8 3.9

25-29 9 4.3

30-34 18 8.1

35-39 15 7.3

40-44 24 11.5

lJ5-49 39 18.9

50-54 18 8.1

55-59 18 8.7

60-6Q 38 18.3

65 ana over 20 9.7

Total 201 100.0

earlier than sixty-two stated that they had no other source

of income. This seems odd, so it is possible that they were

recieving another source of income. These three are treated

as if they are retired for analytical purposes.

The length of unemployment period for those unemployed

at the time of the survey are presented in Table K.B.

One had been unemployed for three months 6 one for 10 months

and another for 11 months.
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TABLE K.7

Age of Be-tirellent

Age lullber Percent

'5 1 1.5

55 1 1..5

60 1 1.5

62 12 17.6

611 1 1.5

65 51 75.0

66 1 1.5

"l'ot:al 68 100.1

TABLE K.8

unemployement: Length of UneaployDent for Those Unemployed
at the Time of the Survey

Length in
I!onths Number Percent

3 1 12.5

10 , 12.5

11 1 12.5

42 2 25.0

43 2 25.0

62 1 12.5

Total 6 100.0
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!vo were anemployed for ~2 months (3 1/2 years), two for 43

months and one for 62 months. These last five when queried

replied tha~ tbey vere receivi~g no benefits and had no

other source of income. The last person had not been

employed since he vas laid-off by Kohala Sugar's closing.

I~ is possible ~hat ~hese five are not actively lookiug for

vork thus Dot labor force participants, or are only marginal

par~icipaDts in that they are no~ actively looking for work,

but may become employed if they hear about a job that

satisfies them.

The mean age a~ the time of the survey, Table K.9, is

54 years of age vith 69 the mode. The age group with the

greatest frequency is the 65 to 69 one with 18.4% of the

total, and tllat with the second largest is the SO to SIJ age

group (16.4~). !hirteen and one-half percent of the sample

are 45 to 49 years of age. The two smallest groups are also

the tvo youngest.

Sixteen percent vere single (either never married.:.,r

divorced) according to Table K.10, 82~ were married, and ~

(1.9~) were widowed. Table K.11 shows that 95% of the

sample vere male and aboat 5~ were female.

As Table K.12 demonstrates just ander 50% of those

interviewed had a high school education or better. However,

25% of the sample had only gone as far as elementary school.

The other 251 had attended secondary schools.
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TABLE K.9

Age at Time of Survey

Age Group Frequency l?ercent

25-29 3 1. II
[28 IIli.ni.IIu II)

30-34 9 lI.4

35-39 20 9.7

40-114 17 8.2

45-49 28 13.5

50-54 34 16.4

55-59 20 9.7

60-64 21 10.1

65-69 38 18.., 4

10 and up 17 8.2
(14 llatimulI)'

Total 207 100.0

Sean = 53.8 Bode = 69 Standard Deviation :: 11.96

TABLE K.l0

Sarital status

sta-tus Frequency Percent

Single 33 15.9

I!arried 171 82.2

Widowed II 1.9

Total 208 100.0
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TABLE K.l1

Sex

Sex !'requeney Percent

Bale 199 95.2

Fe.ale 10 ~. 0

Total 209 100.0

'llBI.E !t.12

Years of Education

Years Freqnency Percent

1-3 28 13.5

4-6 25 12.0

7-9 38 18.3

10-11 15 7.2

12 91 43.8

1-2 yrs. of college 10 4.8

13 and up 1 .4

TO~:ll 208 100.0

The ethnic composition of the sample is shown in Table

K.13. The three largest groups vere Filipino with 32~,

Japanese vith 29.2%, and Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian with 19%.

The o~her four ethnic groups made ap the remaining 19.6% of

the sample. These last four were combined into a category
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TABLE K.13

Ethnic Composition

Group

Filipino

Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian

Caucasian (Haole)

Japanese

Portuguese

Puerto Rican

Other

Total

Frequency

67

110

8

61

1~

13

1

209

Percent

32.1

19. 1

3.8

29.2

6.7

6.2

2.9

100.0

entitled Other for analytical purposes. Grade distribution

are given in Table K.14.

According to Tab~e K.15 about 42% of the interviewees

were without children, 39.4% had one, two, or three

children, and 18.8~ had more than three children at the time

of the layoff. At the time of the survey over one-half of

the sample did not have children. This is net surprising in

that between five and eight years elapsed between the two

periods. The greatest number of the respondents were in the

upper age categories so that the number of fa:rilies in which

the children reach the age for leaving home would be greater

than families having their first child. At the time of the
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survey 37.9% had one to three children and the remaining

7.6% had more that three children.

TABLE K.1 II

Grades: Grade at Time of Layoff

Grade Frequency Percent

1 10 5.8

2 7 lJ.1

3 17 9.9

lJ 28 16.4

5 33 19.3

6 33 19.3

7 15 8.8

8 0 0

9 28 16.4

The following tables are especially important for two

reasons: K.6 and K.9 through 15 are important for gauging

the representativeness, of the results of this study for

cases of other plantation closings and K.6, K.9 and K.11

through 111 determine the marginal product of labor, that is,

the opportunity cost of labor. This can vary as the

composition of the labor force varies.
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TABl.E K.15

Sample Distribution by Number of Children

At Survey Time At layoff

Children Frequency Percent "Prequency Percent

0 113 54.3 87 41.8

1 29 13.9 32 15.4

2 31 14.9 29 13.9

3 19 9.1 21 10. 1

4 8 3.8 25 12.0

5 5 2.4 7 3.4

6 2 1.4 5 2.. 4

7 0 0 2 '.0

Mean ;: 1.1 Mean = 1.6

K.2 ANAl.YSIS OF PRIVATE COST DISTRIBUTION

The derivation of private costs is made with

net-post-plantation employment income that is net-of-tax.

i.e. net of average taxes. The number of children for tax

calculation purposes in case of plantation employment and in

the case of post-shutdown employment up to, but not

including, the job held at the time of the survey is the

number at the time of the plantation closing. The number of

~hildren at the time of the survey is the basis for the

calculation of the net-of-tax income for jobs held at the
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time of ~he survey and for projec~ing present income into

the future of present income. Instead of trying to guess

when ~he children vould be leaving home, taxes vere deducted

fro. fu~ure inco.e as if ~he children would be living at

home unti1 ~he ex-sugar workers retired. The tax rates are

shown on Table K.16. Tbe categories are self explanatory.

However, if ~e respoDden~ were married, had any children,

~hel were placed in~o "ftarried, 2 Dependents" category. It

is be1ieved that ~his simplification did not significantly

affect the results.

If any individuals had been unemployed at the time of

the surwey it vas assumed that they would he employed during

the next month and at the level of pay commensurate with

that of their prior employment. If these periods of

unemployment were to extend over periods of time greater

than the next month, then the private costs would be

understated. However, the reported periods of suDsequent

unemployed by all respondents were so small that no estimate

of the possible length of unemployment for those unemployed

at the time of the survey vas attempted. A retired

respondent vas considered an early retiree, (retired at an

age younger that 65) only if he stated that without the

closing of Kohala Sugar he vould have retired at an age

later than the age at which he actually retired. For

example, if the respondent retired at the age of 63 and he
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TABLE K.16

Average Tax Rates

Adjusted
Gross
Income 1971 1972-74 1975 1976-78 1979

Single Person, No Dependent:

$ 3,000 6.3 4.6 2.1
5,000 11.0 9.8 8.1 5.5 4.9

10,000 16.0 15.3 14.8 12.2 11.7
15,000 19.1 18.0 17.2 16.4 15.6
20,000 21.4 21. 3 20.6 20.0 19.1
25,000 23.7 23.6 23.5 22.9 21.9
35,000 27.7 27.3 26.3

Married Couple, No Dependents:

$ 3,000 2.8 0.9
5,000 7.7 6.4 3.4

10,000 12.6 11.9 10.5 7.6 7.0
15,000 15.3 14.3 13.3 11.3 10.9
20,000 17.2 17.0 15.9 14.5 13.7
25,000 19.0 18.8 18.4 17.2 16.2
35,000 22.3 22.0 21.0

Married Couple, 2 Dependents:

$ 3,000 -10.0
a -10.0a _9.9a

5,000 3.6 2.0 _6.0a _6.0a -10.0a

10,000 10.0 9.0 7.1 4.4 3.7
15,000 13.3 12.1 10.7 9.2 8.3
20,000 15.4 15.0 13.7 12.6 11.3
25,000 17.3 17.0 16.4 15.4 14.0
35,000 20.5 20.3 18.9

aInc1udes refundable earned income credit, excerpted from Statis
tical Abstract of the United States, years 1974, 1980.
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stated that he voul.d have retired at 65, then he was

considered an earl.y retiree for the two years between the

ages of 63 and 65. If this vas not the case, he was not

considered an early retiree and vas excluded from the

private cost calcu~ation. If the respondent had retired at

an age of less that 62 and vas still younger than 62 at the

time of the survey, then he had not as of yet received

Social Security payments and thus the amount he would

receive upon reaching his 62nd birthday was unknown. In

this case the average Social. Security payments received by

others in the sampl.e who had retired between their G2nd and

65th birthday vas used as a proxy. This amount was $312.25.

In calculating the present value of the private cost

from layoff to retirement the ex-sugar worker the individual

is treated as if he had been laid-off on his birthday and

then retired on his 65th birthday, thus only whole years are

used in the present value derivation.

Finally, the ethnic variables were aggregated into a

category entitl.ed OTHER as explained previously, and the

variable SEX was dropped for lack of female observations.

K.2.1 Present Value of Private Cost

The equa~ion system for the present value of private

cost was analyzed first. Before commencing though with the

analysis, the question of independence bet~een the error
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terms vas investigated. If the assumption of

non-independence did not hold up, then the estimates would

be biased and inconsistent. The error terms were derived

from the first estimation of each of the equations in the

private cost system using the total sample (early retirees

and labor force participants) as presented later in Tables

K.20. K.21 and K.22. The error term for the third equation

(remember that the equations are numbered in reverse order)

vas regressed on the error terms for the second and the

first equations and then the other error terms are in turn

regressed on the remaining error terms until all possible

combinations ~ere tested. The first line is the

unstandardized coefficient and the second is the

standardized or Beta coefficient. The results are presented

in Table K.17. The t value are presented in parentheses

under their coefficients. All the t-values, R2s and p tests

were zero and thus insignificant at any level. The finding

of non-dependence between the error terms was further

confirmed by the examination of the correlation matrix as

all correlations are zero. As anticipated the correlation

between the independent variables and the respective error

terms was also zero. Therefore O.L.S. was the appropriate

estimating procedure because of the lack of an~ linear

relationship between error terms and between independent

variables and error terms.



TABLE K.17

Error Terms
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Dependence E1 E2 E3

E1 -6 .0001. 4337x10
(.000) ( .000)

E2 -6 .0001.065x10
(.000) (.000)

E3 .000 .000
(.000) (.000)

-4 -4 -4a 1. 794x10 -1. 951x10 -1. 957x10
(.001) (-.001) (.000)

R
2

.000 .000 .000
-.017 -.017 -.017

F .000 .000 .000

Correlation Matrix

E-1 E-2 E-3 AGELO SCHOOL GRADE SEN EHAW EJPN EFIL

E1 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
E2 1.00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
E3 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
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tJnder the heading "Total Sample" Table K.18 are listed

the means and standard deviations for the explanatory

variables in the systems. ~he mean age was 45 years of age,

the mean level of educational level was nine and one-half,

grade 6 vas the mean final position with Kohala Sugar

Company and 25 years the mean seniority achieved. The

sample size for this part of the analysis is 133. Table

K.19 contains the correlation matrix.

TABLE K.18

Variable Values

Total sample Labor Force Participants

variable ~ean std•..Deviation Mean std. Deviation

pvPC 17949.44 32839.85 15033.56 34099.77

AGELO 44.88 11.44 40.80 9.07

SCHOOL 9.53 3.51 10.17 2.33

GRADE 6.01 3.01 6.22 3.12

SEN 25.02 12.48 20.89 9.83

PAYDIF

PAYIZ

RPLO

D = 133 n = 105

131.51

869. 12

1002.68

355.03

328.06

185.54



TABLE K.19

Correlation Matrix
Present Value of Private Cost

Total Sample
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AGELO SEN SCHOOL GRADE EHAW EJPN EFIL

AGELO 1.000 .887 -.680 .049 -.107 .108 .178
SEN 1.000 -.725 .110 -.143 .066 .195
SCHOOL l.000 .189 .110 .210 -.421
GRADE 1.000 -.132 .362 -.185
EHAW 1.000 -.355 -.375
EJPN 1.000 -.438
EFIL 1.000

n=133

EFILIM .363 .396 -.631 -.173 -.239 -.279 .637
EFILNM -.137 -.148 .094 -.063 -.239 -.279 .637

Labor Force Participants

AGELO 1.000 .824 -.428 .255 -.100 .279 .013
SEN 1.000 -.547 .341 -.140 .256 .025
SCHOOL 1.000 .044 -.066 .120 -.302
GRADE 1.000 -.147 .322 -.105
EHAW l.000 -.388 -.346
EJPN 1.000 -.408
EFIL l.000

EFILIM .054 .125 -.451 -.009 -.165 -.194 .476
EFILNM -.021 -.056 -.036 -.112 -.278 -.328 .804
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The first equation (equat.ion nuabez three) in the

present value of private cost is the SCHOOL equation

presented in Table K.20. The coefficient for AGELO is

negative and significant at the .01 level. In fact the t

value for AGELO is ~he largest of any of the other variables

and equation systems analyzed. Every five years i~ age

means one less year of educational attainment. Xn the case

of the ethnic groups remember that these are compared with

the group in the intercept term. OTHER. There is no

significant difference for EHAV. a positive and significant

relationship for EJPN. and a negative and significant

relationship for EFIL. In order of schooling their are

Japanese. Hawaiians and then Filipinos. However the

Filipinos consist of tvo groups: those that are first

generation Americans (and Hawaii residents) who immigrated

from the Philippines and those that are their offspring.

The first group actually came at tvo times: the first in the

.id 1920's and who vere mostly retired at survey time and

those who arrived in the last 19QO's. Because the

Philippines was (and is) a less developed country in which

the general level of education is low, it vas expected that

the level of education for these immigrants vere lov while

their children who had been raised in the United States had

achieved a higher level of education. Therefore, Filipinos

vere disaggregated into tvo groups - immigrants and native
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born. ~he results are presented in Table K.20. AGELO is

again negative and significant with a slight decline in the

value of the coefficient. As before EHAi and EJPN are

respectively Dot significant and positive. However, in this

case the EFILIft (Filipinos who vere immigrants) is

significantly negative at the Q01 level and EPILNft

(non-i.aigrani: Pilipinos) is not significant, meaning that

the negative relationship for EPIL is caused by the presence

of imaigrant Filipinos.

Hot only is the average level of schooling important in

determining the role of ethnic background in private costs

but also the age co.position of the ethnic group. To do so

the correlation between AGELO and ethnic background must be

examined. As shown in the top portion of Table K.19. The

correlations are -.107,.108, and .178 for EHAW, EJPN, and

EFIL respectively which also represents the order of age

composition with Hawaiians the youngest and ~ilipinos the

oldest. Examining the immigrant-non-migrant breakdown of

the Filipinos, EFILI~ is .363 and EFILI~ is -.137. Thus of

all of the above ethnic groups, immigrant Pilipinos are the

oldest, in fact with almost three times the value of EJPN

the next oldest group, and non-migrant ones the youngest.

In the first SCHOOL equation (Table K.20), the

variation in SCHOOLING caused by the explanatory variables

is .583, the adjusted variation is .570 and the all of tne



TABLE K.20

Present Value of Private Cost: SCHOOL
Total Sample

SCHOOL SCHOOL

AGELO -.204 -.173
-.664 -.562

(-11.114) *** (-9.707) ***

EHAW .339 .212
.041 .026

(.517) (.354 )

EJPN 1.620 1.363
.211 .117

(2.524)** (2.323)***

EFIL -1.473
-.196

(-2.306)**

EFILIM -3.558
-.371

(-5.037)**

EFILNM .031
.003

(.048)

a 18.589 17.377
-

(21. 393)*** (21. 056)*>'<*

e .646

n 133 133

R2 .583 .656
?

.643Adj a- .570

F 44.675*** 48.472**>'<

Note: *** Significant at .01
** Significant at .05
* Significant at .10

This notation is the same for all tables in this appendix.
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coefficient are not equal to zero at the .01 level. Both

the HZ and the adjusted HZ for the second SCHOOL equation

are higher, .656 and .643 respectively, and are also

significant at the .01 level. Both intercepts are positive

and significant.

The results of the estim~tion of the grade equation are

presented in Table K.21. AGELO is not significant and SEN

is and positively so at the .01 level. This is not

surprising in that AGELO vas supposed to capture the effect

of any human capital acquired before sugar plantation

employment. Hovever, the correlation between the two was

high, .887, and thus most of the impact of AGELO is by the

way of seniority, thus yielding the above ·results. SCHOOL

also vas significantly positive at .01 level. EJPN was

significant and positive, just as in the SCHOOL equation,

EHAWN not significant as before, but EFIL was positive but

not significant. The equation was re-estimated with EFILIM

and EFILNM as in the SCHOOL equation, however both were not

significant. The intercept term also was not significant.

The R2s were similar --.227 and .226, as were the adjusted

R2'S --.183 and .190, and both were significant at the .01

level.

Returning to the role of e~hnic background, the

Japanese were the only group to have a positive relationship

with years of education and were the middle as far as age at



TABLE K.21

Present Value of Private Costs: GRADE
Total Sample

be
'lJe1]c:f,

el1t
Independent GRADE GRADE

AGELO -.057 -.057
-.215 -.216

(-1. 225) (-1. 223)

SEN .140 .140
.582 .582

(3.165) *** 0.153)***

SCHOOL .361 .355
.422 .415

(3.248) *** (2.919)**>':

EHAW -.084 -.087
-.012 -.012

(-.109) (-.111)

EJPN 1. 761 1. 762
.268 .268

{2.281)*>':* (2.273)*>':

EFIL .192
.030

(.250)

EFILIM .109
.013

(.109)

EFILNM .240
.029

(.280)

a 1.014 1.087
-

.464 (.480)

e .880

n 133 133

R2 .226 .227

Adj R
2 .190 .183

F 6.147**>': 5.230***

279
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layoff according to -the correlation matri%. Apparently,

although not the oldest g~oup and there£ore not the groap

with the greatest seniority, the impact of being the group

with the highest educational level also allowed it to

predominate in the higher grades. The reverse of this is

the Filipinos. They had a negative relationship between

themselves and SCHOOL, but vere also -the oldest group

implying the greatest in terms of seniority. Examining the

seniority impact direC±ly. the correlation between SEN and

the ethnic groups were -.lq3 for BHAW, .066 for EJPN, and

.195 for EFIL. It seells tha-t the opposite relationship

between SEN and SCHOOL are offsetting for these groups in

determining final position vi-th the sugar plantation. The

salle held truevhen examining the disaggregated Pilipino

group. It should be remembered though that about 77% of the

variation in GRADE vas accounted for by variables not in the

equation. Therefore, other factors vere playing an

illportant role in grade determination.

Turning to the third equation which is the main foc~s

of this section, the Present Value of Private Cost (PVPC)

the results are given in Table K.22.

AGELO. the onlv variable with an unambiguous a priori

expectation (negative), is positiYe, but insignificant. SEN

and SCHOOL are both positive, but not significant. GRADE

was the only one of the non-et~nic variables that vas



TABLE K.22

Present Value of Private Costs: PVPC
Total Sample
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AGELO

SEN

SCHOOL

GRADE

EHAW

EJPN

EFIL

EFILI~

EFILNM

a

e

PVPC

116.107
.040

(.227)

796.457
.303

(1. 570)

406.369
.043

(.318)

2521. 717
.231

(2.567)**

-18145.055
-.234

(-2.119)**

-6516.711
-.091

(-.750)

-4025.595
-.057

(-.474)

-18937.551
-

(-.786)

133

.218

.174

4.983>':1:

.884

PVPC

96.009
.033

(.188)

798.429
.303

(1. 580)

-344.900
-.037

(-.251)

2505.416
.229

(2.561)**

-18437.988
-.238

(-2.162)**

-6365.390
-.089

(-.736)

-14097.498
-.157

(-1.283)

-1328.362
.015

(.144 )

-10061.662
-

(-.406)

133

.231

.181

4.656***
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significant. and that relationship is positive at the .05

leve~. EHAW vas the only one of the ethnic variables that

was significant and that is negative at the .05 level. The

negative sign means that the private cost suffered by

Hawaiians and part-Hawaiinsvere ~ess than for the other

_groups. In keeping with the process that began with the

first equation, the equation vas re-estimated using the

disaggregated Filipino variables. As occurred in the

previous (GRADE) equation, both EFILIM and EFILNM were not

significant. In both cases the intercept term was not

significant. For the first estimation the R2 was .218, the

adjusted R2 was .17Q, and the equation was significant at

the .01 level. For the re-estimated form the R2 was .231,

the adjusted R2 vas .;81, and significant at the .01 level.

The previous system of equations ~as re-estimated using

only those from the sample who were still in the labor

market, that is, who had not retired. The results are

presented in Tables K.23, K.24. and K.25. Again, AGELO vas

negative and significant at the .01 level. The value of the

coefficient was less than that for the previous SCHOOL

equation. This is not surprising because this sample is

younger and thus is expected t~at a decline in the negative

relationship between SCHOOL and AGELO vould occur. For

every eight years increase in age the years of schooling

decline by one year; it vas 5 to 1 before.



TABLE K.23

Present Value of Private Costs
Labor Force Participants: SCHOOL
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SCHOOL SCHOOL

AGELO -.120 -.115
-.468 -.448

(-5.230)*** (-5.389)***

EHAW -.Oll -.027
-.002 .005

(-.017) (-.048)

EJPN .768 .725
.154 .145

(1. 239) (1. 259)

EFIL -1. 229
-.234

(-1. 991)*

EFILIM -3.564
-.407

(-4.436)***

EFILNM .331
.056

(-.541)

a 15.768 15.585- -
(16.554) *** (17.613)

e .843

n 105 105

R2 .289 .394

Adj R
2 .261 .363

F 10.159*** 12.875***



TABLE K.24

Present Value of Private Costs
Labor Force Participants: GRADE
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AGELO

SEN

SCHOOL

EHAW

EJPN

EFIL

EFILIM

EFILNM

a

e

GRADE

-.048
-.141

(-.883)

.176

.555
(3.207)***

.371

.278
(2.402)***

-.281
-.039

(-.308)

1.531
.229

(1. 644)

.067

.009
(.072)

.615

(.227)

105

.145

.102

3.369"'**

GRADE

-.044
-.128

(-.798)

.177

.557
(3.217) ***

.430

.321
(2.594)***

-.043
-.006

(-.049)

1.322
.198

(1. 499)

1.313
.112

(.981)

.053

.007
(.057)

-.823

(-.300)

105

.234

.179

4.238***

GRADE

.140

.441
(3.829)***

.368

.275
(2.383)***

-.153
.021

(-.177)

1.213
.181

(1. 399)

.239

.034
(.270)

-1.073

(-.469)

.868

105

.220

.181

5.599***



TABLE K.25

Present Value of Private Costs
Labor Force Participants: PVPC

be
'Pel]c/.

Independent el]t PVPC PVPC

AGELO 280.023 273.066
.075 .073

(.469) (.454)

SEN 937.104 933.070
.270 .269

(1. 497) (1. 482)

SCHOOL -249.201 -356.377
.017 -.024

(-.145) (-.191)

GRADE 1836.300 1853.333
.168 .170

(1. 677)* (1.676)*

EHAW -17015.274 -17028.115
-.216 -.217

(-1. 792)* (-1. 784)*

EJPN -4545.679 -4520.490
-.062 -.062

(-.470) (.465)

EFIL 3492.178
.046

(.362)

EFILIM 1787.949
.014

(.122)

EFILNM 3967.999
.046

(.390)

a -19988.549 -18537.468
-

(-.709) (-.621)

n 105 105

R
2 .247 .248

?
.193 .185Adj R-

4.554":** 3.947***
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EBAi is insignificant as before, EFIL vas significant and

negative as before, but this time EJPN is positive but not

no~ significant. ~hisindicates that vith the older sample

~hose of Japanese ancestry had a greater amoun~ in educa~ion

but, this disappeared with ~he younger sample which had

higher level of education. As before the equation was

re-es~Dated with Filipinos divided into tvo groups and as

previously, EFrLXB vas negative a~d si9~ificant ¥hile EFLIN~

was not significant. 7he intercept vas significant in the

first. but not significant in the second. Note also tha~

there is a large decline in the 82 and the adjusted R2

between the total sa.pIe and that containing only labor

force participants. 7he H2 and adjusted H2 for the above

two SCHOOL equations are .289 and .261, and .394 and .363

respectively. The R2s for the older sample were higher at

approximately .60. However the present equations are still

significant at the .01 level.

Returning to 7able K.19 the correlation between AGELO

and the ethnic variables are respectively, -.100 for ZHAW,

.27~ for EJPB, and .103 for EPIL. ~he first was about the

same as for the older sample, that for EJPN is much greater,

and for EFIL less. Thus in this sa.ple the Japanese

comprised the oldest group while the Filipinos were in the

middle of the three. This ranking was preserved when EFIL

is disaggregated. As would be anticipated, ranking was
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preserved (and the correlation were about the same in

magnitude) when SEN was considered. The resu~ts of the

GRADE equation (Table K.24) were similar as that of the

previous sample. Both SEN and SCHOOL were positive and

significant with a .01 probability of committing a Type I

error. The value of the two coefficient was about the same

magnitude as before with a small increase in the role of

seniority. All ethnic variables were insignificant where

EJPN had previously been significantly positive.

Apparently this is due to the decrease in educational

advantage for that group in this, younger, sample. EFILIM

and EFILN~ were also not significant in the re-estimated

version. The B2 and adjusted R2 in the first estimation

were .145 and .102 and then .234 and .179 for the second

estimation. In both cases the equations were significant.

Both equations were rerun without AGELO to see if any

difference in results occurred, especially in the ethnic

group relationships. However the results were similar to

those in the first two runs. The explanatory power of all

these were approximately those using the previous sample.

The results of the PVPC estimations were similar to

those previously analyzed. All of the variables were

insignificant except for GRADE and EHAi, and these two at

the .10 level. The first of these showed that the present

value of private costs was greated the GRADE attained with
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the sugar company and the second that private costs ~ere

less if one were Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian. The statistics

for the equations _-B2 adjusted R2 and F test, were the

same magnitude as in the prior saaple,.247 (.248), .193

(e185) and significant a~ the .01 level.

Pinal analysis of PVPC must wait until its component

par~s are analyzed.

K.2_1.f Duration of Initial Job Search

~he resnlt of the duration of initial job search

(DORJSP) estimations are presented in Table K.26. Neither

lGELO nor SEN vere significant. SCHOOL and GRADE had the

anticipa~ed signs bat both ox them vere also not significant

as were the ethnic variables and the intercepts. U, the

unemployment rate, was positive and significant. The RZ and

adjusted R2 were less than that of any previous (and future)

equations and they vere Dot significantly different fro~

zero. Because of the strong relationship between AGELO and

SEN, and their relationship with the other variables. Tva

were re-estillations were performed with each of thel1l removed

in tarn. The only change that occured was that the sign for

SEN changed without AGELO in the equation (column 3). All

of the variables and the equations themselves are

insignificant except for unemployment.



TABLE K.26

Duration of Initial Job Search: Total Sample
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AGELO -.109 .076
-.303 -.211

(-1. 550) (-1. 609)

SEN .044 -.035
.133 -.107

(.635) (-.756)

SCHOOL -.050 -.095 -.014
-.042 -.081 -.012

(-.285) (-.597) (-.078)

GRADE -.138 -.115 -.115
-.101 -.084 -.084

(-1. 032) (-.896) (-.860)

EHAW .684 .600 .382
.071 .062 .039

(.588) (.520) (.331)

EJPN .979 .919 .526
.109 .102 .058

(.828) (. 782) (.457)

EFIL 1.030 .945 .808
.117 .107 .092

(.891) (.825) .700

U .749 .754 .694
.272 .274 .252

(3.034)*** (3.065)*** (2.825)***

a -.174 -.242 -2.786

(-.048) (-.067) (-.867)

e .957

n 133 133 133

R2 .087 .084 .069

Adj R2 .028 .033 .017

F 1.478 1.639 1. 331
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The "duration" eguation was also estimated using the

lator force participants only sub-sample. This was done for

two reasons. Pirst. to complete the pvpe analysis for the

sUb-sample. secondly, some of the older workers, because

they were near retirement or already eligible for

retirement. their job searches may be have been made

half-heartedly because they could retire and/or because they

heard that workers of similar age ~ere having difficulty in

the labor market. The results were similar to those of the

previous set of DURJSF equations (Table K.27). Only U was

significant even though the R2 and adjusted R2 were larger.

Excluding SEN (column two) made one change -- the negative

SCHOOL relationship was significant. The inclusion of SEN

and exc~usion of AGELO returned SCHOOL to non-significance,

but made the equation significant at the .10 level. There

is some indication then that increased years of schooling

mean a reduction in initial job search.

There are tvo features of the North Kohala sample that

could have yielded the unexpected above results. First,

because of the length of time that had transpired between

lay-off and the date of the survey, a minimum of four and

one-half years, most respondents could only remember their

lenght of initial unemployment in terms of months. thus if

one were unemployed long enough to recall it, the minimum

period of unemployment was one month. Secondly, the Kohala



TABLE K.27

Duration of Initial Job Search: Labor Force Participants

AGELO -.087 -.006
-.182 -.014

(1.046) (-.110)

SEN .120 .055
.270 .124

(1. 369) (.890)

SCHOOL -.183 -.334 -.193
-.098 -.178 -.108

(-.765) (-1.558)* (-.803)

GRADE -.190 -.124 -.178
-.136 -.089 -.127

(-1. 245) (-.853) (-1.168)

EHAW .426 .295 .242
.042 .030 .024

(.323) (.223) (.185)

EJPN .250 .2RO -.014
.027 .030 -.002

(.323) (.181) (-.011)

EFIL .433 .243 .273
.044 .025 .028

(.323) (.181 (.205)

U .629 .678 .590
.221 .238 .207

(2.146)>'<* (2.321)** (2.029)**

a 1.014 1.067 -.660-
(.234) (.246) (-.164)

e .944

n 105 105 105

R2 .125 .108 .115

Adj R2 .052 .043 .051

F 1. 708 1. 670 1. 794*
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Task Force sponsored enterprises were established during the

four year phase out period.

Bany of the individuals then may have sought employment

with these firms either without any period of independent

job search, or after the commencement of job search decided

to seek employment with them instead of suffering the costs,

but pecuniary and non-pecuniary, of carrying out job process

to the same extent that they would have without the KTF

alternatives. Also these firms 'Were established with the

requirement that a minimum number of their work force must

be ex-Kohala sugar workers. Because the phase out occured

over the four year period it is possible that they had a

limited pool of ex-Kohala sugar employees to choose from at

the time that they were having and could not be as selective

in their choice of employees as firms operating in a more

"normal" economic and political circumstances. One or both

of these lIould have led to aberrations in the results.

The number of periods of subsequent unemployment were

so few that estimation of the equation yielded insignificant

variables and R2s. Because of the insignificant results,

the coefficients are not presented.

K.2.1.2 PAYDI1?
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The resu~ts of the pay difference is demonstrated in

Table K.28. Both AGELO and SEN had the expected positive

signs but only SEN of the two was significant. SCHOOL is

negative and insignificant while GRADE is positive and

significant. All of the ethnic varialbles as well as MIGRT

are not significant. CMDST is negative as expected and

significant. HZ is .322., and adjusted R2 .258, and the R2

is significantly different from zero at the .01 level. The

equation vas re-estimated and the results are presented in

column two without AGELO as in the DORJSF analysis. There

were no changes in the results except that the level of

significance for SEN and CMDST had increased. The summary

statistics for the equation were similar.

The examination of the two components of pay

differences began with pay at the time of the layoff, RP10

(Table K.29). SEN and SCHOOL had opposite signs from those

hypothesized, however only AGELO and GRADE were significant.

The H2 and adjusted RZ were .797 and .782 respectively and

the F test significant. The results were at odds with those

of the GRADE equation discussed previously. In that one

SEN, and SCHOOL were significant and AGELO insignificant at

the specified levels. The RZ was much less than that for

RPLO. The possible reason for these discrepencies is the

relationship between RPLO and GRADE. As discussed earlier

the pay on the sugar plantation depended on the Grade of the



TABLE K.28

PAYDIF
Labor Force Participants

AGELO 3.766 10.779
.096 .275

(.630) (2.551)***

SEN 10.379 13.219
.287 .366

(1. 643)* (2.997)***

SCHOOL -3.442 -2.972 -16.337
-.023 -.020 -.107
(.200) (.173) (-1.055)

GRADE 21. 998 21.596 28.404
.193 .190 .250

(1. 871)** (1.846)** (2.539)***

EHAW -92.152 -83.604 -100.006
-.113 -.102 -.122
(.958) (-.880) (-1.031)

EJPN 27.950 39.780 32.586
.037 .052 .043

(.288) (.418) (.332)

EFIL 48.388 56.140 34.116
.061 .070 .043
.497 .583 (.348)

CMDST -3.622 -3.621 -3.488
-.204 -.204 -.196

(-2.248)** (-2.254)*** (-2.148)**

MIGRT -133.812 -141.400 -172.407
-.081 -.085 -.104

(-.821) (-.872) (-1.059)

a -275.871 -191. 637 -241.856
- - -

(-.979) (-.775) (.853)

n 105 105 105

R2 .322 .319 .303

Adj R2 .258 .262 .244

F 5.008*** 5.620*** 5.2051'**
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TABLE K.29

RPLO
Labor Force Participants
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AGELO 2.767 .259
.135 .103

(1. 639)* (.078)

SEN -1. 782 7.338 7.532
-.094 .389 .399

(-1. 007) (2.22)*>'< (3.443)***

SCHOOL -1. 943 17.279 17.298
-.024 .217 .218

(-.399) (1. 861)** (1.873)**

GRADE 51. 769
.870

(16.722)***

EHAW -19.711 -22.340 -21.794
-.046 -.052 -.051

(-.734) (-.424) (-.420)

EJPN 8.860 78.760 79.491
.022 .198 .200

(.324 ) (1. 487) (1. 532)

EFIL -3.947 13.194 13.687
-.009 .032 .033

(-.145) (.247) (.259)

a 629.119 630.002 635.817
- - -

(7.893)*** (4.032)*** (4.646)***

n 105 105 105

R2 .797 .211 .211

Adj R2 .782 .163 .171

F 54.321>'<** 4.364*** 5.288***
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position held by the employee. In essence then the same

variable appeared on hoth sides of the equal sign. This

results in the high RZ. The multicollinearity among GRADE

and the other variables can account for the estimates that

vary from those of the GRADE equation. Although the removal

of a significant variable could bias the regression

coefficients and enlarge their standard errors (Johnston),

RPLO was re-estimated without GRADE. The results were

similar to those of the GRADE equation in that SEN and

SCHOOL were both significantly positive and AGELO not

significan-t. The equation remained significant and the RZ

were .211 and .163. The equation vas then re-estimated

without AGELO (column three) and there vas no significant

difference in the estimates and tests except that the

significance level of SEN increased to .01.

The results of the analysis of the second component of

PAYDIF, PAY1, are presented in Table K.30. AGELO is of the

anticipated sign but not significant. However, SEN was

significant but negative, the wrong sign. SCHOOL and GRADE

were both positive, but on~y the latter was significantly

so, and al~ the ethnic variables were not significant •

C~DST, commuting distance to work, was significantly

positive wa~ the entercept, and whether or not the

respondent had migrated from North Kohala (~IGRT) not

significant.



TABLE K.30

PAYIZ
Labor Force Participants
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AGELO -.787 -7.600
-.022 -.210

(-.138) (-1.888)***

SEN -10.084 -10.678
-.302 -.320

(-1. 677)** (-2.548)***

SCHOOL 7.332 7.234 19.859
.052 .051 .141

(.447) (.443) (1. 346)"(

GRADE 26.236 26.320 20.013
.249 .250 .190

(2.344)** (2.367) (1.878)**

EHAW 84.267 82.480 91.897
.111 .109 .121

(.920) (.914) (.995)

EJPN -29.932 -32.405 -34.436
-.043 -.046 -.049

(-.323) (-.359) -.369

EFIL -53.230 -54.851 -39.365
-.072 -.074 -.053

(-.574) (-.599) -.422

CMOST 3.720 3.729 3.599
.227 .227 .219

(2.431)*** (2.443)*** (2.327)**

MIGRT 168.483 170.070 205.980
.110 .111 .134

(1. 085) (1.104) (1. 328)*

a 813.743 796.134 780.670

(3.032)*** (3.387)*** (2.890)***

e .896

n 105 105 105

R2 .280 .280 .259

Adj R2 .212 .220 .197

F 4.104*** 4.662*** 4.187***
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The eqaation was first re-estimated without AGELO and

the results were si.ilar to those of the first eguation.

SED remained nagatiye and positive. Because of the strong

relationship be~ween AGELO aDd SEB, the equation was then

re-estillated with AGE1.0 and without SED. The preyious

warnings about bias aDd enlargement of standard effors holds

here. lGELO vas ~hen negative and significant as

hypothesized•. SCHOOL vas positive and significant at the

.10 as vas !iGBT. ~he B2 and adjus~ed B2 abou~ .03 lower

but the equation is s~ill significant at the .01 level.

These results sQggest that when an employer faced an

ex-~ohala sugar worker who was applying for an opening and

who had much seniority with the sugar company. what the

eaployer saw vas an older worker. 1 definitive answer on

this would require ~he results of interviews with employers

on this particular aatter. However, the results do suggest

that this was the cause.

K.2.2 Decomposition of the Relationships

Nov that the yarious equation systems have been

analyzed t.he next step is to decompose the relationship

between the various explanatory variables and the altimate

dependent variables, derived the total effects, and rank

them by their total effects.
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But before proceeding the relationship between AGELO

and SEN is examined although AGELO and SEN are expected to

be s~rongly related, the relationship hetween the tvo is not

explicitly included in the recursive system and therefore

canno~ be included in the total effects derivation.

As can be seen in Table K.31 the Beta coefficient for

SEN and AGELO for the whole sample is .887 and .824 for the

labor force participants. It is highly significant in both

cases.

TABLE K.31

Present Value of Private Costs: SEN and AGELO

Dependent

AGELO

a

n

Adj. R2

F

Total Sample

SEN

.967

.887
(21.950)***

-18.224

(-8.930) ***

133

.786

.785

481.809

Labor Force Participant

SEN

.892

.824
(14. 1 44) ***

-15.523

(-6.144) ***

105

.679

.676

217.805***
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The first decomposition is presented in Table K.32 and

it is for GRADE. Although not used as an ultimate variable,

the pay with Kohala Sugar, which is an important determinant

of private cost, is direct1y tied to GRADE, and thus worth

examining. EFIL and AGELO only effect GRADE through SCHOOL

as mediating variables, that is, indirectly when the

complete sample is used. The total effect for EFIL is .083

and -.280 for AGELO. SCHOOL and SEN both effect GRADE

directly with values of .422 and .582, respectively. EJPN

affects GRADE both directly and indirectly or a total effect

of .357. The other variables showed no effect. Table K.33

shows that when only labor force participants are used, EFIL

and AGELO have an effect through the mediating ~ariable

SCHOOL. The values are .064 and .129, respectively. EJPN

now has no effect. SCHOOL and SEN have a direct effect:

.275 and .441. The path diagrams are presented in Figures

K.1 and K.2.

The decompositions for PVPC is presented in ~able K.34

for the total sample and K.35 for the labor force

participants. The path diagrams are presented in Figures

K.3 and K.4. In Table K.34, EFIL has an insignificant

relationship with PVPC. However, there is an indirect

relationship vith SCHOOL and GRADE as mediating variables

and these account for the .019 total effect between E?IL and

PVPC. For EJPN the same relationship with the mediating
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TABLE K.J2

Decomposition of the Relationship with GRADE - Total Sample

Variable

EFIL

via SCHOOL

GRADE

Total Effect

EJPN

via SCHOOL

GRADE

Total Effect

EHAW

via SCHOOL

GRADE

Total Effect

AGELO

via SCHOOL

GRADE

Total Effect

SCHOOL

GRADE

SEN

GRADE

Values

(.196) (.421) =.083

o

.083

(.211) (.422) = .089

.268

.357

o

o

o

(-.664) (.422) = -.280

o

-.280

.422

.582
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TABLE K.33

Decomposition of th€ Relationship with GRADE - Labor Force
Participants

variable Values

EPIL

via SCHOOL (-.234) (.275) = -.064

GRADE 0

Total Effect -.064

EJPN .

via SCHOOL 0

GRADE 0

Total Effect 0

EHli

via SCHOOL 0

GRADE 0

Total Effect 0

AGELO

via SCHOOL (-. 468) (.275) = -.129

GRADE 0

Total Effect -.129

SCHOOL

GRADE .275

SE~I

GRaDE .441
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variable SCHOOL holds. However, in addition to the indirect

relationship through GRADE and SCHOOL as in the case of EFIL

there is also an indirect relationship through GRADE only.

The tva indirect relationships account for the .127 total

effect. EHAi has a direct and a total effect of -.23~.

SCHOOL and SEN have an effect through GRADE and the values

are .097 and .134. The remainder of the effects are zero.

In the case of labor force participants EFIl has

significant relatio~ship with SCHOOL, but not with any of

the variables and SCHOOL has a non-significant relationship

with PVPC. AGELO effects PVPC through the mediating

variables SCHOOL and GRADE and the value of the total effect

is -.022. Again because of the non-significance of SCHOOL

and PVPC~ the relationship between AGELO and SCHOOL does not

allow for indirect relationship through SCHOOL. GRADE is

mediating variable for both SCHOOL and SEN and in both cases

there is no indirect effect.

The total effects are .046 and .07~. EHAW has a direct

effect -.216. In addition to EFIL, EJPN snowed no effect

with PVPC.

In the first of the disaggregations of the PVPC, none

of the variables had an effect on DURJSF with either sample

except U, the rate of unemployment, with values of .272 and

.221. These are presented in Tables K.36 and K.37.
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TABLE K.34

Decomposition of ~he Relationshi~ with Pvpe - Total Sample

Variable

BPIL

via SCHOOL
via GRADE.
PVPC
'fot.al Bffect

E.lPB

.,ia SCHOOL
via GRADE.
PVPC
Total Effect

BUIlt

"ia SCHOOL
via GRADE*
PYPC
'fotal Effect

AGBLO

via SCHOOL
via GRADE.
PVPC
Total Effect

SCHOOL

via GRADE
PVPC
Total Rffect

SEN

via GRADE
pvpe
Total Effect

Values

(.196)· (0) = 0
0+·{.196) (.422) (.231) = .019
o
.019

(.211) (0) = u
(.268) (.231)+(.664) (.422) (.231)=.127
o
.127

o
o

-.234
-.234

(-.664) (0) = 0
o
o
o

(.. 422) (.231) = .097
o
.097

(.582)(.231) = .13~

o
.134

*Includes direct and indirect effects.
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TABLE K.35

Decomposition of the Relationship with pvpe - Labor Force
Participants

Variable

E"FII.

via SCHOOL
via GRADE*
pvpe
Total Effect

EJPN

via SCHOOL
via GRADE*
pvpc
Total Effect

EHAW

via SCHOOL
via GRADE*
pvpe
Total Effect

AGE10

via SCHOOL
via GRADE*
pvpc
Total Ef.fect

SCHOOL

via GRADE
PVPC
Total Effect

SEN

via GRADE
PVPC
Total Effect

Values

(-.234) (0) = 0
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

-.216
-.216

(-. (68) (0) -= 0
(-.468) (.275) (.168) =-.022

o
-.022

(.275) (.168) = .046
o
.046

(.441) (.168) -= .074
o
.074

*Includes direct and indirect effects.
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TABLE K.36

Decomposition of the Relationship with DURJSF - Total Sample

Variable

EPIt.

via SCHOOL
via GRADE (direct and indirect)
DURJSF
Total Effect

EJPN

via SCHOOL
via GRADE (direct and indirect)
DURJSP
Total. Effect

EHA'il

via SCHOOL
via GRADE (direct and indirect)
DURJSF
Total Effec t

AGELO

via SCHOOL
via GRADE (direct and indirect)
DURJSF
Total Effect

SCHOOL

via GRADE
DURJSF
Total Effect

SEN

via GRADE
DURJSP
To-tal Effect

u

DURJSF

Values

(-.196) (a) '"' a
a
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
a
o
o

(-.66~) (0) = a
o
o
a

(-.422) (0) = 0
o
o

o
o
o

.272
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TABLE K.37

Decomposition of the Relationship with DURJSF - Labor Force
Participants

Variable Values

EFIL
via SCHOOL (-.23~){O) = 0
via G.RADE (direct and indirect) 0
DURJSF 0
Total Effect 0

EJPN

via SCHOOL 0
via GRADE (direct and indirect) 0
DURJSF 0
Total Effect 0

EHAW

via SCHOOL 0
via GRADE (direct and indirect) 0
DURJSF 0
Total :':ffect 0

AGELO
via SCHOOL (-. 468) (0) = 0
via GRADE (direct and indirec t) 0
DURJSF 0
Total Effect 0

SCHOOL

via GRADE 0
DURJSF 0
Total Effect 0

SEN

via GRADE (.275) (0) = 0
DURJS£' 0
Total Effect 0

U

DURJS'F .221
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Remember again that the special circumstances surrounding

the Kohala closing accounts for the preponderence of

unanticipated non-significant relationships. This is

conjunction with the non-significant results for subseguent

periods of unemployment means that pay differences account

for most of the private costs, PVPC.

In Table K.38 the non-significant relationship between

SCHOOL and PAYDIF converts the significant relationships

between EFIL and AG~LO. and SCHOOL to a zero indirect

effect. The indirect effect through GRADE accounts for the

.07 total effect between SCHOOl. and PAYDIF. AGELO has only

a direct effect on PAYDIF and the value is .275. Figure K.6

has the path diagram.

Figure K.G contains the path diagram for PAYIZ, one of

the components of PAYDIF. The other component, PAYLO, is

represented in the GRADE total effect docomposition because

of the one-to-one correspondent between the two. In Table

K.39, EFII. has an indirect effect through SCHOOL of -.033

which is also the total effect. The effect of -.280 for

AGELO consists of an indirect effect through SCHOOL of -.07

and a direct effect of -.210. Both the effects of SCHOOL

and SEN are mediated by GRADE and the former also directly

affects PAY. The total effect values are .221 and .084

respectively. The total effect of CMDST is .219.
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Decomposition of the Relationship with PAYDIF
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Variable

EPII.

via SCHOOL
via GRADE
PAYDIF
Tot.al Effect

EJPN

via SCHOOL
via GRADE
PAYDIP
Tot.al Effect

EHA1i

via SCHOOL
via GRADE
PAYDIP
Total Effect

AGELO

via SCHOOL
via GRADE
PAYDIF
Total Effect

SCHOOL

via GRADE
PAYDIlO'
Tot.al Effect

SEN

via GRADE
PAIDIP
Total Effect

CMDST
PAYDIP

1UGRT
PAIDllO'

Values

(-.234) (0) = 0
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

(-.468) (O) = 0
o
.275
.275

(.275) (.250) =.07
o
.07

o
o
o

-.196

o
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TABLE K.39

Decomposition of the Relationship with PAYIZ

Variable

EPIL

via SCHOOL
via GRADE
PAY
'fotal Effect

EJPB

via'SCHOOL
yia GRADE
PAY
'fotal Effect

ERA"

via SCHOOL
yia GRADE
PAY
'fatal Effect

AGELO

via SCHOOL
PAY
'fatal Effect

SCHOOL

via GRADE
PAY
Total Effect

SEN

yia GRADE
PAY
Total Effect

Values

(-.234) (.141) .: -.033
o
o

-.033

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

(-.468) (.141) = -.07
-.210
-.280

(.422) (.190) = .080
.141
.221

(.441) (.190) = .084
o
.08lJ

C!DST

BiGRT
PAY

PAY

.219

e
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The to~al effects for each dependent variable are

ordered in Table K.40. The order is the same for GRADE in

both samp~es: SEN, SCHOOL, AGELO, and EFIL. The only

exception is the appearance of EJPN in the total sample.

The unemployment rate U is the only variable with any effect

in the DGRJSF equation.

when the total sample is used in the analysis of PVPC,

SEN has the largest effect followed by EJPN, SCHOOL, and

EFIL. SEN still has the greatest total effect in the labor

force participants SUb-sample, but the magnitude is

approximately one-half of that with reti~ees included.

SCHOOL no~ ranks second, but it is also ha5 abnut one-half

the former magnitude. Of the ethnic variables only EHAW has

any effect. AGELO is now included, but with SCHOOL and

GRADE as mediating variables. All variables in both the

sample and sub-samples have GRADE as a mediating variable.

Both AGELO and C~DST have a direct impact on PAYDIF and

AGELO has the largest effect, .275, and CMDST is next with

-.196. SCHOOL is third ~ith a .07 total effect. In this

case the total effect of AGELO is more than 10 times greater

than in the labor force participants SUb-sample of PVPC

(remember that PAYDIF uses only this SUb-sample). That for

SCHOOL is not quite twice as large.

Breaking PAYDIF into one of its component parts, PAYIZ

(see Figure K.7), the ordering is AGELO, -.280; SCHOOL,

.221; SEN, .08~; and finally EFIL, -.033.
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TABLE K.40

ordering ox Total Effects

Inter-
Dependent Expla.natory Mediating Total
Variable Variable Variable Variable

GRADE
Tota~ Sample SEN Direct .582

SCHOOL Direct .422
EJPN Direct .268
AGELO SCHOOL -.280
EFI!. SCHOOL -.083

Labor Force SEN Direct .441
Participants SCHOOL Direct .275

AGELO SCHOOL -.129
EFIL SCHOOL -.064

DURJSP'
Total Sample U Direct .272
Labor Force

Participants U Direct .221

PVPC
Total Sample EHAW Direct -.234

SEN GRADE and Direct .134
EJPN GRADE and Direct .127
SCHOOL GRADE and Direct .097
EFIL GRADE and Direct .019

tabor Force EHAW Direct -.216
Participants SEN GRADE .074

SCHeOL GRADE .046
AGELO SCHOOL and GRADE .022

PAYDIF AGELO Direct .275
CMDST Direct -.196
SCHOOL GRADE .07

PAYIZ AGELO SCHOOL and Direct -.280
SCHeOL GRADE and Direct .221
CMDST Direct .. 219
SEN GRADE .084
EFI!. SCHOOL -.033
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CONPIDENTIAL .

Appendix L

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

EX-Sugar Workers
Date: _

Interviewer: _
Respondent No: _

1. Are you retired, wor.king or unemployed?
( ) Retired.
( ) Vor-king.
( ) Unemployed.
( ) Other.

2. Work history since lay-off.
(Probe all the way back to lay-off date.)
(Include all periods of unemployment.)
(Start with most recent and work backwards.>
(Include second jobs.)
a. Present status Employer ~----__

Rate of pay 1. Date job started~ _
Hrs/vk wks/yr __

b. Previous status Employer __
Ending rate of pay / Date job started _
Date job ended Hrs/wk wks/yr _

c. Previous status Employer__~----
Ending rate of pay ----I Date job started _
Date job ended Hrs/vk wks/yr _

d. Previous status Employer ~----
Ending rate of pay ----I Date job started _
Date job ended Hrs/wk wks/yr _

List any additional periods of employment or
unemployment since the lay-off on the back of the
last page.

3. What was your pay per nour when you were laid off?
If retired - - - Go to ~. -----
If unemployed - Go to 9.
If employed - - - Go to 12.

- 320 -
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4. If retired: Do you receive any retirement income?
i ) Yes.
( ) Ho.

5. iho do you receive retirement payments from?
(Circle correct ones)

Row much per month
a. Social Security
b. Private insurance benefits
c. Kohala Corporation
d. Ot.hers

6. Row old were you when you were laid off by Kohala
Sugar?
If less than 65 - - - Go to 7.
If 65 or over - - - Go to 20.

7. If you had retired from Kohala sugar at the usual
retirement age, how much retirement pay would you now
be receiving from Kohala Corp?

If"the respondent retired after lay-off by Kohala Sugar
and vas less than 65 at the time - - - Go to 8.
If not - - - Go to 20.

8. If you had retired from Kohala Sugar at the usual
retirement age, how much retirement pay would you now
be receiving from:

How much per Month
a. Social Security
b. Private insurance benefits
c. other

Go to 20.

If unemployed.

9. Row long have you been unemployed1

10. Row much unemployment compensat~on are you now
receiving? Imo.

11. Other payments? ___Hov much ______/mo.

If employed:

12. Are you still rece~v~ng any payments from Kohala
Corporation or from the union?
( ) Yes
( ) No - - - Go to 15.

13. Are these payments made to you because you were laid
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off when Kohala Sugar closed?
( ) Yes
( ) No

14. How much are these payments per month?

15. ihen you were hired at your present job, were you
hired:
a. To replace someone who had been fired or who quit

for some reason.
If yes go to 17.

b. Not to replace someone, but hired as an additional
worker.
If yes go to 16.

c. Some other reason _
d. Don't know

16. If
Do
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

answered 15-b (additional worker)
you think you were hired because:
Increased sales by the business __~__~ __
The owner thought sa~es were going to increase •
Because you were willing to work at pay lower than
your pay at Kohala SugarOther. .Explain _
Don't know _

17. Were you working a second job during your last year
of employment with Kohala Sugar?

( ) Yes
( ) No

18. Are you presently working a second job?
( ) Yes - - - Go to 19.
( ) Ho - - - Go to 20.

19. If you were still working for Kohala Sugar today.
do you think you would be working a second job today?
( ) Yes
( ) No

All respondents
20. Are other members of your household now working?

( ) Yes
( ) No - - - Go to 31.

21. Which members? X __

Y_-----------------Z

22. Did he/she/any of them ever work for Kohala?
( ) Yes. Which one{s) (X,Y, or Z)? _
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( ) No - - - Go to 24.

23. Dates of employment:
x. From To
Y. From To
Z. From To

24. Was he/she/any of them working at the time you were
laid off by Kohala Sugar?
( ) Yes. Which one (X, Y, or Z) "1
( ) No.

If employed - - - Go to 25.
If unemployed - - - Go to 26.
If retired - - - Go to 27.

25. If presently employed (see question 1): Did he/she/any
of them go to work because,
( ) a. 3y present job does not pay as much as my old

Kohala Sugar job so my went
to work to bring in more money for us.
Which one (X, Y, Z)?

( ) b. Other reason -~~-------------
Which one (X, Y, Z)?
Go to 28.

26. If presently unemployed (see question 1): Did he/she
any of them go to work because,
() a. I have not been able to find work so my

vent to work to bring in more money for us.
( ) b. Other reason ~:-~~ _

Which one (X, I, Z)? _
Go to 28.

27. If presently retired and retired early (see questions
1, 7 and 8): Did he/she/any of them go to work because,
() a. I am not receiving as much retirement pay as

I would if I had retired at usual retirement
age. Therefore my went to work
to bring in more money for us.
Which one (X, Y, Z)?

( ) b. 3y _~:--~ ~ would have gone to work
even if I were receiving normal retirement pay.
Which one (I, I, Z)?
Go to 28.

28. If son or daughter went to work. If not go to 30.
My son/daughter was not old enough to work at the
time of the lay-atf, but is now.
( ) Yes
() No
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29. If son or daughter went to work. If not, go to 30.
If Kohala Sugar had not closed, would your son/
daughter be working today?
( ) Yes
( ) No

30. How long has he/she been working this job:
Person x.

Y.
z.

31. Who is his/her employer and what type of business is it?
x. Employer

Type of business
Y. Employer _~ _

Type of business
z. Employer=-~ _

Type of business _

32. What is bis/her hourly pay,
x.
Y.
z.

-----_.

33. How many weeks in a year does he/she wor.k?
x.
Y.
z.

3Q. How many hours a week does he/she work?
x.
Y.
z.

35. How old are you?

36. ~arital Status:
( ) Single
( ) Married
( ) Widowed

37. How many years did you go to school?
( ) 0-3
( ) ~-6

( ) 7-8
( ) 9-12
() 1-3 years of college
( ) B. A. or above

38. Sex?
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( ) t'!a~e

( ) Fema~e

39. Wha~ is your ethnic background?
( ) Filipino ( ) Japanese
( ) Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian ( ) Portuguese
( ) Caucasian (Haole) ( ) Other

40. Are you a citizen of the United states?
( ) Yes
( ) By Birth
( ) Naturalized
( ) No

If naturalized or no,

41. What year did you immigrate to the United states? _

42. How many years altogether have you been employed in
your life?

43. Did you ever work at a non-plantation job in Hawaii
before working for Kohala Sugar?
( ) Yes
() No

If yes,

44. What were the dates of such last employment?
From 19_to 19

1105. How many children under 20 are living with you

46. How many children under 20 were living with you at
the time you were laid off by Koha~a Sugar?

47. What was the total gross income of all the members
of your household in 1978?

For those now living outside of North Kohala:

48. What year did you move out of North Kohala?

49. Why did you move out?
( ) To look for work.
( ) Becaus€ I had been offered a job outside of North

Kohala.
( ) Other.
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